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Abstract

THE STRUCTURE AND RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES

OF LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS GELLED WITH

WATER AND METHANOL CLATHRATES

by

Lucile M. Shanes

Submitted to the Department of Chemical Engineering on
August 16, 1977, in partial fulfillment of the require-
ments for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

Liquefied natural gas has been gelled using two different gelants,
water and methanol, by a vapor condensation technique which produces
fine crystalline particles. These gelant particles were analyzed
both experimentally and theoretically to assess the nature of the gel
structure. X-ray diffraction, composition determination and micro-
scopic observation provided substantial evidence that the particles
were crystalline clathrate solids rather than pure solids. Sub-
sequent theoretical analysis of the attractive interactions indi-
cated that the van der Waals attraction is fairly weak and that
hydrogen bonding between the particles is likely to be responsible
for the observed gel structure.

The heological (both elastic and viscous) properties of the
gels were determined using an oscillating shear technique, and the
behavior was found to be consistent with the proposed structure of
the gels. The results showed non-linear viscoelasticity and the
observed behavior appeared to be primarily a transient response.
Analysis of the transient response and extrapolation to steady
state indicate an apparent Bingham plasticity at the low shear
rates studied.

A primary incentive for this study was the possible use of
LNG gel as a safer form in which to transport natural gas. If an
accidental spill were to occur, the rapid spread and vaporization
of the LNG could produce flammable mixtures several miles from
the spill site. To assess whether gelation would indeed provide a
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safety benefit, an experimental study was done on the rate of vapor-
ization of LNG gel from a water surface. It was found that the gels
boiled at a rate which was one-half to one-third that of LNG. Also,
a numerical technique was used to predict the spreading behavior
(based on the results of the heological study). The combined
decrease in spread rate ad vaporization indicated that a gel of
yield stress 500 dynes/cm could reduce the estimated maximum dis-
tance for flammable mixtures by a factor of five.

Thesis Supervisor: Robert C. Reid
Professor of Chemical Engineering
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CHAPTER 1 - SUMMARY

The primary incentive for this study was the possible use of

gelled liquefied natural gas (LNG) as a safer form in which to trans-

port natural gas. For oceanic transport, natural gas (composed pri-

marily of methane but includes small amounts of heavier hydrocarbons

such as ethane and propane) is presently converted to its liquid form

(boiling point 110 K at 1 bar). This has a volumetric advantage over

shipment in the gas form,as the liquid density is 0.42 g/cm3 while the

gas is 0.02 g/cm3 at 30 bar. Economic considerations have, therefore,

shown that liquid transport in large insulated tankers is preferred

to gas transport in thick-walled vessels. A concern associated with

such cryogenic transport is the possibility of a tanker accident

resulting in an LNG spill. With its low viscosity (0.12 cp) and

high volatility, LNG will readily flow out of a ruptured tank, spread,

and vaporize. As the cold, newly vaporized natural gas mixes with air,

a vapor cloud forms above the spreading pool of LNG. This vapor

cloud may travel a considerable distance before there has been suf-

ficient dilution to reduce the natural gas concentration below its

lower flammability limit (5 mole percent in air).

The magnitude of the hazard associated with any major LNG spill

is directly related to the quantity spilled and thus dependent on

tanker capacities. Thirty-five natural gas tankers with an average

capacity of 46,000 cubic meters are now in operation. Future tankers

(those either under construction or in the design stage) will average
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124,000 cubic meters in capacity. Although such tankers are designed

with a large safety factor (they generally consist of five or six

separate storage tanks which are separated from the hull by greater

than a meter thickness of insulation), there is, nevertheless, concern

due to the large quantities being transported. It has been estimated

that the spill from a single inner storage tank could result in flam-

mable gas mixtures several miles from the spill site. Thus it is

still desirable to reduce this hazard should a feasible means be

available.

In order to obtain such a safety benefit, one would like to sig-

nificantly reduce any or all of the following rates: the spill rate,

the spreading rate, and the rate of boil-off per unit area. The first

two rates are affected primarily by the rheological properties of the

fluid, and a gel would have two desirable properties--a yield stress

and a high viscosity. The high viscosity should reduce the rate of

spreading while the yield stress will halt the spreading altogether

once its height can be supported by the gel structure. The third

factor, the rate of boil-off per unit area (on water) is dependent

on the boiling curve (heat flux versus AT = Tboiling liqui
boiling liquid

ater surface) for nucleate and film boiling. LNG has previously

been studied in confined spill tests and the results showed an

increase in boil-off rate with time. This has been interpreted as

a shift from film to nucleate boiling. Thus it is desirable to alter

the boiling curve in such a way as to prevent this shift to nucleate

boiling.
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The present study has investigated LNG gel properties related

to this possible safety benefit and has also considered properties

which will be important in any future assessment of industrial-scale

feasibility. Initially, a laboratory procedure was developed for

gelling LNG with either water or methanol. The choice of these two

gelants was based on a previous study by Vander Wall (1971) on liquid

methane gels. The resulting LNG gels were then investigated to

determine their structural and heological properties. The structural

analysis consisted of a theoretical analysis of the gelant particle

interactions and a detailed experimental analysis of the nature of

the actual gelant particles, which included crystal structure deter-

mination, composition analysis, and thermodynamic stability analysis.

The heological study included an experimental determination of both

the elastic and viscous properties of the gels. For this particular

application of LNG gels, the most important heological parameters

measured were the yield stress and the steady-state shear stress as

a function of rate of shear. These heological properties were then

used to assess the possible safety benefit associated with the trans-

port of LNG gels, and the structural properties were considered in

relation to possible large-scale production and use.

1.1 The Gelation Process

The present laboratory technique for gelling LNG used a

nucleation/particle growth sequence to form colloidal size (generally

1 nm to 1 pm) gelant particles. This produces a lyophobic gel (i.e. one
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in which the colloidal particles have little or no affinity for the

dispersion medium) which derives its semi-solid structure from inter-

particle attractive forces. The gelation procedure was similar to

that used by Vander Wall in his study of liquid methane gels. A vapor

mixture of natural gas with a small amount of gelant ( < 2 mole percent

water or methanol) was jetted under the surface of the LNG. The con-

tact of the cryogenic liquid with the warm vapor produced rapid heat

exchange. Temperature measurements within the jet indicated that the

exit vapor cooled from 273 K to 110 K in less than 0.1 ms, thus

producing nucleation and particle growth in the vapor phase. Some

of these particles will then reach the vapor-liquid interface by

diffusion and convection and will be retained in the liquid. After

continual addition of such gelant particles, the gelant concentration

will eventually be high enough to form a structure throughout the

liquid, thus forming a gel.

A diagram of the gelation apparatus used in this study is shown

in Figure 1-1. Two separate lines were used. The first line carried

methane gas which was subsequently condensed (by contacting the bottom

surface of a preparation beaker which was situated in a bath of liquid

nitrogen) to form the initial charge of liquid methane. In the second

line, the natural gas/gelant mixture was produced by splitting

a natural-gas stream, saturating one of the streams with gelant, and

subsequently mixing it with the unaltered bypass stream. This mixture

was then jetted into the previously prepared charge of liquid methane

by means of an outlet tube with a 0.159 cm (1/16") exit hole (Figure
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1-2). Insulation and heating capabilities were required in the out-

let tube to prevent condensation of the gelant prior to contact with

the liquid methane. The gas flow rate for this vapor mixture was

110 cm3/s (at 273 K, 1 bar), and gelation time ranged from two to

four hours. During the entire process, liquid nitrogen was used as a

coolant to keep the gel from vaporizing and to provide the necessary

cooling for condensation of the gelant. Natural gas mixtures ranging

from a "heavy" composition of 80/15/5 mole percent methane/ethane/

propane to pure methane were gelled with this apparatus. When a

mixture (as opposed to pure methane) was used, the heavier components,

ethane and propane, would condense out, mixing with the initial charge

of liquid methane to form a final LNG composition which was dependent

on the run time.

The rigidity of the final gel is strongly dependent on the par-

ticle size, and, for a given gelant concentration, the smaller the

particles, the more rigid (higher yield stress) will be the gel. Thus,

the process which controls the final particle size will be particularly

important. In the present case, nucleation and particle growth were

thought to be the controlling processes. Nucleation rates were cal-

culated using the classical expression for condensation from a

vapor (Becker and Doring, 1935; Zeldovich, 1942). Particle growth

was assumed to follow the gas-kinetic theory, with each collision

resulting in a fusion of the colliding species. Assuming a linear

temperature change over a time interval of 10 s, and restricting

nucleation and particle growth to the vapor phase (i.e. once a particle
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has been entrained by the liquid, no further particle growth will

occur), results in an estimated final particle size of 1000 A

(radius) for an average vapor phase residence time of 100 ms. How-

ever, calculations based on the gel yield stress (Section 1.4) indicate

that the particle size is closer to r = 150 A. This suggests that

-4
either the average residence time in the vapor is 10 s or that

evaporation rates are significant (i.e. only a small fraction of the

collisions result in a fusion of the two species).

1.2 The Gelant Particles

The solid gelant particles are formed at approximately atmospheric

pressure within the temperature range of 273 to 113 K. In the case of

H20 as a gelant, this temperature range not only covers a region in

which ice is stable, it also includes a lower temperature region in

which a natural gas-water clathrate is stable (Figure 1-3). Clathrates

may be considered solid solutions in which a cagelike host structure is

formed by hydrogen bonding of the water molecules. This host lattice,

which by itself is unstable, becomes stabilized by the inclusion of

the second component, methane, ethane, or propane in this case. A

typical clathrate cage is the pentagonal dodecahedron shown in Figure

1-4.

If these LNG gels are to be produced and used on an industrial

scale, it will by important to know whether these gelant particles

are indeed clathrates and whether they are thermodynamically stable.

There is a substantial amount of information already available on
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Figure 1-4 Carbon Dioxide molecule encaged in a pentagonal

dodecahedron formed by hydrogen bonding of the water

molecules. Oxygen atoms are represented by O's.

Hydrogens lie along pentagon edges.
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methane-, ethane-, and propane-water clathrates (commonly referred

to as hydrates) including composition, crystal structure, and equili-

bruim data. Methanol, on the other hand, has not been previously

reported to form clathrate structures, but the ability to form hydrogen

bonds suggests that this is certainly a possibility. Several dif-

ferent types of experiments were, therefore, performed in order to

establish whether the gelant particles were clathrates and further

to determine the thermodynamic stability of the methanol gelant

particles.

1.2.1 Crystal Structure Analysis

The crystal structure of the gelant particles was studied using

a powder x-ray diffractometer with a liquid nitrogen-cooled sample

stage. Past studies have described the various structures for ice,

solid methanol, and numerous water clathrates, thus providing a basis

for distinguishing between the pure crystalline solids and the

crystalline-clathrate structures. For the methanol clathrate, however,

there was no reported knowledge of its existence or its crystal

structure, although several similar compounds (i.e. those containing

a single OH group available for hydrogen bonding) are known to form

clathrates and whose crystal structures have been determined.

Initially samples of ice and solid methanol were studied. Ice

is known to form several different structures, but the hexagonal ice

form (Figure 1-5) is most likely to occur under the temperature and

pressure conditions in the present study (i.e. 110 K and 1 bar).
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Methanol is known to form two different solid phases with the tran-

sition point being 158 K. (The general structure is a zigzag line of

hydrogen bonds, the lines being packed in parallel.) Thus, hexagonal

ice and the low temperature form of solid methanol were analyzed,

and the x-ray diffraction results were in excellent agreement with

those previously reported. The gelant particles were then analyzed

by placing a fairly rigid gel sample on the cold stage. The methane

was subsequently allowed to partially vaporize from the sample,

exposing dry particles at the surface which could then be impinged

with an x-ray beam to obtain the powder diffraction pattern. The

results for the water gels were not clearly distinguishable as any

known ice or clathrate structure. Methane, due to its small molecular

size, was expected to form a 12 A cubic clathrate crystal structure

(Figure 1-6), but the data could not be fit to such a structure, nor

any combination (i.e. a mixture of solid phases) of this plus ice.

However, the observed x-ray pattern was quite reproducible and similar

patterns were found for other low-temperature crystals (C02/H20,

N2/H20, and air/H20) formed under clathrate-stable conditions.

This suggests that the low temperature may cause a slightly different

structure than originally expected. Analysis of the data indicated

that the observed peaks could, however, be accounted for by a unit

cell of dimension a = 14.8 A or a tetragonal unit cell with dimensions

of a = 11.9 A, c = 10.1 A. No smaller unit cell was possible.

Although larger unit cells were certainly possible, the small number

of peaks observed indicated that this was unlikely. This minimum unit
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edrons

(b)

(a)

Figure 1-6 Structure of 12 A cubic gas hydrates

a) Structure composed of 14-hedrons (12 pentagons

and 2 hexagons): 2 sharing hexagon faces in middle

of front face of cube; 2 with hexagons on top and

bottom edges of front face; combination of four

14-hedrons at left and right faces (with planes per-

pendicular to paper). Unlabeled arrows indicate

locations of pentagonal dodecahedrons.

b) Pentagonal dodecahedrons lie at the eight cor-

ners of cube and in center.
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cell size is still large in comparison to those for the various ice

structures, and would, therefore, indicate that a clathrate structure

is present, possibly a distortion of the 12.0 A cubic or a completely

new structure. Due to the complexity of water-clathrate structures,

no attempt was made to determine the exact unit cell and atomic

positions for this case.

For the methanol-methane gels, the x-ray diffraction data also

indicated that a structure quite different from the pure solid was

present. These results were tested for their consistency with a

variety of possible clathrate structures (similar to those for other

single OH compounds), and a fair agreement was found for the structure

shown in Figure 1-7. Further single crystal diffraction data, however,

would be necessary to confirm this structure.

1.2.2 Particle Composition Analysis

To confirm further the clathrate nature of the solid gelant par-

ticles, an experimental technique was designed to analyze the compo-

sition of these particles. Here a pure solid phase should be clearly

distinguishable by its absence of natural gas. As the gelant par-

ticles are formed by nucleation and particle growth from a vapor

phase, there is little likelihood that dissolved gas would be frozen

into the pure solid. On the other hand, if the solid is a crystalline

clathrate phase, a significant amount of natural gas will be encaged

in the clathrate structure. For the natural gas components, methane,

ethane, and propane, their hydrate compositions have been studied
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Figure 1-7 Basic cage for methanol clathrate. OH groups

bond in hexagon rings with methyl groups alternating

up and down from plane of hexagon. Identical rings

stack together to form a cage. Two OH rings are shown

above.
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previously and determined to be CH4x7.1H20; C2H6x8.2H20 and C3H8x18.0H20

(Frost and Deaton, 1946). These differ slightly from the ideal

formulas (i.e. based on the known crystal structure with all cages

filled)--CH4x5.75H20, C2H6x7.67H20, and C3H8x17.H20, indicating that

not all of the cages need to be occupied to make the structure thermo-

dynamically stable.

To determine the composition of the liquid methane gelant par-

ticles (only pure, > 99.95 percent, methane was used in these exper-

iments), an initial separation of the solid particles from the liquid

medium was required. This was accomplished by placing the gel sample

under a slight vacuum (33 kN/m 2). Also, the sample was kept in a

cryogenic temperature-controlled bath with the selected temperature

being well above the methane boiling point but below the expected

clathrate decomposition temperature, i.e. the temperature at which

the clathrate converts to ice. This decomposition temperature was

known for methane hydrate, but could only be estimated for the methanol

clathrate. Another important experimental consideration was the

porosity of the gelant particle structure which remains after vapor-

ization of methane from the gel. To avoid residual methane trapped in

these pores, the ratio p/p* (p is the pressure of the vapor under

operating conditions and p* is the liquid vapor pressure at the tem-

perature of the experiment) must be less than 0.3. For the water-

methane gel, the sample was maintained at 163 K and 33 kN/m , which

gives a favorable p/p* of 0.015. For this low ratio, only fractional

coverage is expected, and a previous ice-nitrogen adsorption study
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(Adamson et al., 1967) indicated that the fraction is less than or

equal to 0.5.

Once the gel sample ceased to evolve gas (total desorption

took approximately two hours), the gelant particles were assumed to

be dry except for this small residual methane adsorption. The sample

was then isolated and warmed. As the particles decomposed and melted

the escaping vapor was collected and measured. The weight of the

remaining liquid gelant was also measured and a composition was thus

determined.

Two runs were made on water-methane gel samples yielding com-

positions of CH4x6.7+.5H2 0 and CH4x5.9+.5H2 0. The accuracies reported

here are the maximum experimental errors. Due to residual adsorbed

methane, a maximum error of 20 percent may have occurred (methane in

excess). If this adsorbed methane is accounted for, the resulting

composition would be CH4x7.4H20 to CH4x8.4H 20. For both cases, the

results are within the expected composition range for the clathrate,

and thus tend to substantiate the clathrate theory.

For the methane-methanol gels it was not possible to determine

the composition of the gelant particles as their decomposition

temperature was too low. Attempts to analyze these gels indicated a

decomposition temperature of 135 K at 33 kN/m . Thus, the sample

could not be kept at a temperature high enough to avoid capillary

effects without decomposing the solid.

1.2.3 Microscopic Observation

The microscope study was originally designed with three
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objectives: 1) to determine whether the particles behaved as clathrate

crystals or pure solid crystals; 2) if the behavior proved to be

consistent with the clathrate theory, to determine further the decom-

position temperature (at atmospheric pressure) for the clathrate

crystals; and 3) to determine the size and shape of the primary

particles and whether there was a change in size with a change in

gelant concentration of the initial vapor mixture from which the

gelant particles were formed.

A light microscope with a suitable sample cold stage was used

in this investigation, and samples of very dilute gels were used so

that gelant particle agglomerates could be isolated. It was found

that the majority of the individual particles were not distinguishable

under a light microscope, indicating that the principal dimension was

less than 1 pm. Thus, no further information on the actual size and

shape of the primary gelant particles could be obtained without the

use of an electron microscope. Due to the cryogenic-temperature

requirements, no attempt was made to use such a technique. However,

the light microscope proved to be useful in observing the behavior

of the gelant particles with changes in temperature. In general,

the following sequence occurred as the gelant agglomerate was warmed

at atmospheric pressure.

1) As the liquid methane boiled off, the agglomerate became

compact, eventually leaving only a thin layer of liquid around the

agglomerate. This remaining liquid vaporized as the temperature was

increased, and the agglomerate appeared dry when the temperature was
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10 K above the cryogen boiling point.

2) At a temperature well below the pure solid melting point,

the agglomerate became dark. With a further increase of 10 to 20 K,

the agglomerate sometimes took on a skeleton-like appearance (as if

fusion of the particles were occurring). During this time, new crystals

appeared on the surface of the microscope slide and continued to grow,

while the agglomerate appeared to shrink.

The microscopically observable transformation (i.e. when the

agglomerate visibly darkened) in the water-methane system occurred at

178 + 5 K which is in agreement with the known decomposition temperature

of 183 K. This indicated that the present technique was adequate for

determining decomposition temperatures, and analysis of the methane-

methanol agglomerates yielded a decomposition temperature of 145 + 5 K.

This initial transformation appears to be due to either controlled

vaporization or a popping of the clathrate crystals releasing H20 into

the vapor phase. The new ice crystals then formed at appropriate

nucleation sites on the microscope slide.

3) As the temperature was further increased (but still held

below the pure solid melting point), the agglomerate appeared to melt

and recrystallize. This indicated that at higher temperatures, the

solid-solid transformation probably occurred with a rupture of the

clathrate crystal leaving the water molecules briefly in a random

subcooled liquid form until such molecules could reorient to crystallize

as a pure solid.

4) Final melting of the remaining agglomerate and the new
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crystals occurred at the known melting point within + 5 K.

1.2.4 Attractive Forces Between Particles

The microscopic observations along with the results of the com-

position analysis and x-ray diffraction have provided substantial

evidence that the gelant particles have a crystalline clathrate

structure. The advantage of having such clathrate particles, with

respect to gelation, was then considered from a theoretical point of

view. The only two attractive forces which would be present in such

a system are van der Waals attraction between the particles and

hydrogen bonding between surface hydroxyls. The van der Waals

attractive force between two polymolecular particles is dependent on

the particle size and separation distance. For spherical particles

with a radius, r, which is much larger than the separation distance,

D, the expression is

Ar
V = (1-1)
v 12D

where V = van der Waals attrac-
tive energy

A = Hamaker constant
(Hamaker, 1937) or
Hamaker-Lifshitz
function (Lifshitz,
1956)

In the present calculations, "A" was assumed to be constant, and the

Lifshitz expression (Lifshitz, 1956) for small separation distances

was used to determine its value. For water clathrate particles, a

-14
value of 2.lx10 ergs was calculated for "A". This is quite low
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and suggests that for very small particles ( < 200 A radius) hydrogen

bonding may be important in producing the observed gel structure. Also,

there was no distinction between the van der Waals force for ice

crystals and water clathrate crystals as their spectral absorption data

were quite similar. It is not known whether a gel could actually be

formed if ice particles equivalent in size to the present clathrate

particles could be produced. However, surface characteristics will,

no doubt, play an important role in determining whether two particles

in contact with each other will stick together, and if so whether a

relatively weak linkage such as that formed by cage bridging will occur,

or whether surface planes will match and coalescence result. For

gelation, it is important to avoid coalescence as this eventually

produces a single solid mass. Also, particle-particle linkages must

be reversible under shear if the rheological behavior is to be con-

sistent with that for a gel.

For the methanol gelant particles, van der Waals attraction

was assumed to be the same as that for pure solid methanol particles,

-14 -13
and "A" was estimated to be 2x10 < A < 10 ergs (a more precise

value could not be obtained due to insufficient data on the properties

of solid methanol). This too is a fairly low value, and hydrogen

bonding between particles is again likely to produce the observed gel

structure.

1.3 Vaporization of LNG Gels on Water

To ascertain whether LNG gels would provide a significant safety

advantage, it was necessary to know whether gelation affected the rate
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of boil-off per unit area on a water surface. Confined spill studies

were performed to measure this quantity. The procedure involved

spilling a quantity of the gel onto water which was held in an

insulated container. The quantities spilled were always sufficient

to cover the entire water surface with an initial cryogen head of

> 0.5 cm. The weight of the container plus water and cryogen was

then measured as a function of time to obtain the mass vaporized per

second. Also, a thermocouple was placed in the vapor space above the

boiling cryogen to determine whether the escaping vapor was substan-

tially superheated, i.e. at a temperature above the atmospheric

boiling point of the cryogen. For the LNG gels, it was found that

the boil-off behavior was significantly different from that of LNG.

LNG boiled at a rate which initially increased with time. This has

been explained as a shift from film to nucleate boiling. Also, no

superheating of the vapor was measured, which is typical for nucleate

boiling. The LNG gels, on the other hand, boiled at a lower fairly

steady rate (Figure 1-8), and the vapor was generally quite super-

heated (between 30 K and 90 K) which might be expected for film

boiling. In general, the gels boiled at an average rate which was

two to three times lower than LNG of the same composition.

1.4 Gel Rheology

Past studies on different types of gels have shown their

rheological behavior to be non-Newtoniam and time dependent. In

general, the simplest expression which can be used with such floc-
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culated dispersions is an expression proposed by Oldroyd (1958),

but modified to include a yield stress.

T T + A dv + X (dv (1-2)

where T = shear stress
dv/dx = shear rate

t = time

XlX2 = relaxation times for shear
stress and shear rate respec-
tively

= plastic viscosity coefficient

This relation defines the behavior above the yield stress, T . Below

the yield stress, the gel will behave as an elastic solid.

T = Gy (1-3)

where G = linear elasticity (or
elastic modulus)/ i1

y = shear Al/l1

According to these expressions, if a gel, initially at rest, is

instantaneously subjected to a constant rate of shear, the shear

stress response will be an initial elastic response until a critical

shear (i.e. that which corresponds to the yield stress) is reached.

At this point the shear stress will continue to increase, but will do

so exponentially, thus approaching a steady-state value of shear

stress. Some of the previously reported data for this type of rheo-

logical experiment agreed quite closely with this model. However,

under certain conditions, the shear stress response was found to peak

and then decay to a steady-state value. Jachimiak (1974) has developed

a criterion for the occurrence of such peaks--when /X1 < 1 (where

y = dy/dt), no peak will be observed.
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The fact that a steady-state value is approached for each rate

of shear indicates that a steady-state curve exists for shear stress

as a function of rate of shear. Equation 1-2 yields a Bingham plastic

relation for steady-state behavior. This, however, is known to be

an oversimplification for most gels, although it may be applicable

for specific ranges of shear rate. In general, gels behave as shown

-1
in Figure 1-9. At high shear rates ( 1000 s ) gel behavior has

been adequately described with a Bingham plastic model. At low shear

-1
rates ( 51 s ) the behavior may also be that of a Bingham plastic,

but this region has recieved little attention in the past. At

moderate shear rates, however, gels will display a pseudoplastic

behavior. The low shear rate data can be extrapolated to zero shear

rate to obtain a steady-state yield stress. However, it has been

found that a gel can resist flow even at shear stresses much greater

than this steady-state value. If the gel is subjected to increasing

shear stress until flow occurs, the maximum observed shear stress is

generally referred to as a static yield value. For the present

application of LNG gels to a safety benefit analysis, the yield

stress will be a particularly important parameter, as it determines

when an NG gel will cease spreading due to the gel structure being

able to support the residual gel height. Here the steady-state value

will provide a conservative estimate while the static yield will

provide a maximum. The steady-state curve for shear stress versus

shear rate was also desirable for future estimation of the increased

pumping requirements.
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In this study, an oscillating viscometer was used to study the

rheological behavior of the gels. The geometry was Couette (coaxial

rotational) with a forced oscillation, i.e. the gel was subjected

to a shear oscillation such as a sinusoid and the torque was measured.

The response to such a sin wave input was a function of the frequency

and the amplitude of the oscillation (Figure 1-10). Starting with a

sample at rest, if a sin oscillation at low frequency ( < 0.5 Hz)

and low amplitude ( < 0.01 shear) was applied, the behavior was

elastic, and variation of the amplitude showed a linear correlation

of shear stress with shear, i.e. it was Hookean elastic. This response

was representative of the static structure below its yield stress.

At low frequencies and higher amplitudes (up to y = 0.15, the maximum

shear attainable on the present instrument), a distinctive non-linear

viscoelasticity response was observed. This behavior indicated that

the yield stress had been exceeded,and the response was typical of

transient behavior under an applied rate of shear. At higher fre-

quencies and maximum amplitude, the response was again elastic with

the same elastic modulus as shown at the low frequencies. This

response is probably due to insufficient time for particle-particle

bonds to break during each half cycle.

To determine the steady-state shear stresses, the non-linear

viscoelastic responses were used. Similar shear stress responses have

been observed by previous investigators, but the methods of analysis

have differed greatly. Some investigators have fit the response to a

Fourier series to obtain a spectrum of relaxation times. Others have
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Shear

Shear stress

Elastic response at low frequency-low
amplitude shear and at high frequency-
all amplitudes shear

Wt

Shear stress

Non-linear viscoelastic response at low
frequency-high amplitude shear

Figure 1-10 Shear stress response for LNG gels under an

applied sinusoidal shear.
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defined new rheological functions whose relation to the desired

steady-state values is unknown. Probably the most appropriate method

of analysis was that of Elliott and Green (1972) who suggested using

a modified Bingham body expression (this is Oldroyd's expression

without the shear rate relaxation term) to fit the observed responses.

Although such a model will produce curves somewhat similar to those

actually observed for LNG gels, it is not certain whether the shear

rate relaxation term is actually negligible under such conditions.

To analyze the present data a slightly different method was used.

For a sinusoidal input, the actual cup (shear) oscillation was

quite linear over much of the region around the inflection point

(Figure 1-11), and the observed shear stress response for this region

showed the same steep initial elastic response followed by a slow

relaxation which is typical of the transient responses for an applied

constant shear rate. Thus, the oscillation and resulting shear stress

behavior were similar to one alternating between two steady shear

rates. When compared with a sawtooth input (one which exactly alter-

nates between two constant shear rates), the responses matched. Thus,

to obtain the desired steady-state values, the slowly-relaxing portion

of the response was fitted to an exponential and the value for this

function at infinite time was assumed to be equal to the steady-state

shear stress. The results for the different LNG gels are shown in

Figure 1-12, and all displayed a Bingham plastic response at the low

shear rates studied.

Although no exact correlation exists for Tr as a function of
Y
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Sawtooth wave with equivalent
shear rate
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Cup oscillation for a sinusoidal and
a sawtooth input

Matching section

Shear stress response to a
sawtooth shear input

\
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cQ 1- vr c c

response to a sin-
usoidal shear input

Shear stress response

Figure 1-11 Comparison of responses for the constant

shear rate portion of a sinusoidal input and an

equivalent shear rate sawtooth input.
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known parameters, past investigations have suggested that the fol-

lowing proportionality exists.

T cc (1-4)
Dr

where A = Hamaker constant
D = separation distance between

particles
= volume fraction of particles

r = particle radius

Based on previous experimental data (Thomas, 1961), the constant of

proportionality for this expression ranges from 5 to 20. This relation

includes a proportionality with the particle-particle van der Waals

attractive force. For very small LNG gelant particles, hydrogen

bonding will be the dominant interaction force, and the resulting

proportionality will be

n(E )3 (1-5)
T HY pT

y 3

where EHy = hydrogen bond energy

n = number of hydrogen bonds
formed between two particles

The constant of proportionality for this expression ranges from 50 to

250. This expression gives a calculated radius ranging from 100 A to

200 A (assuming 1 to 3 hydrogen bonds) for all of the LNG gelant par-

ticles, which is quite small and well below the range where van der

Waals forces dominate.

The results for the methanol gels clearly showed that changing

the gelant concentration in the initial vapor mixture (i.e. the gas
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mixture from which the gelant was condensed) affected the final gel

rigidity. Lower gelant concentrations in the vapor produced higher

yield stress gels (for the same final gel composition), suggesting

that smaller particles were formed. However, for the observed

variation in yield stress with vapor gelant concentration, the esti-

mated difference in radius was only 30 percent. Although the water

gels did not show a similar variation in yield stress, this may

have been due to the small concentration range studied. The gelant

concentration in the vapor mixture was only varied by a factor of

two, whereas in the methanol gels it was varied by a factor of 9.

The static yield stresses for the LNG gels were determined

primarily by measuring the height of gel buildup which remains on a

suspended disk which has been submerged in the gel and gradually

withdrawn. An initial study using Cab-O-Sil gels showed a correlation

of T 
- (1/3)pgh, where p is the gel density and h is the peak height.

In a few cases, further confirmation of the LNG gel static yield

stresses was made using a Brookfield Synchro-Lectric Viscometer.

The resulting variation of static yield with gelant and gelant

concentration is shown in Figure 1-13.

1.5 Safety Benefit Analysis

The primary incentive for gelling LNG was to reduce the hazard

associated with an accidental LNG spill by decreasing the maximum

travel distance for flammable gas mixtures. According to the available
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vapor dispersion expressions, this distance is approximately propor-

tional to the overall rate of vapor generation. Thus, to estimate

this maximum distance requires knowledge of the maximum pool radius

which, in turn, is dependent on the rate of spread and boil-off.

Although analytical models have been derived to describe both

low viscosity (such as LNG) and high viscosity liquids spreading on

water, a number of assumptions have been made which do not seem appro-

priate. Also, the available expressions suggest that there is no

advantage in having a fluid more viscous than water, hich intuitively

would not seem to be the case. Thus, an alternative technique was

necessary to determine whether the high viscosity of the gel would

indeed reduce the rate of spread. For this purpose a numerical

technique (developed by Amsden and Harlow, 1970, which uses the com-

plete Navier-Stokes equations) was used. This computer program was

not designed to handle two different fluids nor to allow for any

loss of fluid by boil-off. However, the effect of gelation could still

be adequately demonstrated using the simple case of a breaking dam.

As the Navier-Stokes equations pertain only to Newtonian fluids, the

gel was modelled as a highly viscous Newtonian fluid of viscosity

500 poise (for a gel of yield stress 500 dynes/cm , the apparent

viscosity at 1 s would be > 500 poise). Several cases were con-

sidered for the breaking dam model. Both a free-slip (shear stress

equals zero) and a no-slip (velocity equals zero) surface were used,

and both LNG and LNG gel were analyzed. The results for these dif-

ferent numerical cases are shown in Figures 1-14, 1-15, and 1-16.
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The spreading behavior of the LNG gel for the free-slip boundary con-

dition showed a small decrease in rate of spread, approximately 2/3

that of LNG (both free-slip and no-slip were similar for LNG). On the

other hand, the spreading rate for the gel under a no-slip boundary

condition was significantly lower (approximately 1/8 that of LNG).

However, the spreading behavior of LNG gel in an actual spill on

water is likely to be somewhere in between these two rates. To

model large LNG and LNG gel spills of 107 kg each (this is approx-

imately equal to that in a single storage tank on a tanker), constant

radial spread rates and boil-off rates were assumed. For LNG, the

spreading rate was assumed to be 0.8 m/s (this is slightly higher

than has been observed in small instantaneous spills, but lower than

that found for the previous breaking dam case), and for LNG gel the

rate was assumed to be 40 percent lower (i.e. 0.3 m/s). Average

values for the boil-off rates (taken from the previously discussed

vaporization data) were used--0.2 g/cm2s for LNG and 0.1 g/cm 2s for

LNG gel. Under these conditions, the spreading and vaporization of

the two cryogens will be as shown in Figure 1-17. If the gel yield

stress and concentration change with time are also taken into account,

the gel (assuming an initial T = 500 dynes/cm ) would spread until

the gel height is 10 cm (this includes the buoyancy effect). The

overall effect will be to reduce the maximum rate of vapor generation

by a factor of 5, and, in turn, to reduce the maximum travel distance

for flammable mixtures by approximately the same factor.

Thus, if a sufficiently rigid gel is transported, the safety
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hazard may be significantly reduced. However, the feasibility of

industrial-scale use is still uncertain. The small clathrate par-

ticles may be difficult to produce efficiently. Both methods for

producing colloidal size particles, by comminution of larger par-

ticles or by a condensation sequence of nucleation and particle growth

(as used in this study), have drawbacks. The grinding of larger

crystals has a limit as to the minimum size which can be produced

( 1 m), and the required gelant concentration for this size par-

ticle (based on Equation 1-4) will be approximately 80 weight percent

(63 volume percent) to produce a gel with = 500 dynes/cm . On
y

the other hand, a condensation process requires rapid cooling to

avoid undesired condensation on vessel walls, as well as to produce

the desired small particle size. One possibility might be to expand

a natural gas-gelant vapor mixture using a supersonic jet (extremely

fine particles of 50 A radius have previously been produced by

this method), with subsequent condensation of the surrounding natural

gas. However, even if a feasible means of producing LNG gels is

found, there may be other problems associated with industrial-scale

usage. In particular, the revaporization of the gels may pose

problems due to the increasing yield stress during natural gas boil-

off. Further study is therefore necessary before any feasibility

assessment can be made.
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CHAPTER 2 - GELS AND THE GELATION PROCESS

In the literature, "gels" come under the broad topic of "colloid

chemistry". A preliminary discussion of the nature of colloidal systems

will therefore be helpful in clarifying the term "gel". Some relevant

definitions include:

Colloid Science - the science which deals with a) kinetic units
which are large in comparison with atomic dimensions yet
visibly small (usually includes 1 nm to 1 m) and b) systems
containing these kinetic units or structures derived from
them.

Colloidal particles - the kinetic units described above.

Colloidal system (Colloid) - a material system which is com-
posed of colloidal particles (or derived structures) along
with smaller kinetic units such as a liquid.

Here it is customary to distinguish between two different classes of

colloidal systems which have distinctively different behavior--

lyophilic and lyophobic. In lyophilic colloids it is assumed that there

is a strong affinity between the particles and the molecules of the

dispersion medium, while in lyophobic colloids such affinity is either

weak or absent. The kinetic units of lyophobic colloids are rigid

polymolecular particles (either amorphous or crystalline) or small

liquid droplets (emulsion). Lyophilic colloids, on the other hand,

are distinguished by their kinetic unit "particle" which consists of

either a single large molecule or a cluster of such molecules dis-

solved in the dispersion medium. A "gel" is then defined as a colloidal

system (either lyophobic or lyophilic) with a solid-like character, in

which the colloidal particles somehow constitute a coherent structure
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which is interpenetrated by smaller kinetic units, usually a liquid.

The nature of the coherent structure varies with the type of colloid.

In lyophobic gels, the structure is formed by the flocculation or

aggregation of the particles. Examples of lyophobic gels include clays,

Cabosil, vanadium pentoxide, silica gel, etc. (See Figure 2-1) In lyo-

philic gels the coherent network may be formed by ordered crystalline

regions of the macromolecules dispersed throughout the liquid, but which

are mutually united by single macromolecular chains. Another possible

structure consists of single macromolecules bound together at certain

points by cohesion forces or stronger chemical bonds. An example of the

former type of lyophilic structure is gelatin which forms ordered

regions of triple helices. Examples of the latter structure are the

chemically bonded structures of vulcanized rubber, protein elastin,

cross-linked polystyrene networks, etc.

2.1 Flocculation of Lyophobic Colloidal Particles

Lyophobic colloids are often discussed as to whether they remain

individually dispersed or flocculate, those systems which remain indi-

vidually dispersed being considered stable. The terms flocculation,

aggregation, and coagulation are generally used interchangeably and

refer to the interaction of particles to form clusters whereby the

particles have maintained their individuality, but are held together at

a few points only by comparatively weak forces. From a thermodynamic

sense, lyophobic colloids are never stable, as a large crystal will not

spontaneously dissociate into colloidal particles (as will lyophilic
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2-1 Types of Gel Networks

a) Lyophobic spherical particles
b) Lyophobic rod-like particles
c) Lyophilic with crystalline

regions
d) Lyophilic with covalent

bonding between branches
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colloids). Work must be supplied due to the required increase in the

crystal-liquid interfacial area. However, with respect to flocculation,

lyophobic particles may be stable, and such a stable system of colloidal

particles dispersed in a liquid is commonly referred to as a "sol".

The interparticle forces which affect the stability of lyophobic

colloids include electrostatic repulsion (also attraction in a few

cases), steric (entropic) repulsion, and van der Waals attraction. Sum-

mation of these effects will give an interaction potential curve such

as in Figure 2-2. If the repulsive forces are minimal, the net inter-

action will be an attraction at close range. When Brownian motion plus

external forces bring two particles into close proximity, the attractive

force will be stronger than the kinetic energy of the particle (kT) and

the two particles will stick together. Once in contact, other short

range forces such as hydrogen bonding may be important. In the present

study on the gelation of liquefied natural gas, two different gelants,

water and methanol, have been used, both of which exist in a frozen

state at the temperature of LNG (freezing point of methanol, 183 K).

With the present gelation technique, fine crystalline gelant particles

are produced and dispersed in the LNG, thus forming a lyophobic colloid.

The forces affecting the stability of lyophobic colloids will, there-

fore,be applicable to the present systems. Particularly important will

be the combination of forces which result in a net particle-particle

attraction (producing flocculation) and the nature and magnitude of the

adhesive force once flocculated. Detailed discussions will therefore

be given as to the nature of these forces and procedures for estimating
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their magnitudes.

2.1.1 Van der Waals Forces

Two identical colloidal particles will have a general attraction

for each other similar to the van der Waals molecular attractive forces.

To analyze these forces, two distinct theoretical approaches have been

developed, the first based on microscopic properties, and the second

based on macroscopic properties.

2.1.1.a Microscopic Theory

The microscopic approach is based on the interactions of the

individual molecules and assumes that these forces are additive (i.e.

that the total force is the sum of the interactions of all molecules

in one particle with all of the molecules in the other particle). For

two neutral molecules there are three sources of attraction (commonly

lumped together as van der Waals attraction): a Debye interaction

(induction); a Keesom interaction (orientation); and a London inter-

action (dispersion). The Debye and Keesom interactions only occur when

the molecule has a permanent dipole while the London interaction is a

general attractive force possessed by all molecules.

The Keesom attractive force is based on the interaction between

two permanent dipoles. This depends on the mutual orientations of the

dipoles and is determined by taking a statistical mean (based on a

Boltzmann distribution) over all possible orientations. The result is
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an attractive force due to the preponderance of attractive orientations

over the repulsive ones.

_ P1"2f
K 3

D

VK = fVexp(-VK/kT) d(orient)

K Jexp(-VK/kT) d(orient)

fVK(1 - VK/kT) d(orient)

f (1 - VK/kT) d(orient)

jVK d(orient) 1 2 "2/D ) f d(orient)VK2 d(orient)
f d(orient) kT f d(orient)

2 2
21 2 (2-1)

3kTD6

where 1p12 = dipole moment of molecule 1 and
2 respectively

k = Boltzmann's constant
T = absolute temperature
D = distance between two molecules

VK = Keesom interaction energy

f = function of dipole orientations
and is of order unity

The Debye force is based on the interaction of a permanent dipole

in one molecule and the dipole which it induces in another molecule.

An attractive force always results as the induced dipole is always anti-

parallel to the inducing one. For a dipole moment in one molecule, 1'

and a polarizability, a2' in the second molecule, the interaction can

be derived as follows. The electric potential, d' due to 1 is

p1 cosO

~d 2 (2-2)
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where D = separation distance between
molecules

= angle between dipole and radius
vector

The corresponding electric field, E = d%/dD, is

2p 1 cosO

Ed 3 (in direction of D) (2-3)
D

The energy of interaction with a molecule of polarizability a2 is

2 2
-2a 2 2cos

Vd = -(1/2)a 2E2d = 
d 2 D6

-a2 
2 1 (2-4)

D6

where Vd = Debye interaction energy

Finally, the London force is based on the premise that molecules without

permanent dipoles may still attract each other due to instantaneous

fluctuations in their respective electron distributions. From quantum

mechanics Eisenschitz and London (1930) derived an expression for this

attractive energy, VL, for two complex atoms or molecules.

-B12 -3ha1l2 V1V2
V 12 (2-5)
L 6 2D6D 2D v+v212

where ala 2 = polarizability of molecules
1 and 2 respectively

h = Planck's constant
V1v 2 = chief dispersion frequency (s-1 )

taken from the dispersion
spectrum for molecule 1 and 2
respectively

B = London constant
12
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London (1937) suggested replacing hv with the ionization potential

of the atom or molecule.

3 la2 IlI2B - 12 12 (2-6)12 2 I +I (2-6)

where I1,I2 = ionization potential for
molecules 1 and 2 respectively

Several assumptions were made to obtain this expression and further

details of the derivation are given in Appendix A. Other relations

for the London constant have been proposed by various people (Slater

and Kirkwood, 1931; Moelwyn-Hughes, 1961; Neugebauer, 1937) all of which

result in values of B larger than that from the London expression.

Visser (1972) has compared recent theoretical and experimental results

and concludes that the London expression and the Slater-Kirkwood ex-

pression (which differs from the London expression by a factor of ,

where Z is the number of electrons in the outer shell of one molecule)

are the most satisfactory for determining particle-particle attractive

forces.

Comparing the three interaction potentials, Debye, Keesom, and

London, all are proportional to /D . However, in general, the London

force will dominate the van der Waals attraction except where very

strong dipoles (such as H20, NH3) are present. Accordingly, the micro-

scopic approach to particle-particle van der Waals attraction (Hamaker,

1937) has dealt solely with the London interaction.

To obtain the total attractive interaction between two colloidal

particles, Hamaker (1937) derived expressions for the interaction
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between two spheres and two semi-infinite plates. Hamaker has con-

sidered only the London dispersion force and assumed the additivity of

this force. For colloidal interactions the Debye and Keesom inter-

actions are not additive, as the electrical field strength acting on

an atom is the vectorial sum of the separate strengths generated by

each of the atoms. The resulting total energy due to these forces is

usually much smaller than the sum of the separate energies,and the range

of action will always be extremely small (<a few molecular diameters).

Thus, the neglect of the Debye and Keesom forces is satisfactory when

the interaction distance of interest is large with respect to molecular

dimensions ( > 50 A). Also, the assumption of additivity of the London

forces is not precisely correct. Spaarnay (1959) has shown that the

deviation from additivity varies from case to case and is not known

apriori. In the cases he considered, 5 and 7 atom particles, deviations

ranged from 10 to 30 percent.

The resulting expression for the interaction between two seme-

infinite plates of substance 1 and 2 (Hamaker, 1937) is

-A 1 2 2
E = and -v 2 and A12 = qq 2B12 (2-7)

12 rD

where E = van der Waals interaction energy
per unit area

ql'q2 = number of molecules per unit
volume for molecule 1 and 2
respectively

D = separation distance
A12 = Hamaker constant

B12 = London constant
12
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For two spheres of equivalent radius the expression is (Hamaker, 1937)

-A 12 2- 12 2 ln(s - 4) (2-8)

6 s -4 s s

and s = 2 + D/r

where D = separation distance - equal to
shortest distance between the
two surfaces

r = radius of sphere
A12= Hamaker constant (as defined

above)
V = total van der Waals attractive
v

energy

When the particle size is much larger than the separation distance

(i.e. r>>D), the expression reduces to

-A12r
v 12Vv = 12D (2-9)

The above relation for the Hamaker constant is based on the interaction

of two colloidal particles in a vacuum. If the particles are separated

by some medium, (3), such as a liquid, the desired Hamaker constant is

(Hamaker, 1937)

132 12 33 13 23

According to Berthelot's principle (Berthelot, 1898), B = BllB22,
12 11 22'

and therefore

A1 2 (2-10)12 11 22

Krupp (1967) has shown that this relation holds for a variety of sub-

stances when the macroscopic theory (discussed in next section) is

used to determine the interaction constants. Thus, the principle seems
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to be applicable to the interaction between polymolecular particles.

If two identical particles are separated by medium 3, the resulting

expression for the Hamaker constant will therefore be

A = (A + A )2 (2-11)
131 l1 33

Although the use of the Hamaker relations is straightforward and

requires a minimum amount of information about the particular sub-

stances, significant inaccuracies can occur. Ionization potentials

have commonly been used to represent the characteristic energies in

the expression for the London constant. The corresponding frequency

(hv=I) for an energy of this order of magnitude (10 eV) is generally

in the ultraviolet frequency range. To determine particle-particle

interactions, however, one should consider all characteristic fre-

quencies. This includes strong adsorption bands in the infrared,

dielectric relaxation at low frequencies, etc. Although the ultraviolet

frequencies may be dominant in some colloidal systems, other spectral

regions have been shown to dominate in the present interaction between

LNG gelant particles. Further discussion of this is given under the

macroscopic theory.

2.1.1.b Macroscopic Theory

Lifshitz and coworkers (Lifshitz, 1956; Dzyaloshinskii et al.,

1959) considered only macroscopic properties and derived expressions

for the interaction between two semi-infinite media separated by a

planar slab. Based on quantum theory they suggested that the electrons

of an electrically neutral solid do not occupy fixed states of a
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sharply defined minimum energy, but rather are subject to random

excitations into states of higher energy. By definition, the absorption

spectrum represents the extent to which charges within a body will

change energy in response to an incident wave. Thus, the frequencies

at which absorption occurs are the same natural frequencies at which

charges will spontaneously move when transmitting and receiving elec-

trical signals with neighboring charges. It is this spectrum of charge

fluctuations which determines the resulting van der Waals force. For

the attractive force per unit area between two semi-infinite media of

substance 1 separated by a planar slab of substance 2, Dzyaloshinskii

et al. have derived the following expression.

F(D) = 1£2/ } s - P exp ( 1)

ss2-PS exp c[3 X ] CpnD 2] 1]] 2 2

and s = ( 1/2 - + p )

E = s(i n )

= 42nkT/hn

where k = Boltzmann's constant
T = absolute temperature
c = speed of light
e = dielectric susceptibility which

is a function of the imaginary
frequency component iC

1,2 = subscripts representing sub-
stances 1 and 2 respectively

The symbol I indicates that the zero term must be multiplied by 1/2.
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The range of validity for this expression is similar to that of

the Hamaker expression. The gap width must be larger than atomic dimen-

sions in order to specify dielectric properties for three separate

media. Also, Lifshitz has assumed smooth interfaces which physically

may or may not be true. However, if the gap width is large compared to

surface defects, the above expression will be valid. Both the Hamaker

and Lifshitz expressions are limited to gap widths < 500 A, as the

gap must be small compared to the wavelengths which contribute to the

attractive force. Otherwise a retardation will occur due to the finite

time required for the electromagnetic wave to travel from one particle

to the other. This alters the third power proportionality for sepa-

ration distance to a fourth power proportionality in both the Lifshitz

and the Hamaker expressions for the attractive force.

Both frequency and dielectric susceptibility are complex

quantities, w = w + i and (w) = ' (w) + i"(w). The desired quan-

tity is (in). According to Landau and Lifshitz (1960) (iCn) is

real and decreases monotonically from a finite positive value (or +

for metals) at n = 0 to 1 at n- 0 . In principle the entire dielectric

susceptibility function (iSn) for imaginary frequencies can be obtained

from the real component of frequency using the Kramers-Kronig relation.

0s

(i n ) = 1 + 2 n n d (2-13)

In practice, it is possible to approximate the function (iEn) knowing

the major absorption frequencies and indices of refraction by fitting
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constants to the general form for a damped linear oscillator (Ninham

and Parsegian, 1970a).

e(i n )

C
mw += 1 + +

1 + n/ mw

C.1 + 

1+ (n/wj)- jn
(2-14)

where C = constant proportional to oscil-
lator strength for Debye relax-
ation (dipole reorientation) at
microwave frequencies. The value
for this constant is equal to
the change in dielectric suscept-
ibility which occurs at the relax-
ation frequency, w. (Example
in Appendix B)

C = constant proportional to oscil-
lator strength for Lorentz
electron dispersion in infrared
through mid-ultraviolet fre-
quencies.

Wmw j = resonance (primary absorption)
frequencies for microwave and
infrared through mid-ultraviolet
frequencies respectively (deter-
mined from measurements on the
real frequency axis w=w )

n

The damping term yjin will have a negligible contribution as band-

widths are always much less than absorption frequencies (Ninham and

Parsegian, 1970b). At very high frequencies the dielectric dispersion

has the limiting form

4,fNe2

E(ign) = 1 + *2
mS2n

where

(2-15)

e = electron charge
m = mass of electron
N = number of electrons per volume
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For components with similar electron densities, the contribution from

this frequency range will be negligible.

The general form given for the van der Waals attraction is mathe-

matically complex and several simplifying assumptions are often made

which yield a more tractable expression. Integration of the original

equation with respect to D gives the corresponding van der Waals free

energy of interaction per unit area (taking E = 0 at D = x).

E (D,T) = DT I (,D)

n . i 1 -2p
and I(n ,D) = p n 1 - exp ]

+ ln 1 - A 2exp dp (2-16)

A S £s2 P1A 

SE2 + PE1 s + p

Here it is convenient to define a "Lifshitz-Hamaker function"

E (D,T) ADT)
v 127rD2

of ,

and A(D,T) = 1.5kT Z I(n ,D) (2-17)

where A(D,T) = Lifshitz-Hamaker function

For the limiting case of D - 0, "A" converges to

F 2 x (2-18)
A(0,T) = 1.5kT fx n - + e - dx (2-18)

o O j
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This expression is satisfactory for D < 50 A.

Another limiting case is T+0. Even at zero temperature each

solid body contains local electric fields of a wide range of frequencies.

These originate from the spontaneous polarizations of the constituent

molecules. (At T>0 there are additional contributions from thermal

excitations.) To evaluate the interaction energy at the limit T+0,

kT is replaced by h and from the definition of the Z now becomes

an integral yielding

A(0,0) = 4f( + { 3+ } dE (2-19)

This expression holds for kT<<hn . Parsegian and Ninham (1971) have

performed calculations on a hydrocarbon/water system to demonstrate

the effect of these two approximations. The neglect of temperature

gave attractive energies which were much lower (=1/2) than those cal-

culated using the general formula (Equation 2-16). A comparison of

A(0,T) with A(D,T) indicated that for separation distances less than

=20 A, A(0,T) will deviate from the actual value by no more than 10

percent. They also compared the contributions of the various frequency

regimes to the total energy of interaction based on the exact for-

mulation and found the contributions from the previously ignored

microwave and infrared regimes to be significant (Figure 2-3). It is

clear, however, from the expressions for van der Waals interaction,

that this attractive force is dependent on the differences in dielectric

susceptibility between the attracting substance and the separating

medium. Only for those values of n for which there is a significant
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Figure 2-3 Frequency Ranges which Contribute to the
van der Waals Interaction. The full energy coef-
ficient (Equation 2-16) for two thin hydrocarbon
layers separated by water (Ninham and Parsegian,
1970a) is broken into contributions from zero
through microwave frequency fluctuations, infra-
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nificant for a<500 A. (a = separation distance)
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difference between e1(i n ) and s2(i ) will there be a major contri-

bution to the overall attractive interaction.

The expression for the interaction of two spheres has been

derived by Mitchell and Ninham (1972). It is equal in complexity to

that for the interaction of two planar slabs. However, for two

identical spherical particles with a separation distance that is small

compared to the particle radius (D/r>>l), the expression reduces to

-A(O,T)rV = (2-20)
v 12 D

which has the same geometric functionality as the Hamaker expression

(Equation 2-9). Thus, for small separations, a single Lifshitz-Hamaker

constant is necessary to determine the resulting van der Waals

attraction.

A number of previous investigations have attempted to test the

above theory by actually measuring van der Waals forces. In several

of these studies, large gap widths were used (Derjaguin et al., 1956;

Van Silfhout, 1966; Kitchener and Prosser, 1957), thus corresponding

to the fully-retarded force region. For comparison with these exper-

imental values, Gregory (1969) calculated van der Waals interaction

constants using both the Hamaker and the Lifshitz expressions. The

results, however, did not indicate that either expression was more

accurate than the other, but, in fact, showed fair agreement for both

expressions.

In the unretarded region, Tabor and Winterton (1969) succeeded

in measuring the attraction between cleaved surfaces of mica in a
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vacuum at separations as low as 50 A. Their data were consistent with

-19 -12
a Hamaker constant of 10 joules (10 ergs). Gregory calculated

values from available dispersion data for mica and obtained a value of

1.13x10 9 joules using the Hamaker expression and a value about 20

percent lower using the Lifshitz expression. Here the approximation

A(0,0) was used, which could have produced inaccurate values.

For the case of a liquid separating the particles, little exper-

imental data are available on the van der Waals attractive forces.

Ninham and Parsegian (1970b) calculated Hamaker constants (actually

functions) for a hydrocarbon/water system based on the Lifshitz ex7

-14 -14
pression and compared their values (5.5x10 to 7.1xlO ergs) to

-14
experimental values (Haydon and Taylor, 1969, 4.7x10 ergs; and

-13
Srivastava and Haydon, 1964, 1.6x10 ergs). Although no calculation

was made based on the Hamaker expression, it is estimated to be sim-

-15
ilar to that calculated for ice/liquid methane (3.5x10 ergs), and

is therefore an order of magnitude lower than the measured values. This

indicates that the values obtained from the Lifshitz expression are,

in general, more reliable, although in some cases both expressions

will give similar values. Also, the peculiarities of the dispersion

spectra for the present substances (i.e. the large permanent dipole of

one component, ice, and zero dipole of the other, methane) suggest that

the Hamaker expression will not give an appropriate estimate in this

case.

In the present study, calculations of the Hamaker and Lifshitz-

Hamaker constants were made for the interaction between two particles

of ice in liquid methane and two particles of solid methanol in liquid
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methane (Appendices B, C, and D). These two systems are thought to be

representative of the present LNG gelant particles even though further

studies have indicated that the solid particles are probably crystalline

clathrates. The infrared spectrum for the water clathrates of struc-

ture I are very similar to ice (Bertie et al., 1973; Bertie and Whalley,

1964) as are the dielectric properties in the low frequency range

(Gough and Davidson, 1973). Both methane and H20 have identical ion-

ization potentials, and thus the contribution from the ultraviolet fre-

quencies is not likely to be significant. The interaction between two

clathrate particles should, therefore, be very close to that of two

pure solid particles.

In the calculations for ice particle interaction based on the
-14

macroscopic theory (A(0,100 K) = 2.1x10 ergs), the zero and micro-

wave frequency terms were found to be quite important (Appendix D).

Since the original Hamaker expression includes only the ultraviolet
-15

contribution, the resulting energy of interaction (A = 3.5x10 ergs)

was an order of magnitude lower than that obtained by Lifshitz's for-

mulation. The higher value is believed to be more accurate. Due to

insufficient information on the properties of solid methanol, the

constants for the methanol gelant particles could only be estimated

(2x10 4 < A(0,100 K) < 10 15 ergs and 10 1 7 < A < 10 15 ergs).

2.1.2 Electrostatic Interactions

Many stable lyophobic colloids owe their stability to electro-

static repulsion between the particles. This occurs when the particles

have net charges. In a sol of identical spherical particles, the par-

ticles will be similarly charged and tend to repel each other. In

clays, where the particles may be platelike, the edges may appear to
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have a charge opposite to the face, resulting in a face-to-edge

attraction. According to van Olphen (1963) the particle charge may

be created in two different ways. Imperfections within the interior

of the crystal lattice may cause a net positive or negative lattice

charge. This occurs in clays due to isomorphous replacement (such as

Si+ 4 being replaced by Al +3). However, van Olphen indicates that this

mechanism of particle charge is comparatively rare in hydrophobic col-

loids. In the majority of lyophobic sols, the particle charge is

created by the preferential adsorption of specific ions (referred to

as "peptizing" ions) on the particle surface. This adsorption may be

either chemical or physical. However, irrespective of the mechanism

of formation, the net surface charge will be balanced by an equivalent

ionic charge in the liquid immediately surrounding the particle. This

combination of surface charge with compensating ions in the immediately

surrounding liquid layers is referred to as the electrical double

layer, and the resulting sol stability is due to double layer repulsion.

Neither of the above mentioned charge-creation mechanisms seems

likely to exist in the LNG gels, as neither ice nor liquid methane is

ionic. Liquid methane has an extremely low electrical conductivity

(<10 Q7 cm ) (White, 1975) indicating that the concentration of ions

is likely to be <3x103 ions/cm3 (calculations in Appendix E). The

electrical conductivity of ice has been postulated to involve the ion-

ization mechanism H 0 ++ H+ + OH (discussion in Onsager, 1973) with

ion concentrations of 105 ions/cm3 (Appendix F). This, however, would

still not account for a net surface charge unless either the positive
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or negative ion predominated in the surface layer,or contaminating

ions were incorporated into the ice lattice. Based on the conduc-

tivities and ionic concentrations, it was estimated that the surface

-6
potential (if it exists) is <6x10 mvolt (Appendix F). This is an

extremely low potential, and the associated double layer can therefore

be described by the following expression (Verwey and Overbeek, 1948).

2 2

0 = S£ K K =- 2C RT (2-21)

0

where a = surface charge density, equi-
valent to the integrated charge
density in the solution phase

= dielectric constant of medium
£ = dielectric permittivity of a

vacuum
F = Faraday's constant
c = ion concentration
z = ionic charge

T = absolute temperature
R = ideal gas law constant

1/K = double layer thickness
= surface potential

The electrical repulsion between two spheres of equal surface potential

(for small surface potentials and small Kr) is (Verwey and Overbeek,

1948)

V 4ss r2 2 exp(-KD) (2-22)
R 4 0 0 2r+D

where r = particle radius
D = minimum distance between sphere

surfaces
a = numerical factor which varies

between 0.6 and 1.0; depends on
whether repulsive interaction is
based on a constant surface
potential (as in the case of pep-
tizing ions) or on a constant
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surface charge (inherent
lattice charge)

VR = energy of repulsion

The repulsive energy calculated for two spherical particles, each with

-6 -7 -26
radius 5x10 cm, on close approach, 10 cm gap, was 2.0xlO ergs.

This is negligible compared to the corresponding van der Waals

attractive energy. Also, it is considerably lower than the thermal

-14
energy of the particles, 1.38x10 ergs. The double layer repulsive

force can therefore be neglected in determining the LNG gelant par-

ticle interactions.

2.1.3 Other Repulsive Interactions

Recent investigations (Napper and Netschey, 1971) have shown that

another significant repulsive force is present in some lyophobic col-

loids. This is an entropic repulsion which occurs when macromolecules

are adsorbed on the particle surface. Thermodynamically, there is a

positive free energy associated with the interpenetration of the mole-

cular chains as the particles approach one another. If the gain in

free energy exceeds the van der Waals attractive energy the particles

will remain separated, thus producing a stable sol. This, however,

can only occur when macromolecules or polymers are available for ad-

sorption onto the particle surface, and therefore does not pertain to

the present LNG gels.

On close approach there is thought to be a short-range repulsion,

to which van Olphen (1963) suggested two possible contributions. The

first is a Born repulsion which occurs when protruding lattice regions
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come int:o contact. The repulsion is due to the interpenetration of the

electron shells of two atoms, thus resisting the interpenetration of

the two lattices. The second short-range repulsion results from the

adsorption forces between the crystal lattice and the molecules of the

liquid medium. There may be one or two monomolecular layers of the

liquid bound to the particle surface. For the interparticle distance

to become less than the thickness of the two adsorbed layers, the liquid

must be desorbed. The energy required for the desorption thus results

in a short-range repulsive force. Also, if the liquid has a strong

dipole, the adsorption may result in oriented dipoles which also tend

to repel on close particle approach. To account for these short-range

repulsive interactions, van Olphen suggests a dominant repulsive force

beginning at 10 A as shown in Figure 2-4.

If the flocculated gelant particles in the LNG gels are separated

by at least two monomolecular layers of adsorbed methane, the lattices

will not be close enough to form bridging by hydrogen bonds, and van

der Waals attraction will dominate. Calculation of this van der Waals

attraction for ice particles of various sizes and separation distances

yields the following results.

D(A) r(A) v (ergs)

10 100 1.8x10 14

-14
10 200 3.5x10
10 500 8.8x10 4

10 1000 1.8x104

5 100 3.5x10 4

5 200 7.0x013
5 500 1.8x10 1 3

-135 1000 3.5x10 1 3

1 100 1.8x10 13

1 200 3.5x10

1 500 8.8x10 3

1 1000 1.8x10
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+- Short-range repulsion due to

adsorption
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Figure 2-4 Particle-particle energies of interaction

for the combination of van der Waals attraction

and short-range repulsion.
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If the particles are indeed separated by two liquid layers (i.e. D10A)

the attractive energies will be fairly low, and a comparison with the

thermal energy of the particles (1.4xlO-1 4ergs) indicates that the

particle radius must be greater than =150 A (i.e. several kT) if floc-

culation is to occur. Later calculations based on heological data

(Chapter 4), however, suggest that the particle radius is between 100A

and 200A, and that flocculated particles are actually in contact. Such

lattice contact between the particles allows for a combination of van

der Waals attraction plus hydrogen bonding (bond energy= 3.5xlO1 ergs),

thus producing a stronger attractive interaction. Although the expres-

sions for van der Waals attractive energy have assumed separation dis-

tances of >50 A, these expressions have also been applied to cases of

adhesion (D=4A) and were found to predict adhesion forces which were

in fair agreement with measured values (Krupp, 1967; Visser, 1976).

2.2 Formation of Colloidal Particles

Colloidal size particles can be formed by two techniques --

either comminution of larger particles or a condensation sequence such

as reaction/nucleation/particle growth. Several types of instruments

such as colloid mills and micronizers exist for grinding larger parti-

cles, but the minimum average particle size attainable by such mechan-

ical techniques is lum. This is at the upper size limit for colloidal

particles, and in cases where smaller particles are desired, a condensa-
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tion technique must be used.

For the production of a gel, it is desirable to have particles

smaller than 1 m. The rigidity (yield stress) of a gel depends on the

number of particle/particle linkages per unit volume and the strength

of this interparticle bond. For a given weight (or volume) percent

gelant, the yield stress can be increased by reducing the size of the

particle. Although two effects occur due to the decreased size - the

van der Waals attractive force is reduced and the particle number con-

centration is increased, the latter effect will dominate and thus result

in a higher yield stress. A smaller particle size will therefore reduce

the amount of gelant necessary to produce the gel. Commercially availa-

ble gelants range in size from 100 A diameter spherical particles (Cab-

O-Sil, a product of Cabot Corporatio to 1400 A average size rods (At-

tagel, a product of Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals). Cab-O-Sil, chemi-

cally SiO2 , is produced by a reaction/nucleation/particle growth process.

It is sold commercially as a powder, and is commonly used to gel non-

polar substances. Due to van der Waals attraction plus surface hydroxyls

available for hydrogen bonding, a rigid gel can be obtained with appro-

ximately 2 volume percent. Daney and Rapial (1969) studied the gelation

of liquid nitrogen and liquid hydrogen with Cab-O-Sil (diameter 700A).

For a fairly rigid gel with a yield stress of 500 dynes/cm ,they found

that liquid nitrogen required 6 wt.percent gelant while liquid hydrogen

required 36.5 wt.percent. The density of Cab-O-Sil is 2.2 g/cm3 which

gives approximately 2 vol.percent for both gels. This is equivalent to

8.2x109 particles/cm3 Cab-O-Sil can also be used to gel liquid methane.
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However, the required concentration would be 12 weight percent (2

volume percent), for a yield stress of 500 dynes/cm2.

Although the primary factors influencing the yield stress are

the bond streng'th and the particle concentration, the degree of disper-

sion will also have an effect. The degree of dispersion refers to the

uniformity of the particle distribution throughout the liquid. If com-

pact aggregates of particles are loosely flocculated to form the gel

structure, the aggregate may act as a particle, and the aggregate/aggre-

gate contacts thus define the gel structure (See figure 2-5). A more

uniform chainlike structure is therefore desired for rigidity and requires

a lower minimum concentration for gelation. Also, the more irregular in

shape (deviation from spherical) the lower the required concentration

(Van Ophen 1963).

2.3 Procedure for Gelling LNG

In the present study a condensation process was used to form small

particles. A jet of natural gas vapor containing a small percentage of

gelant, < 2 mole % water of methanol, was discharged below the surface

of the LNG. The contact of liquid and vapor produced rapid heat exchange,

cooling the vapor from 0°C to -1600C, thus resulting in nucleation and

particle growth in the vapor phase. (The nature of the solid particles

formed is discussed in a subsequent section.) As the particles form,

they diffuse to the vapor-liquid boundary. Assuming particle wetta-
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Figure 2-5 Compact particle aggregates

with loose chain links--represents

poor dispersion and a relatively

weak network.
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bility, those particles which come into contact with the liquid will

likely be retained in the liquid phase. If part of the natural gas

vapor also condenses (i.e. if ethane and propane are present, or the

system is subcooled liquid methane) particles may also become

entrained in this manner. Once a sufficient number of particles have

been entrained by the liquid, the particles will begin to collide with

each other producing flocculation. To form the gel, the process is

continued until enough particles are present to form a semi-rigid

network throughout the liquid (Figure 2-6).

The sequence of jet flow, heat transfer, nucleation and particle

growth is quite difficult to characterize quantitatively due to the

extreme temperature conditions and lack of accurate expressions for

the separate processes. However, since these processes determine the

final particle size, each will be discussed in more detail and rate

estimates made when possible.

2.3.1 Jet Flow

The jet configuration, here, is vertical exiting downward into

the LNG. Simple jets such as those of gas into gas have been well-

characterized and discussed in detail by Abramovich (1963). If the

present jet conditions of 0.16 cm diameter orifice and exit velocity of

60 m/s (at 273 K) were applied to a vapor jet exiting into quiescent

methane gas at 110 K, the velocity and temperature profiles would be as
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shown in Figure 2-7. The present system, however, appears quite dif-

ferent due to the buoyancy effect forcing the gas back up around the

perimeter of the jet (Figures 2-8 and 2-9). The buoyancy effect has

been treated analytically by Abramovich for the case of a gas exiting

into a more dense gas. His resulting correlation indicates that

the midpoint of the jet would reach zero velocity at 5 mm from the

exit. This formulation, however, neglects the effect of the gas

flowing in the opposite direction at the jet edge. Also, the most

important factor, the rate of heat transfer, will depend on the

amount of entrainment of drops of liquid methane withinl.the jet.

Kennedy and Collier (1974) measured significant liquid entrainment

in a horizontal supersonic vapor jet of air discharging into water.

Liquid entrainment began at the initiation of the jet boundary layer

and increased along the length of the jet. Appropriate expressions

for estimating the amount of entrained droplets and droplet size are

not available for the present subsonic system, and experimental

temperature measurements within the jet were, therefore, thought to

give the best estimate of the temperature history of the gas

stream. Using a thermocouple probe, the results indicated that the

temperature decrease was extremely rapid. Within 2 mm from the exit,

the temperature was that of the surrounding methane. This is equiva-

lent to a drop in temperature of 160 K within 0.1 ms.

2.3.2 Condensation by Nucleation and Particle Growth
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Figure 2-9 Natural gas jetting
into LNG. During gelation, the
natural gas vapor stream shown
will also contain a small per-
centage of vaporized gelant.
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Nucleation and particle growth can be described by a sequence

of reactions as follows.

qC <> Cq

C + Cn<=> Cn+l n> q

Cn+ Cm<=> Cn+m n,m> q

The first reaction is considered the nucleation reaction in which

several molecules are converted into a stable product ( i.e.

one which will grow). Cq is referred to as the critical size nucleus,

indicating that it is as likely to grow as to decay. Particles smaller

than Cq tend to revert to the molecular species of C. The reaction C

with any particle Cn(n>q) represents a condensation step, i.e. one which

leads to particle growth without changing the number of particles. The

third reaction depicts coalescence of two particles. This differs from

coagulation as previously defined (although many authors use this term

to describe coalescence). In coagulation (or flocculation) the particles

are united at point contacts and the total surface area of the aggregate

is essentially the sum of the individual particle surface areas. Whereas,

in coalescence, there is a broad area of contact and the two particles

fuse together. (It is possible that the reaction is not as simple as

defined in the equation. Flocculation may occur initially with further

condensation onto the aggregate resulting in a fusion of the original

two particles.) The mechanism of coalescence of solid particles has

apparently not been fully described in previous literature.

The basis for the existence of a critical-size cluster necessary

for spontaneous growth has been developed from thermodynamics. The
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traditional approach considered the free energy of forming an embryo

or cluster, the critical size corresponding to the maximum in the free

energy versus cluster radius curve. However, for such an isothermal

system with varying pressure, the appropriate thermodynamic function

is availability, a, which is a minimum function for stable equilibrium.

(2-23)

a = U - TS + PO

where

U = specific internal energy at To,P .

S = specific entropy at T , P .

V = specific volume at To, P.

To= absolute temperature.

Po= pressure.

Prior to embryo formation the system will be homogeneous with N moles

of the a phase.

(2-24)

ai = Nf(Ua - ToSa + Va )

a = superscript representing a phase.

i = subscript representing initial condi-
tion.

When N moles form an embryo of a new phase , the total availability

of this new system must include three components, the availibilities

for the remaining a phase, and the new B phase, and the surface phase.

(2-25)

af = (Na - N ) (Ua - ToSa + PVa ) +

N8 (US - ToSS + PV ) + U - ToSS
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where s = superscript representing
surface phase.

U = total internal energy

S = total entropy.

Using Euler's equations for Ua, UB, Us

U = TSa - PVa + a (2-26)

U0 = TS - PVB + B

Us = ToSS + as

where a = specific surface free energy
of the interface between the
embryo and phase.

and assuming a spherical embryo, the change in availability becomes

(2-27)

Aa N (1A - ) + (P - P ) (4/3) wr3 + 4oar2

where

r = radius of embryo.

= chemical potential of phase
a at P, T.

B = chemical potential of phase

B at pB, T.

The equilibrium criterion for varying r at constant mass{[ (Aa)/Dr]N}

yields the familiar Laplace equation (See Appendix G for derivation)

(2-28)

r = 2 /(P - P)

Further, if the embryo has reached its equilibrium size, the two chemical

potentials can be shown to be equal.
(2-29)

OB(To, pB) = (To,P o)
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For a single component system at To, there exists an equilibrium

pressure such that

(2-30)

pB(To, Peq) =' (To,Peq)

Since d =VdP, substracting equation (2-30) from (2-29) yields

(2-31)

f V~dP = VadP

Peq eq

For a supersaturated ideal vapor at T,Po, and an incompressible

phase

(2-32)

Vs (P - Peq) = RTln(P/Peq)

(PO - P ) = [(RTo/VB)ln(P/Peq )] - (P - Peq

The second term on the right hand side is usually negligible. Thus,

(2-33)

r = 2a/(P - P) = (2V/RTo)/ln(Po/Peq)

Which is equivalent to the expression derived on the basis of free

energy.

2.3.2.a Nucleation

The nucleation reaction can be broken down into the following

sequence of reactions.

2C < C2

C + C2 <-> C3
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C + C3< > C4

C + Cq-1< > Cq

Clusters Ci (i< q) are termed embryos and are more likely to vaporize

than to grow. The process of nucleation may be described as follows.

The vapor phase is in a state of constant transformation, embryos rapidly

growing and decaying. At any given instant there will be embryos of

many sizes present. Frenkel (1939) derived an expression for the

equilibrium concentration of an embryo of i molecules assuming the

number of embryos of all sizes to be very much smaller than the number

of atoms of the unassociated molecules and also assuming ideal mixing

(2-34)

V= exp( -AGR/kT)
No
v

where R = size of embryo of i molecules

NR = number of embryos of size R
per unit volume

Nv = number of unassociated mole-
cules per unit volume.

The free energy change should, more accurately,be the change in

availability, but the resulting expression is equivalent for the

critical size ebryo.

(2-35)

AG* = Aa*= 16ra 3(V) 2
3 [RTln(p/Peq)]
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* = superscript representing critical
size.

Vm = molar volume of phase.

The concentration of critical nuclei N will be

(2-36)

(N/N-) = exp(-AG*/kT)

Expressions for estimating nucleation rates are based on the above

sequence of reactions. A variety of assumptions, however, can be made

as to which steps in the sequence are fast, slow, at equilibrium, etc.

and thus a number of expressions have been proposed. The original

formulation for nucleation rates was proposed by Volmer and Weber (1926).

It was based on three assumptions.First, all steps in the reaction

sequence are fast except Cn + C < >Cn+l, and the concentration of

critical nuclei is therefore characteristic of equilibrium. Second,

the backflux of supercritical nuclei can be neglected. Third, the rate

can be appropriately defined using gas kinetic theory. With these

assumpt:ions, the rate of nucleation becomes

(2-37)

J = VA*N* Vc = P/(2TrmkT)2

where vc = collision frequency of single
molecules with nuclei per unit
area of the nuclei.

A* = surface area of critical nuclei.

m = molecular mass.

J = rate of formation of nuclei
per unit volume.

P = partial pressure of nucleating
species.
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For spherical nuclei

(2-38)

J = 4~R* N1PP exp(-AG*/kT)

(2mkT)

Later Becker and Doring (1935) removed the assumption of no backflux,

deriving an expression for the net rate of growth of clusters to critical

size. The mathematics were further simplified by Zeldovich (1942) to

give the following expression

(2-39)

T= - 116Jexp(-AG*/kT)
kT mwJ

v = molecular volume in embryo

A number of previous investigators (katz and Ostermeier,1967;

Katz, 1970; Heist and Riess, 1973) have used a diffusion cloud-chamber

technique to determine critical supersaturations (assumed to be the

supersaturation corresponding to a nucleation rate of 1 to 100 nuclei/

cm3s) for various compounds including water and methanol. Their results

were in good agreement with the values predicted from this so-called

classical (Becker-Doring) theory. Jaeger et al. (1969) have also studied

the homogeneous nucleation of H20 using a different experimental tech-

nique (a supersonic nozzle) and found good agreement with the classical

theory.

Other modifications of the nucleation theory have been proposed

(Frenkel, 1955; Goodrich, 1964; Courtney, 1962) all of which yield

lower nucleation rates and generally require computer solutions. In
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general, very little experimental work has been done in which nu-

cleation rates were neasured-- most experiments have measured only

critical supersaturations. However, Allen and Kassner (1969) reported

data for water nucleation from both an argon and a helium atmosphere.

Comparison of their data with nucleation theory indicated that the

Becker-Doring theory was not satisfactory. At supersaturations >5,

the model predicts nucleation rates which are orders of magnitude

higher than those observed. Thus, it is very difficult to obtain

accurate estimates for nucleation rates, but the Becker-Doring relation

may be used to obtain an upper limit when dealing with high super-

saturations. It will later be shown that the rate of nucleation in

the present gelation process has a negligible effect on the final

particle size.

2.3.2.b Particle Growth

For small clusters (r<10-5cm) or individual molecules in a vapor

phase, the gas kinetic theory gives a collision frequency of

(2-40)

2
12 = [8rkT(ml+m 2 )/mlm 2)

2 (rl+r2) C 1C 2

where m,m 2 = mass of clusters 1 and 2
respectively.

rl,r2 = radius of clusters 1 and 2.

ClrC2 = #concentration of clusters
1 and 2.
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Z = collision rate, #collisions/cm3s
12

If each collision results in a fusion between the two colliding species,

this expression can be used as is to describe condensation and coa-

lescence. However, if only a fraction of the collisions are successful,

the collision frequency must be multiplied by this fraction to obtain

the desired rates for particle growth. For solid particles (less than

10-5cm) experimental data indicate that this coefficient will be close

to unity (Pound, 1972).

Larger particles (r> 10-5cm) will be affected by viscosity, and

Stokes Law must be used to determine the rate at which the two species

collide. This relation has been developed by von Smoluchoski(1916).

(2-41)

Z = 8 kT C C2
12 3 2

where n = viscosity of surrounding
fluid.

2.3.2.c Application to Present Condensation Process

The condensation process in the present study is unusual in that

the temperature change is particularly large (160K) and the estimated

supersaturation (Appendix H) is extremely high (7x1015). The existence

of such a high supersaturation, however, is highly questionable.

Certainly from a physical standpoint,one could argue that an absolute

maximum superaturation must exist, as the size of the nucleus decreases

with increasing supersaturation. Once this nuclei size approaches the
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size of a single molecule, supersaturation can no longer exist, as even

unassociated molecules will be stable species. This concept of a maximum

supersaturation has been previously suggested by Scherbakov et al. (1961)

based on free energy considerations. They further derived an expression

for this maximum supersaturation based on the following criteria.

First, as the nucleus becomes smaller and smaller , the actual inter-

facial tension will be come less than the bulk surface tension. Second,

as supersaturation increases, the nucleus will eventually become so

small that the free energy of formation of the nucleus will be zero.

The resulting expression:

(2-42)

(p/M)2 / 3 (T/oa)log(S**) = B

where a = bulk surface tension.

S** = maximum supersaturation

(P/Peq)

p = density of nucleating phase.

M = molecular weight of nucleating
phase.

T = absolute temperature

B = constant ranging from .45 to

165 (based on experimental
data)

The derivation of this relation required the following proportionality,

(2-43)

a = a (r/ro )

where r = radius at which surface ten-
sion goes to zero.
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T = function of r/ro

with (r**/ro) a universal constant.

r** = radius of nuclei corresponding to
S** .

Several different relations have been suggested for the functionality

of a (Scherbakov, 1958; Kirkwood and Buff, 1949) the most common one

being

(2-44)

a = O,(1 - 2/6r)

where 1/6 = coefficient ranging from
0.2x10-7to 0,5x10-7cm.

This does not, however, fit the expected criterion -- lim a= 0, but
r+0

such an expression is meaningless for any radius less than that of the

individual molecule, and should only be used when r>ro.

Experimental data on maximum supersaturations were reported by

Bykov and Teverovskii (1949). Scherbakov et al. (1961) used these data

to calculate the value for the constant B which was found to vary from

.45 (water) to .65 (glycerine). Although not precisely constant, this

is close enough to give appropriate order of magnitude estimates of

absolute maximum. supersaturation for the present water and methanol

nucleating systems. Here Scherbakov's expression yields maximum super-

saturation values of S* 12 and SCH30H = 4 respectively. During the
H 20 CH3 0H

cooling history of the natural gas/gelant vapor, nucleation and particle

growth may occur until this maximum supersaturation is reached. At this

point, there is no longer a slow nucleation step, i.e. all species will

spontaneously grow and the processes controlling the final particle size
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will then be only condensation and coalescence.

To estimate the final particle size for the present systems,

it was assumed that the temperature change of the natural gas/gelant

vapor was linear over a time interval of 10- 4 sec. Appropriate

nucleation and particle growth rates are given in Appendix I. The

calculations show that the maximum supersaturation is reached after

"10- 5 sec, and a negligible number of nuclei have formed at this time.

As the vapor cools further and condensation and coalescence occur, the

final particle size can be estimated by assuming that particle growth

occurs only in the vapor phase and the average residence time is 100ms.

This results in an estimated particle size of < 1000A (Appendix J).

Calculations based on the gel yield stress (See Chapter 4) indicate that

the particle size is closer to r =150A. This suggests that the

average residence time in the vapor is 10-4 sec or evaporation rates

are significant. Evaporation rates are generally included in the ac-

comodation coeffiecient (fraction of successful collisions), and, in this

case, the result suggests that the coefficient may be much less than

unity.

2.4. Further Considerations on the Nature of the Gelant Particles

The solid gelant particles are formed at approximately atmospheric

pressure within the temperature range of 273 to 113 K. In the case of

H20 as gelant, this temperature range not only covers a region in which

ice is stable, it also includes a lower temperature region in which a
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natural gas/water clathrate is stable. Clathrates may be considered

solid solutions in which a cagelike-host structure is formed by hydrogen

bonding of the water molecules. This host lattice, which by itself is

unstable, becomes stabilized by the inclusion of the second component,

methane, ethane, or propane in this case. A typical clathrate cage

is the pentagonal dodecahedron shown in Figure 2-10. (Further discussion

of clathrate structures is given in Chapter 3).

Such clathrate compounds are most commonly formed at high pressures

and moderate temperatures. In particular, the natural gas hydrates

(clathrates in which the host lattice is constructed of water molecules)

were found to clog natural gas pipelines and much attention was sub-

sequently directed towards predicting such formation conditions(Carson

and Katz, 1941; Katz, 1945; Nagata and Kobayashi, 1966), as well as

methods for alleviating the problem(Hammerschmidt, 1936; Pieroen , 1955).

However, natural gas is also known to form clathrates at low temperatures

and a substantial amount of equilibrium data are presently available

covering a wide range of temperature and pressure. The phase equili-

brium diagrams for the natural gas components--methane, ethane, and pro-

pane -- with water are given in Figures 2-11, 2-12, and 2-13. The lines

designate 3-phase equilibrium, and by the phase rule allow one degree

of freedom. When the critical temperature of the solute is above room

temperature (as in ethane and propane), the 3-phase line, HL2G (hydrate-

liquid hydrocarbon-gas)is intersected by the 3-phase line HL1G (hydrate-

water-gas), representing an invariant point of 4-phase equilibrium. This

intersection point also represents the temperature above which no hydrate
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Figure 2-10 Carbon Dioxide molecule encaged in a pentagonal

dodecahedron formed by hydrogen bonding of the water

molecules. Oxygen atoms are represented by O's.

Hydrogens lie along pentagon edges.
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Figure 2-11
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exists. Here, van der Waals and Platteeuw (1959) argue that the line

HL1L2 is very steep because the volume change accompanying the formation

of the hydrate from the two liquids is quite small. They do, however,

recognize the possibility that AV could be negative and the line would

then extend to temperatures higher than this quadruple point. On the

other hand, if the critical termperature of the solute is below room

temperature, there is no restricting temperature above which the hydrate

cannot exist. The 3-phase equilibrium lines representing hydrate

stability, HIG (hydrate-ice-gas), HL1G, and HL1L2 are often referred to

as the loci of clathrate decomposition points. Here decomposition refers

to clathrate conversion to ice and gas, water and gas, or water and

hydrocarbon liquid respectively.

The phase diagram shown in Figure 2-11 represents a system in

which Methane (the encaged species) is in excess. For a system with

H20 in excess, the vapor-liquid equilibrium line for the guest species

will not be present, and the water-ice equilibrium will extend upward

defining a region (to the left of this line) in which hydrate and ice

coexist.

Van der Waals and Platteeuw (1959) have successfully described the

phase behavior of clathrates on the basis of a solution theory with the

following assumptions. 1) The contribution of the solute molecules to the

free energy is independent of the mode of occupation of the cavities.

This excludes clathrates in which the encaged molecule is large enough

to distort the host lattice. 2) The encaged molecules are localized in

the cavities and a cavity can never hold more than one solute molecule.
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3) The mutual interaction of the solute molecules is neglected.

Partition functions were used to derive the composition and chemical

potential of solvent in the clathrate phase, assuming that the vapors of

the solutes behave as ideal gases. The following expressions were

obtained.

(2-45)

PK (l/CKi)[YKi/(i - Yi)]

(2-46)

and Ap= [p8 - p-]Tp = -kTy viln(l - Yi)

where K = guest species

PK= partial pressure of species
K (if not ideal gas must be
fugacity)

vi= ratio of the number of cells
of type i to the number of
water molecules

Yi= probability that a type i cell
is occupied. =Z Yji where j
includes all species available
for filling a type i cage

Yji = probablity that a type i cell
is occupied with species j

= chemical potential of solvent
(superscript designates phase)

a = pure solid phase

= empty clathrate lattice

The expression for partial pressure is analagous to a Langmuir isotherm

and the Langmuir constants are given as
(2-47)

CKi = (1/kT) I exp(-Uk/kT)dV
Vcell
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This expression assumes that the internal degrees of freedom of the

entrapped guest molecule are the same as those in the gas phase. The

integral represents the configurational contribution of the guest-host

interaction and is referred to as the free volume integral.

Evaluation of these expressions requires that the clathrate

structure be known. To date, several different water clathrate struc-

tures have been identified, and a number of these have been completely

characterized by x-ray diffraction. A common structure (referred to as

structure I and discussed in more detail in Chapter 3) occurs when the

quest species is small (molecular radius < 2.8 A, which includes methane

and ethane) and was found to consist of two different cages, a pen-

tagonal dodecahedron and a hexakaidecahedron. This particular struc-

ture will be considered in the subsequent discussion.

In this study the most important 3-phase equilibrium curve is

that of the pure solid-clathrate-gas equilibrium. Here the chemical

potential of the host former in the clathrate phase, , must equal

that of the pure solid, p . The region on the phase diagram above

this line therefore represents p < p , and from Equation 2-46 it

follows that

Ap = pB - p < -kT .(l - Y.) (2-48)
i1

To estimate dissociation pressures, the interaction potential and the

chemical potential difference, Ap, must be known. Tester et al. (1972)

studied a variety of gas hydrates, and for Ap they assumed that the

molar volume difference between the empty lattice () and ice, Av, was

independent of pressure.
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(2-49)

Ap(273K,P) = A(273K,P=0) + Av(P)

Here Av can be determined from knowledge of the structure and density

of the two phases. Von Stackelberg and Muller (1954) give a value of

3.0 cm3/mole for the structure I hydrate. To evaluate the total guest-

host interaction potential, two different techniques have been used.

In both cases the Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential was used for the indi-

vidual interaction between the guest and each host molecule. Van der

Waals and Platteeuw (1959) then used a Lennard-Jones and Devonshire

summation for the total interaction, which assumed the cage molecules

to be evenly distributed over the surface of a sphere. In contrast,

Tester, et al. (1972) used the known positions of the host molecules in the

cage structure, and the total interaction was taken as the sum of the

individual interactions of the guest with each host molecule. A Monte

Carlo technique was then used to vary the position and orientation

of the guest molecule to obtain an ensemble average. Calculated values

from both studies are given in Table 2-1 and compared with experimentally

determined dissociation pressures. For non-spherically symmetric guests

Tester et al. (1972) also used a Kihara potential which gave quite

satisfactory results.

When the gas phase consists of more than one component, the

equilibrium becomes more complex. For two species such as methane

and propane which form different clathrate structures, either a clath-

rate of one structure only may occur (i.e. CH4 + H20 and C3H8 + H20

form a solid solution referred to as a mixed hydrate) or both structures
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Table 2-1 Dissociation Pressures

for Gas Hydrates at 273°K

Guest

Argon

Krypton

Xenon

Methane

Ethane

Carbon Dioxide

Nitrogen

Observed
Fugacity

(bars)

97.0A

14.2A

1.450

24.8~

5 .2 A

12.6#

157.57

Oxygen

Calculated FCalculated Fuacity
Fugacity (L-J-D) (Monte Carlo)

(bars) (bars)

95.5 97.0

15.4 13.3

1.0 .83

19.0 24.3*

1.1

12.9*

90

63

12.4**

46.0

161.9**

60.9

103.9**

' Vander Waals and Platteuw (1959)

Tester, et al. (1972)

A Barrer and Edge (1967) and von Stackelberg and Muller(195 4) (Note-
ethane data found only in von Stackelburg & Muller)

O Parrish and Prausnitz (1972)

( Saito, et al. (1964)

van Cleeff and Diepen (1965)

# Unruh and Katz (1949)

* spherically symmetric Kihara Potential

** non-spherically symmetric Kihara Potential
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may occur simultaneously. Van der Waals and Platteeuw investigated the

methane-propane system and found regions of stability for both of these

cases (Figure 2-13). The curves drawn in this figure represent the

calculated values and fit the experimental results quite well.

A number of investigators (Wilcox, Carson & Katz, 1941; Carson &

Katz, 1941; Hammerschmidt, 1934) considered the compositions of such

mixed hydrates and experimentally determined that the less volatile

component had a greater mole fraction (relative to the total number

of guest molecules) in the clathrate phase than in the gas phase. Also

dissociation pressures were determined for such mixtures and found to

decrease with the addition of a less volatile component(Deaton & Frost,

1937; Wilcox, Carson, and Katz, 1941). Holder and Hand (1977) recently

studied the multiple phase equilibria for mixtures of methane, ethane,

propane, and water at temperatures above C. Although the phase diagrams

were more complex, the general behavior with a change in gas phase

composition showed the same trend in dissociation pressures (which in

this case refers to the conversion of clathrate to vapor plus water).

A significant number of clathrate equilibrium studies have been

done on a variety of guest species, but the majority of these deal with

temperatures at or above 0°C. Obtaining satisfactory data for the

clathrate-pure solid-gas equilibrium is particularly difficult, as it

requires a solid-solid transformation. However, a few such studies

have been reported (Barrer and Edge, 1967; Falabella and Vanpee, 1974;

Barrer and Ruzicka, 1962; Roberts et al., 1940). In general, observable

reaction rates for solid-solid transformations are often difficult to
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Figure 2-13 Isothermal cross section of the system H 2O-CH4-C3H8
on a water-free basis at 270 K. The points represent
experimental results and the curves were obtained from
a theoretical analysis (van der Waals and Platteeuw,
1959). H and HII represent hydrates of structure I and
II respectively, and HI contains only methane.
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obtain, as such transformations are thought to be controlled by a

nucleation (here the free energy of formation must include a strain

energy term) and particle growth sequence. (Fisher et al., 1948)

For temperatures and pressures at or near the equilibrium point the rate

of nucleation may be negligible. However, for the clathrate-ice con-

version the reaction may also take place from the vapor phase, as the

vapor pressure of the ice will be high enough to cause the clathrate

to form at suitable solid surface nucleation sites. In this case, the

finer the ice crystals, the larger will be the surface area available for

vaporization. On the other hand, Barrer and Edge postulated that the ice

reacted at the surface and continuous bombarding with steel balls was

neccessary to clear the surface of the newly-formed clathrate. (Further

discussion of the technique used in this previous study will be given

in Chapter 3).

As indicated by the number of publications, there is considerable

interest in clathrates, and many compounds other than water have, in fact,

been found to form such cage-like structures. However, there are appar-

ently no previously reported incidences of the formation of methanol clath-

rates, but the availability of OH groups for hydrogen bonding certainly

suggests clathrate formation as a possibility.
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CHAPTER 3 - GEL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

3.1 Crystal Structure of Gelant Particles

The crystal structure of the gelant particles was studied using

powder x-ray diffraction, the objective being to distinguish whether

the particles were pure crystalline solids (ice or solid methanol) or

crystalline clathrate structures. Past studies have provided con-

siderable information on the structures of ice, solid methanol and

various water clathrates. The methanol clathrate, however, has not

been previously reported, and some effort was made to determine its

structure. Also due to the anomalous results of the x-ray diffraction

pattern obtained from the water/methane gels, all of the possible ice

and clathrate structures will be considered here, with detailed

descriptions provided for the most probable structures.

This section will be divided into several parts. In the first,

a discussion is given of the equations used in the analysis of the

x-ray diffraction data. Next are descriptions of the pure solid

crystals including techniques for the formation of the various phases

and confirmation of previously reported x-ray diffraction data.

These sections are followed by separate discussions on water and

methanol clathrates and are concluded with some considerations on the

effect of using a gel-like sample.
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3.1.1 Analysis of Powder X-ray Diffraction Data

The powder x-ray diffraction technique used in this study con-

sisted of a flat sample with the impinging x-rays perpendicular to

the axis of rotation. The angle () formed by the x-ray beam and the

sample was equal to the angle formed by the detector and the sample,

and the diffractometer maintained this equality as 8 was varied.

sou rce s- -,' detector

IKsample

Major peaks in intensity should therefore be observed at angles which

obey Bragg's Law.

X = 2d sine (3-1)

where X = wavelength of impinging x-ray
d = spacing between reflecting planes
= angle between x-ray beam and sample surface

A two-dimensional arrangement of atoms indicates the basis for Bragg's

law. Two waves constructively interfere when the difference in the

distance traveled by the two waves is a multiple of the wavelength of

the x-ray beam. A three-dimensional derivation of Bragg's law is

given in Appendices K, L, and M.

dsin..dsind
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Each recorded intensity peak represents a set of diffracting

planes with an interplanar spacing "d". These sets of planes are

commonly referred to by their Miller indices (hkl) which satisfy the

equation for a plane in space.

hx + ky + lz = 1 (3-2)

and h = 1/a
k = 1/b

1 = 1/c

where x, y, z = coordinates along the 3 axes describing
the unit cell.

a, b, c = x, y, and z axis intercepts, respectively.
These are fractional values of the unit
cell edge lengths.

y

Example. Family of planes (432) with unit cell

The values for h, k, and 1 are always integers, 0 and negative numbers

being permissible. Fractional values can never produce reflecting

sets of planes as the repeating nature of the crystal produces destruc-

tive interference. When the symmetry of the unit cell is great, there

may be nonparallel planes which have the same atomic distribution and

equivalent "d" spacings. For example, in the cubic crystal, sets of

planes (100), (010), (001), (001), (010), (100) are all crystallo-

graphically equivalent. Equivalent planes are represented by one of
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the sets of planes, {100}, and are said to have a given multiplicity,

six in this case.

The "d" spacing represents the perpendicular distance between

each plane in that particular set (hkl). If the unit cell is cubic

(see Table 3-1 for definitions of this and other crystal systems),

the relation between the Miller indices and the angles of intensity

peaks is

2 X 2 2 2
sin2 (h +k +12) (3-3)

4a

thus 1 1 (h2 + k2 + 12)
2 2

d a

If the unit cell is hexagonal, the equation is

2 2
22 A 2 2 (12) (3-4)

sin 8 = -- (h + hk + k2 ) + (1 (34)
3a 4c

or - - (h + hk + k ) + (12)
d2 3a2 4c 2

d 3a 4c

When the unit cell contains a large number of atoms, it is

possible that not all of the sets (hkl) will give prominent intensity

peaks. In general, the planes which give major reflections will be

those which are atom rich, as atoms between reflecting planes destruc-

tively interfere. The observed intensity is primarily dependent on

the particular types of atoms and their positions within the unit cell.

The following proportionality relates the observed intensity to these

factors, including appropriate correction terms.
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Table 3-1

Crystal Systems

System

Cubic

Tetragonal

Hexagonal

Trigonal

Orthorhombic

Monoclinic

Triclinic

a= b = c

a = b c

a b c

a=b= c

a b c

Unit Cell

a = = Y = 900

. = = Y = 90°

a= 
= 900 Y =

1 2 00

a = = Y 900

a = = Y = 90°

= y = 900 B 900

Cl #S # 

c

a
b

a
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1 + cos 2 2 2

{hkl} sin 6 cos (P) F{hkl} (3-5)

and 2F{hkl} = ( f. cos.) 2 + (f sinO )2
i1 1 1

i. = 2(hx. + kyi + lzi)1 1 1 1

where I{hkl} = integrated intensity

F{hkl} = unit cell structure factor for family of
planes {hkl}

P = multiplicity of {hkl}

xi' Yi z = coordinates of atom i referred to unit
cell axes

f. = scattering factor for atom i. This is
dependent on atom type and scattering
angle. Values tabulated in Inter-
national Table for X-Ray Crystallo-
graphy

(See Appendix M for derivations of the above equations)

(1 + cos 2) a correction factor which
The trigonometric term is a correction factor which

(sin cos )
accounts for (1) the partial polarization of the relected beam, (2)

the variations in the time spent in a reflecting position, and (3)

the probability that a particular set of planes will pass through the

reflecting position.

Powder diffraction techniques can lead to certain systematic

errors due to preferential orientation of particles, nonhomogeneity

of sample, particle size and adsorption effects. Powder diffraction

requires small (ideally around 1 micron in size) randomly oriented

crystals so as to provide a sufficient number of crystals with the
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appropriate planar orientation for each reflection angle. If the

crystals are too large or preferentially oriented, resulting peak

intensities may be quite misleading. Non-random crystal orientation

may even result in missing peaks. Nonhomogeneity in particle size

(and composition if sample contains particles of different crystal

structures) can also result in errors in intensity measurements.

Absorption effects may also occur. As the geometry used in this study

was a reflecting one (as opposed to transmitting through the powder

as in Debye Scherrer) it is desirable to have high absorption to

minimize the possibility of reflections from planes below the surface.

If the latter occurred, there would be a tendency to shift the position

of the reflection to smaller angles. The use of a flat sample (as

opposed to the ideally-curved sample with a changing arc appropriate

to each reflection angle) will also tend to shift peaks to lower

angles. These effects, however, can be estimated (see Apendix N) and

are negligible for all of the cases studied here.

3.1.2 The Formation and Structure of Ice

Several crystalline forms of ice exist, and their regions of

thermodynamic stability are shown in Figure 3-1. As indicated in

this diagram, only the hexagonal phase (Ih) is likely to form at

1 bar and 273 to 113 K (the conditions during the gelation process).

However, two other forms of ice, cubic ice (Ic) and vitreous ice,

have been formed at low temperatures by vapor condensation under

vacuum. These three ice forms will therefore be considered in detail.
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The structure of hexagonal ice (Ih ) can be visualized as arrays

of hexagons. Six H20 molecules link together to form either a

puckered "chair" or a "boat" configuration while preserving the

desired tetrahedral bond angles. In hexagonal ice (Figures 3-2 and

3-3), layers of the puckered chair rings stack together, each layer

being the mirror image of the layer preceding it. (Boat configur-

ations result from this stacking sequence.) This results in a

tetramolecular hexagonal unit cell with dimensions a = 4.519 A,

c = 7.362 A at atmospheric pressure and 263 K. The observed change

in these dimensions with temperature is .0004 A/K (Owston, 1958).

Hexagonal ice has been produced by freezing water at atmospheric

pressures and temperatures between 273 and 73 K. Some past techniques

have ground ice into powder form under liquid nitrogen using a mortar

and pestle or used vapor deposition of ice onto a cold sample plate

maintained at 143 K. In the present study several methods were used.

Initially, samples were ground under liquid nitrogen. Although

finely ground samples could be produced this way, the sample would

not pack and stick together in the sample indentation. (Also, this

technique may result in nitrogen clathrate formation which will be

discussed later.) A more satisfactory technique was to impinge a

fine mist of water onto the sample indentation, while maintaining

the stage temperature between 223 and 143 K. Dowell and Rinfret

(1960) had previously reported producing hexagonal ice by this method.

The x-ray diffraction results using this technique were quite good,

indicating that this method was satisfactory for producing fine
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- axis

C

02

a =a:2= 4.519 A

c = 7.362 A

0

01

a1

Boat

(thy. .'- lU I

02

Figure 3-2 Unit cell for hexagonal ice, Ih. Spheres

(both solid and open) represent oxygen atoms of

water molecules. The unit cell consists of two

puckered rings stacked along the c axis but dif-

fering by a 600 rotation. Adding a third

puckered ring shows the ABAB sequence of hex-

agonal ice.
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c axis

(a)
(b)

(c)

Figure 3-3 3-Dimensional packing in hexagonal ice

a) Single layer of puckered rings

b) Hexagonal channels viewed parallel to
a axis

c) View of stacking perpendicular to c
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crystal grains in random orientation. Frost formed from atmospheric

moisture on a cold stage at 153 K also produced hexagonal ice

x-ray diffraction patterns. However, when the stage was maintained

at colder temperatures 123 K conversion to another structure,

presumably an air (nitrogen and oxygen) hydrate structure, was

observed. Although the surface temperature of the sample was not

measured (because of possible interference of the thermocouple with

the x-ray beam), the transition temperature is likely to be around

143 K, the decomposition temperature for nitrogen hydrate (Section

3.3). Due to the presence of oxygen, however, the temperature may

be slightly greater than 143 K. The reflections observed for the

hexagonal ice were in excellent agreement with those reported by

Dowell and Rinfret (1960) (Table 3-2). A typical recorder output is

shown in Figure 3-4. Table 3-2 also includes a comparison of observed

intensities with the intensities calculated for the known structure.

This is based on the atomic positions of the oxygen atoms only, as

the hydrogen atoms contribute negligibly to the x-ray diffraction

results. The positions for the oxygen atoms are ±(1/3, 2/3, 1/16)

and ±(1/3, 2/3, 7/16) as reported by Owston (1958) resulted in a

confidence factor (Iobs - Ical)/ XIcal = 0.18 which is quite good

for powder x-ray diffraction data.

Cubic ice also consists of layers of hexagonal ring networks.

However, each successive layer is identical to the preceding one but

shifted one-half the diameter of the hexagonal ring (Figure 3-5).

This results in an ABCABC... stacking sequence and a cubic unit cell
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Flgure 3-5 Structure of Cubic Ice
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Table 3-2

Hexagonal Ice

20 (degrees)

hkl

100

002

101

102

110

103

200

112

201

202

Calc.

22.8

24.2

25.9

33.5

40.0

43.6

46.6

47.4

48.3

53.2

Obs.

22.9

24.4

25.9

33.6

40.0

43.7

46.7

47.4

48.3

53.4

* Dowell and Rinfret (1960).

Intensity (I/Imax )max
Calc.

100

57

62

33

72

67

10

38

8

6

Obs. *

100

75

53

17

39

30

4

18

3

2

Obs. **

100

53

51

22

69

40

7

24

4

2

d(A)

3.896

3.673

3.436

2.672

2.251

2.073

1.947

1.916

1.882

1.720

These values are probably peak heights
as opposed to areas.

** Integrated intensities from H20 sprayed onto cold stage.
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with dimension a = 6.358 A at 88 K. Two techniques have been used by

past researchers to produce this form of ice, the most common one

being vapor condensation under vacuum. Phase stability has been

correlated with temperature, but not with pressure. Blackman and

-5
Lisgarten (1957) used 5 x 10 mm Hg in their experiments and were

able to produce vitreous ice when the base temperature was between

93 K and 133 K, and cubic ice when the base was between 133 K and

153 K. A mixture of cubic and hexagonal forms was produced between

153 K and 173 K, and hexagonal ice alone was formed above this

temperature. Dowell and Rinfret (1960) used a stream of wet nitrogen

gas with a continuous flow impinging on the cold stage. Ice deposited

on the surface while the nitrogen was continuously pumped off, thus

maintaining the chamber under vacuum during formation. The actual

pressure, however, was not reported. They too were able to form

deposits of vitreous and cubic ice. However, their reported tempera-

tures were slightly lower than Blackman and Lisgarten. Beaumont et al.

(1961) reported temperature ranges (again pressure conditions were

not reported) in agreement with Blackman and Lisgarten and suggested

that Dowell and Rinfret may have had heat leak inaccuracies in their

experiments which resulted in the lower observed temperatures.

Although past researchers did not consider the possibility of

clathrate formation, the formation of ice under vacuum and low

temperature conditions is consistent with the previously discussed

thermodynamic stability of gas/water systems.
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Cubic ice has also been produced starting with a high pressure

form of ice (II, III, or V) (Bertie, Calvert, and Whalley, 1963).

The pressure and temperature of the sample were subsequently reduced

to 1 bar and 90 K. Upon warming, the high pressure form converted to

the cubic form at 160 K and further converted to the hexagonal form

at 170 K. However, the temperature at which the rate of formation of

hexagonal ice was detectable varied with the thermal history of the

sample, and appeared to be dependent on the presence of hexagonal ice

nuclei. In this case the cubic form is probably a metastable phase.

However, the ability to form cubic ice directly from water vapor under

vacuum indicates that this phase may have a region of thermodynamic

stability. These conditions, however, require a vacuum, and thus the

cubic phase is not likely to form at the conditions used in the present

gelation process. No attempt was made to reproduce this form of ice.

However, x-ray diffraction peaks for cubic ice and several of the

high pressure forms of ice are listed in Table 3-3 for comparison

with the data obtained in this study on the methane-water gels.

The structure of vitreous ice has not been precisely determined.

Allen (1973) has reviewed the available data and has suggested

possible models. One of these models consists of a random stack of

sheets held apart by van der Waals repulsion. Each sheet has the

same conformation as a single layer of Ic or Ih but consists of only

a few rings. This is consistent with observed x-ray diffraction

data (Figure 3-4) provided the OHO bond length is 2.62 to 2.63 A

which is shorter than that found in Ic or Ih, 2.67 A. Another possible
c h
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Table 3-3

X-ray Diffraction Data for High Pressure Ice Forms*

II

280

6.4
10.9
11.6
12.6
13.6
14.7
16.1
16.7
17.2

18.3
19.6

20.5

21.3
22.4
23.4
24.3
24.9
25.5

26.5

27.2
28.8
29.4
32.5

34.7
35.7
37.7
41.6

/max

100
40

5
25

80

100
60
80

50
5

12

15

15

15

10
10
5

20

10
20

15

10
5
5

5

5
5

III

200 I/Imax

10.5

12.0
13.5

14.7

17.0

18.0

19.0

20.1
20.9

21.9
22.6
24.1
25.7

26.5

28.2

28.6

29.8
31.2

32.5

33.3
34.7
36.7
38.1
41.6

V

2800

10

4

100

40

4

13

15

7

13

15

3

5

7

3

2

5

1

4

7

3

1

1

1

1

I/Iaxmax

13.5

14.5
15.4
16.8

17.9
18.7

20.0

20.9
21.8

23.0

23.8

25.2

26.3

27.6
28.6
29.8
32.0

* From Bertie et al. (1963)

80

100

100

30

20

8

20

30

30

15

15

8

10

8

10

10

5
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model is a combined amorphous microcrystalline phase of cubic ice,

the microcrystals of the cubic ice being responsible for the peak

broadening in the powder diffraction pattern.

As the observed reflections for the gel crystals did not

precisely fit the pattern for the expected clathrate structure, all

possibilities were considered. Past techniques for producing ice

were checked for the possibility of unknowingly producing a clathrate

or unknown ice structure instead of the desired ice structure, and

whether erroneous results had occurred. Shallcross and Carpenter

(1957) attempted to produce cubic ice by condensing moisture from

the atmosphere onto an aluminum wire. The wire was fastened inside

a 5 ml Dewar filled with liquid nitrogen and extended above the

Dewar into the x-ray beam. After some ice had condensed, a stream

of cold nitrogen gas at 143 K was directed onto the wire to maintain

a low temperature and prevent further condensation. This technique

was reported to have produced primarily hexagonal ice; in only 25

percent of the attempts were they able to produce cubic ice. It is

possible that this technique may have produced some nitrogen clathrate

(which was mistakenly identified as hexagonal ice) but its decompo-

sition temperature at atmospheric pressure is around 143 K. Thus,

quite likely hexagonal ice was actually formed.

Powder samples were often produced by grinding ice (of the

desired structure) under liquid nitrogen using a mortar and pestle.

This clearly allows for the possibility of nitrogen clathrate formation,

and the rate of conversion is rapid enough to be observable. Bertie
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et al. (1963) used this grinding technique in the study of high

pressure ice forms. They reported that a white powdery material

accumulated in the liquid nitrogen bath. From its x-ray pattern,

they assumed it to contain some hexagonal ice. This was probably a

nitrogen-water clathrate which was mistakenly identified as hexagonal

ice because the x-ray patterns are somewhat similar. However, no

record of the indexed x-ray pattern for this crystalline form was

indicated.

Although the evidence suggests that ice dispersed in liquid

nitrogen may convert to nitrogen clathrate, this transformation is

thought to be a surface reaction rather than a solid-solid trans-

formation (see Sections 2.4 and 3.3). This is consistent with the

supposed difficulty of incorporating the gas molecules into an already

formed ice structure. The water molecules are packed together so

tightly that a gas molecule would have difficulty diffusing into the

structure. The transformation can thus proceed by two possible

mechanisms. The H20 molecules may dissolve in the liquid nitrogen

with subsequent clathrate crystal growth at a separate location and/or

the surface molecules may rearrange to form a coating of clathrate

crystals around the ice particles (which in turn would halt the former

dissolving process). Both types of surface reactions have been

observed in previous clathrate studies (Hartgerink et al., 1977),

and it is not certain which is the primary mechanism for this

particular case.
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High-pressure forms of ice were made by compressing water in a

piston and subsequently freezing it at an appropriate temperature.

One research group (Arnold et al., 1971) did, however, study ice

under helium pressure. Although he noted some differences in transi-

tion temperatures for the various crystalline phases, he did not

observe any anomalous x-ray diffraction patterns. The helium molecule

is so small, with a van der Waal radii of .9 A, that quite likely it

could not be confined in any of the cage structures known to clathrates.

A review of the literature on the high pressure forms of ice

indicated one unexplained anomoly in the reported x-ray diffraction

data. MacFarlan (1936a & b) reported separately on the formation and

study of type II and type III ice which later researchers found some-

what erroneous. His type II was in fair agreement with the type III

produced in later studies (Bertie et al., 1963; Kamb and Prakash,

1968), while his type III conforms to no other reportedly observed

structure. Details of his formation technique were not complete,

however, and ice structure conversions may have taken place. Also

clathrate formation may have occurred during grinding in liquid air

with possible further conversion in the x-ray chamber. However, their

reported data do not conform to any known clathrate x-ray diffraction

pattern, to any known ice structure data, or to the presently obtained

data. One can only guess that the sample may have been a non-homo-

geneous mixture of more than one ice phase with or without possible

oriented clathrate crystal growth during the x-ray diffraction data

collection.
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3.1.3 The Formation and Structure of Solid Methanol

Methanol is known to form two different solid phases with the

transition point being 158 K. Tauer and Lipscomb (1952) have studied

pure solid methanol at 163 K and 113 K using single-crystal x-ray

diffraction. Their technique for forming such single crystals involved

distilling purified methanol into thin-walled capillary tubes (0.5 mm

diameter). The methanol was subsequently frozen using liquid nitrogen,

and the capillary sealed under vacuum. Apparently, this technique

produced the higher-temperature form, (i.e., although liquid nitrogen

was used to freeze the methanol they apparently did not cool the

crystal down to the boiling point of liquid nitrogen) as they report

having produced the lower-temperature phase by subsequent cooling

(with liquid nitrogen) of this prior phase. Such cooling caused the

destruction of the single crystal by twinning; however, they were

still able to obtain satisfactory x-ray diffraction results, and thus

were able to determine the crystal structure.

The high-temperature modification of pure solid methanol consists

of infinite zigzag chains of hydrogen bonded methanol molecules

(Figure 3-6). The observed reflections are listed in Table 3-4.

The zigzag chains lie parallel to each other, but alternate as to

the direction of the methyl group. This results in a tetramolecular

unit cell. In the low temperature form, each chain is exactly like

the preceding chain (Figure 3-7), and the resulting unit cell therefore

contains only two molecules. Murti (1959) did a further study of the
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Figure 3-6 High-temperature Solid Methanol
Structure

Smaller circles represent oxygen atoms.
Larger circles represent methyl group.

a) Projection on ab plane--fractions
give position along c axis

b) Projection on bc plane shows zig-
zag chain of OHO bonds. Dashed
groups represent succeeding layer
in a direction.

b
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Table 3-4

X-ray Diffraction Data for Solid Methanol at 163 K*

20 (degrees)

18.4

38.5

26.6

27.8

43.1

62.7

31.2

48.2

Intensity

( / max)

44

15

100

43

4

2

9

6

* From Tauer and Lipscomb

hkl

110

002

111

200

112

021

202

(1952)
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17
low-temperature form at 93 K. He found that the space group D2h

remained the same as in the slightly higher-temperature (113 K) form

produced by Tauer and Lipscomb, but that the unit cell dimensions

changed slightly to a = 4.59 A, b = 4.68 A, c = 4.92 A and = 970

30'. Murti used a powder sample, but his technique was not clearly

described (Murti and Sen, 1956). Grinding, however, was apparently

done using a mortar and pestle at cryogenic temperatures with sub-

sequent transfer of the sample to a glass tube. No mention was made

as to whether the tube was sealed. Cooling inside the camera was

accomplished by dripping liquid oxygen onto the specimen. Due to the

handling and grinding at atmospheric pressure, plus the questionable

conditions used during the x-ray photography, it might have been

possible to form an oxygen-methanol clathrate. Also his grinding

procedure is quite uncertain, as it is extremely difficult, if not

impossible, to grind solid methanol in liquid nitrogen with a mortar

and pestle. However, his data are in close agreement with those

observed at 113 K, and his sample was therefore presumed to be,

primarily, pure solid methanol.

In this study, pure solid methanol was produced by spraying

a fine mist of methanol onto the precooled x-ray diffraction stage

maintained at 93 K to 77 K. The results are listed in Table 3-5

along with those of Tauer and Lipscomb and Murti. The observed peaks

fit most closely to the 93 K data of Murti. However, he did not

determine atomic positions to see if his data were in agreement with

a structure appropriate to his unit cell. The differences in
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Table 3-5

X-ray Diffraction Data for the Low-Temperature

Form of Solid Methanol

Monoclinic 113 K* Monoclinic 93 K**
Present study

< 93 K

hkl 280

001
100

101
011
110
101
002

111
111
020
201
200

021
210

102

211

201

121

112

121

211

022
212

220

18.1
19.3
26.5

26.2

27.2

26.5

36.5

32.8

32.8

38.4

43.4

39.3

42.7
43.9
41.6
47.8
43.4
47.3
46.0
47.3
47.8
54.0
58.3
56.1

* Tauer and Lipscomb
** Murti (1959)

(I/Imax )max

21

30
61
56

100

2

1

10

23

3

4

4

10

1
16

IF obs

<4

9
18

18
24

18

5

8

5

<4

6

8

9
8

5

17

1
4

7
42

T
-obs

18.1

19.5

24.9

26.3
27.3
28.5

31.5

34.5

38.4

39.5

42.8
44.3

45.8

48.6

50.1
54.6

56.4

m
w

vvw
s

vs
m

w

w
m
w

w
w

vw

w

w

w

vw

(1952)

280
obs

18.2

19.3

26.5

27.0

28.2

31.5

34.7

38.6

Iobs

16

5

88

100

11

2

2

100

43.5 5

47.4
48.6

2

2

2A0
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intensity, particularly the peak at 38.4 may have been due to large

crystal grains and/or crystal orientation. In spite of slight

inaccuracies in intensity, the major peaks were quite clear, and the

diffraction pattern was reproducible.

3.1.4 Clathrate Hydrates

Although water-clathrate compounds were observed as early as

1810 by Davy, the nature of bonding in these compounds was not under-

stood until x-ray diffraction techniques became available to elucidate

their cagelike structure. Initial powder x-ray diffraction studies

by von Stackelberg and Muller (1951, 1954) indicated that their were

two types of gas hydrates (structure I and II). Although von Stackelberg

was able to suggest a structure for the structure I hydrate, the OHO

bond length and angles required by this structure were inappropriate,

and further modeling by Pauling and Marsh (1952) produced a structure

which gave a much better fit to the data. Claussen (1951) apparently

proposed the same structure independently and at about the same time.

This structure is formed by the combination of pentagonal dodecahedrons

and tetrakaidecahedrons (Figures 3-8 and 3-9). Face-sharing between

the polyhedra produce a cubic unit cell with cell dimension a = 12 A.

Using molecular models, the correct structure for the structure II

hydrates was guessed by Claussen (1950) and subsequently supported by

x-ray diffraction measurements (von Stackelberg and Muller, 1954,

using powder diffraction techniques and by Mak and McMullan, 1965,
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edrons

(]

f (a)

Figure 3-9 Structure of 12 A cubic gas hydrates

a) Structure composed of 14-hedrons (12 pentagons
and 2 hexagons): 2 sharing hexagon faces in
middle of front face of cube; 2 with hexagons
on top and bottom edges of front face; com-
bination of four 14-hedrons at left and right
faces (with planes perpendicular to paper).
Unlabeled arrows indicate locations of pen-
tagonal dodecahedrons.

b) Pentagonal dodecahedrons lie at the eight cor-
ners of cube and in center.

b)
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using single crystal diffraction). This structure can be defined

solely by building pentagonal dodecahedrons together with face-

sharing as shown in Figure 3-10. This stacking arrangement produces

a second larger cavity, a hexakaidecahedron. This is a slightly

larger cage than the tetrakaidecahedron, and this clathrate structure

consequently has been observed to form when the included guest species

is too large for the tetrakaidecahedron.

Table 3-6 and 3-7 list the different gas species which have been

observed to form clathrates of structures I and II, respectively,

along with the unit cell size as determined by x-ray diffraction.

In general, the largest molecular dimension of the included guest

molecule has been an appropriate measure to determine which structure

would form (Table 3-8), and the methane hydrate has therefore been

assumed to form the structure I clathrate filling all cages, ethane

to form structure I filling only the larger cages, and propane forming

structure II filling only the larger cages. None of these, however,

have been previously studied by x-ray diffraction, either at low

temperatures or high pressures.

Since the work of von Stackelberg, Claussen, etc., many other

water clathrate structures have been observed. In particular, the

amines form a variety of structures. A list of the known structures

is given in Table 3-9. All of these structures have quite large cages,

as required by the particular encaged molecule and would, therefore,

seem unlikely possibilities for the methane hydrate. On the other

hand, anomalies have occurred, as in the case of the Bromine hydrate.
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Figure 3-10 Arrangement of Pentagonal
dodecahedra in 17 A cubic gas
hydrate structure. The central
cavity defined by this arrange-
ment is a 16-hedron.
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Table 3-6

Structure I Hydrate Formers which have been
Studied by X-ray Diffractiona

Hydrate Former

Xe

H2S

H2Se

N20

CH3C1

Cl2

CH3Br

CH3SH

BrC1

CO 2

SO2

Trimethylene oxidec

Ethanolc

Cyclopropaned

e
Br2

(CH2) 2

Unit Cell Size (A)

11.97

12.00

12.06

12.03

12.0

12.03; 11.82

12.09

12.12

12.09

12.04

11.94

12.03

a data from von Stackelberg (1954) unless otherwise specified
b Pauling and Marsh (1952)
c Sargent and Calvert (1966)
d Hafemann and Miller (1969)
e Allen and Jeffrey (1963) (also forms in tetrahedral structure)
f McMullan and Jeffrey (1965)
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Table 3-7

Structure II Hydrate Formers which have been
Studied by X-ray Diffractiona

Hydrate Former

(CH3 )3
cH

C2H5Cl

CH2C12

CHC13

1,3-Dioxolaneb

Ethanolb

Trimethylene Oxideb

Cyclopropanec

Tetrahydrofuran

d
Acetone

Tetrahydrofuran

2,5-Dihydrofuranb

Cyclobutanoneb

Propylene Oxideb

o

Unit Cell Size (A)

17.53

17.30

17.31

17.30

17.10

17.10

17.16

17.13

17.2

17.09

17.10

a from von Stackelberg (1954) unless otherwise specified.
Numerous gas mixtures also form this clathrate structure.
(See Figure 3-10)

b Sargent and Calvert (1966)
c Hafemann and Miller (1969)
d Quist and Frank (1961)

Ir
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Table 3-8

Dimensions of Clathrate Cages

Radii in A from center of polyhedron to nearest and furthest
vertex*

Minimum Maximum
Dodecahedron 3.85 3.95

14-hedron 4.05 4.60
15-hedron 4.45 4.90
16-hedron 4.65 4.75

6.5

6.0

.4

* 5.
E
o
0

"o

0 5.0
o

.J

4.0

4.Gt

CBr2F2
- (CH3)3 CH, (CH3)3CF, C2H5 Br, Propylene Oxide, Cyclobutonone

CH3CH:CH2 , CHC13, CCI3 F
- C3H, Cyclopentene. C2F4 , CH2=CHCI, CH3CHCI2, Furan, Acetone

C2H 5CI, CC12F2, CH3CF2CI, CrCIF 2 STRUCTURE
- Cyclopentane, CH2CI2, CHC12 F, (CH3)20, Dihydrofuron

- Tetrohydrofuron
- SF6, CBrF3

- CH31, CHBrF2

- 1, 3 - Doxolone

- COS, C2H2, CH2 =CHF, CH3CHF2, CH3 SH, (CH2 )3 0 MOSTLY
STRUCTURE

- BrCI, C2H4 (CH2)3, C2H5F, CHCIF2
- O2 C102, 6 , CH3Br
- C12, SbH3 , CH2CIF, (CH2 )2 0
- CHF3 , CF4 , CH3CI

-- N
2 0, S02

AsH3 , CH2 F2

- C02
STRUCTURE

CH3F
Xe, H2Se, PH3

N2, H2 S, CH4
- Kr, 0 2

- Ar

Known hydrate formers with exper-

imentally determined or assumed

structure compared with molecular

dimensions.

* Effective radii of space available for included species requires
subtracting out van der Waal radii of oxygen atom (1.4 A)
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With a van der Waal diameter of 5.68 A, bromine was expected to form

a structure I clathrate. However, single crystal x-ray diffraction

by Allen and Jeffrey (1963) showed that a tetragonal unit cell was

formed with dimensions and symmetry similar to that in the amines.

Other hydrates have been observed to form both structures I and

II depending on the temperature and pressure conditions during forma-

tion. Cyclopropane, ethanol, and trimethylene oxide are examples of

compounds which have been reported to form both structures (Sargent

and Calvert, 1966; Hafemann and Miller, 1969).

The powder diffraction patterns obtained by von Stackelberg

for various structure I and II clathrates are shown in Figures 3-11

and 3-12. Although the different gas hydrates do vary as to the

major reflections observed, this may be due partly to the difference

in scattering capability of the included guest species. Some differ-

ences may also have resulted from crystal orientation. The patterns

are nevertheless distinctive, and a comparison with the water/methane

gel data (Table 3-10 and Figure 3-16) indicates that the structure of

the gelant crystals is probably neither structure I or II. A comparison

of these data with all of the data for the various ice structures also

produced no apparent match. Due to these anomalous results, several

other systems (CO2 + H20, N2 + H20, and air + H20) were also studied.

Samples (presumably clathrate crystals) were formed by adding a small

amount of H20 vapor to the gas stream and subsequently impinging the

vapor onto the liquid nitrogen-cooled sample stage (maintained at a

temperature appropriate for clathrate formation). All of these
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Figure 3-11 Powder X-ray Diffraction Patterns for Structure I
Hydrates
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31.6

33.4

34.2

35.0

40.4
41.2
42.6
43.9
44.6
45.3
46.6

47.9
48.5

Small dashed lines represent
ice peaks. Long dashed lines
represent diffuse peak due to
included species. From von
Stackelberg (1951)

* Major peaks which consistently
appear for the different
hydrates studied
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Figure 3-12 Powder X-ray Diffraction Patterns for
Structure II Hydrates

Single hydrates
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appear for the different
hydrates studied
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peaks. Long dashed lines represent
diffuse peak due to included
species. From von Stackelberg
(1951)
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Table

X-ray Diffraction Data

20 (degrees)

22.5

23.9

25.5

28.4

29.3

31.1

39.5

42.5

49.5

3-10

for Methane-Water Gel

Relative

Intensity (I/I )max

100

55

45

6

10

3

19

74

45
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clathrates were produced and analyzed at cryogenic temperatures, and

the results were similar to that of the methane/water gel. The

highest temperature sample used (CO2 + H20 at 200 K) gave a pattern

slightly different from the rest and more closely approaching that

observed by von Stackelberg for structure I clathrates. This suggests

that the low temperature may cause a slightly different structure

than originally expected. These gelant crystal data were, therefore,

indexed separately and found to fit reasonably well to either a

cubic unit cell of dimension a = 14.8 A or a tetragonal unit cell

with dimensions a = 11.9 A, c = 10.1 A. No smaller unit cell was

possible for the observed data. Although larger unit cells would

certainly be possible, the small number of peaks would indicate that

this is unlikely. The probable unit cell size seems large in compar-

ison to those for the various ice structures, and would, therefore,

indicate that a clathrate structure is present, possibly a distortion

of the 12 A cubic or a completely new structure.

3.1.5 Methanol Clathrates

A host of compounds other than water are also known to form

clathrate compounds. Examples include hydroquinone (whose structure

was deduced prior to the hydrates), phenol, Dianin's compound, etc.

(Palin and Powell, 1945, 1947, 1948ab; Mak et al., 1976; Flippen et al.,

1970; von Stackelberg, 1956; Powell and Wetters, 1955; Hardy et al.,

1976). These compounds have OHO type hydrogen bonding and can be
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considered in two groups, those having two OH groups for hydrogen

bonding and those having a single OH group. Although methanol has

not previously been shown to form a clathrate structure, the possibility

certainly exists, and the structure would likely be similar to those

formed by other compounds containing a single OH group. The basic

cage structure for all of these compounds is a hexagon ring of OHO

bonds with the remaining portion of each of the six molecules alter-

nating at some angle above and below the plane of the hexagon (Figure

3-13). Identical hexagons stack one on top of the other to form a

cage stabilized by the presence of a guest molecule inside the cage.

The infinite stacks must then pack together in some orderly arrange-

ment. All of the reported compounds have displayed an R3 space group

which occurs when the packing is hexagonal but the OHO hexagons do

not lie side by side in the same plane (Figure 3-14). This space

group was thought to be a likely possibility for the methanol clathrate.

Also, because of the small symmetrical methyl group, a P3 and a P6

space group were also considered (Figure 3-15). Both of these space

groups have the hexagons in the same plane. However, within these

space groups, several packing arrangements are still possible: the

hexagons which lie side by side in the same plane may have a point-

to point, an edge-to-edge, or even a shifted edge arrangement. Also,

the OHO hexagons may be flat or puckered, and the methyl groups may

either alternate up and down from the hexagon at some angle or lie

flat in the same plane. All of these structures were thought to be

possible. Using the packing dimensions calculated from the atomic
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F gure 3-13 Basic Cag e
OH Groups

for Phenol Cl ath rate
Bond in Hexagon

with B2nzyl Group
and down from Pin

Identical Rings Stac

AIte rn ating
Rings

up

ne of Hexagon.

:k together to
Form Cage. Two

Above.
OH Rings arc Shown



Figure 3-14 Possible packing arrangement for
methanol clathrate cages with R3 space
group. Numbers in the centers of the

hexagons refer to the plane in which
the hexagon lies with respect to the
c axis, i.e. the "0" plane is the plane

of the paper; the "+1/3" plane is above
and parallel to the plane of the paper
with a shift of 1/3 the distance of the

length of a cage (as in Figure 3-13).
The + and - signs refer to the direction
of the methyl group, whether it projects
above or below the plane of the paper.

_ r n
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Fi gu r 3-15 Possiblc
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Group Results
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spacings in solid methanol (rCH = 1.8 A, C-O bond length = 1.4 A,
CH3

O-H-O bond length = 2.62 A), appropriate unit cell dimensions were

determined for each of the structures suggested above. Due to possible

variation in angle of the methyl group, a range of a and c dimensions

were possible and several combinations gave reasonable fits for the

data. For the P3 or P6 space group, possible dimensions were a = 8.9,

c = 4.8; a = 10.3, c = 4.1; and a = 10.1, c = 4.45. For the R3 space

group, the data could be indexed to a unit cell with a = 17.0, c = 4.6.

The R3 space group has systematic absences in reflection peaks--the

only possible reflections being those for -h + k + 1 = 3n. This was

taken into account when indexing the peaks. Atomic positions were

then determined for the different packing arrangements, and expected

intensities computed. The expected intensities were then compared

with those observed. Major peaks can only occur when the atomic

structure yields a large relative intensity. On the other hand, if

the atomic structure predicts major peaks other than those observed,

one can only make a value judgement as to whether severe orientation

of the crystals could have occurred or that the structure is inappro-

priate. Taking these factors into consideration, the best fit was a

P3 with points of the hexagons matching and unit cell dimensions

a = 8.9 and c = 4.8. This packing arrangement is a very compact one,

and drawings using appropriate dimensions for the atoms would indicate

that the methyl groups must, therefore, be at 600 angles and project

slightly off-center in a pinwheel fashion. Table 3-11 gives the indexed

peaks relative to this unit cell along with the expected and observed

intensities based on this atomic arrangement.
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Table 3-11

X-ray Diffraction Data for Methane-Methanol Gels

Calculated Values for Proposed Structure

Obs. rel. Obs.rl.
sin2 0 Angle Intensity F

.178 20.5 66 34

.234 27.1 100 71

.302 35.2 33 31

.344 40.2 85 95

.362 42.4 22 26

.379 44.5 43 55

.407 48.0 28 40

.418 49.4 10 15

.438 52.0 8 12

.454 54.0 9 15

.487 58.3 54 100

.528 63.8 9 20

* for P3 a = 8.9 A, c = 4.8 A (structure discussed in text)

and

Cal. rl. *
F 

27

100

70

28

0.8

3

4

4

8

46

3
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3.1.6 X-ray Diffraction of Gels

Very little research has been done on the study of gels using

x-ray diffraction. However, the gel itself consists of dispersed

flocculated crystalline particles in a liquid. In the gel form, one

would, therefore, expect to see diffraction peaks corresponding to

the crystalline structure of the particles superimposed on the broad

diffraction peaks corresponding to molecular distances in the liquid

phase. As the liquid is vaporized from the sample leaving only the

crystalline particles, the broad liquid peaks should disappear leaving

only the sharp peaks due to their crystalline structure. The observed

peak changes during drying of the methane/water gel are shown in

Figure 3-16.

Petz (1965) studied the structure of liquid methane and found

that two peaks were observed, a major peak at 240 and a small peak at

47° . Both of these peaks were observed in the gel data. However, as

methane was vaporized from the gel sample, another broad peak appeared

at 400. This corresponds with x-ray diffraction data reported by

McLennan and Plummer (1929) for solid methane. It also corresponds

to the broad peak in cubic ice. However, if this peak were due to a

cubic ice type bonding between the particles, the peak would be

expected to persist even when the liquid methane peaks are no longer

observed. This, however, did not occur, and the peak disappeared

with further methane evaporation. Probably this peak represents a

somewhat ordered liquid methane entrapped in the gel structure.
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Figure 3-16 Transformation of x-ray powder diffraction
pattern as liquid evaporates from gel
(a) Liquid methane peaks
(b) Liquid/solid methane peaks + crystal peaks
(c) Primarily crystal peaks, but further drying

sharpens peaks
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Although the water/methane gels demonstrated the sequence quite clearly,

the methanol methane gels could not be easily freed from the presence of

the liquid methane peaks. The crystal peaks, however, were easily

identifiable (Appendix 0).

3.2 Thermodynamic Stability of the Gelant Particles

As the previous evidence suggested that the gelant particles

were solid clathrates,an important industrial scale consideration

is the region of thermodynamic stability for such solid crystals.

This will be of interest in designing any industrial scale process

for producing the fine gelant particles, and also will indicate at

what conditions they will dissociate during gel revaporization. The

natural gas components, methane and ethane, have previously been

studied at the low temperatures and moderate pressures of interest here

(See discussion in Chapter 2), and their region of thermodynamic

stability has been well established. At cryogenic temperatures the

conversion is clathrate<-->ice + gas, and the decomposition pressures

are generally <1 atm. This requires a vacumn apparatus with provisions

for making very fine ice crystals. In an investigation by Falabella

and Vanpee (1974), such an apparatus was built and used to study the

methane and ethane hydrate stability in the ranges 150 K to 190 K for

methane and 200 K to 240 K for ethane. (A similar apparatus had been

used previously by Barrer and Edge (1967) in their study of inert gas
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hydrates.) After completion of their experimental investigation

(Fallabella and Vanpee) were kind enough to allow us to use this

apparatus to study methanol clathrate stability. The experimental

procedure, however, was not entirely adequate for such an investi-

gation, and the reason for this will be discussed after a brief

description of the apparatus and procedure.

The apparatus consisted of a reaction vessel with a cryogenic

temperature-controlled bath, a vacumn distillation section for producing

fine ice crystals, and a section for monitoring the pressure and volume.

(See Figure 3-17) The experimental sequence was as follows: 1) The

reaction vessel was evacuated down to <0.05 newtons/m2(3 pm Hg).

2) From the vacumn distillation section (D), a degassed sample of

ice at 93 K (also under vacumn <0.05 newtons/m2) was allowed to

warm. As the vapor pressure of the ice increased, the water vapor

was caused to flow into the reaction vessel (B). During this time,

the reaction vessel (which was filled with 0.32 cm diameter steel balls)

was maintained at 93 K. The water vapor nucleated and grew into fine

ice particles on the surface of the steel balls. 3) After a sufficient

number of ice crystals had been formed, the reaction vessel was placed

in the cryogenic temperature bath which had previously been stabilized

at the temperature to be investigated. An appropriate amount of the

desired gas was then added to the reaction vessel. The actual amount

was chosen such that the resulting pressure was well above that for the

expected ice-hydrate equilibrium. At this point, the ice would react

with the gas to form clathrate and a decrease in system pressure would
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Figure 3-17 Low-Temperature Clathrate Equilibrium
Apparatus
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controlled bath
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be detected. However, to obtain such observable reaction rates, it

was particularly important to have very fine ice crystals, and often it

was even necessary to bombard the crystals with steel balls (accomplished

using a mechanical shaker on the reaction vessal). It is not certain

whether the conversion proceeded with the surface molecules reacting to

form clathrate and thus coating the particles. Barrer and Edge (1967)

postulated this mechanism, suggesting that bombardment acted to grind

off the clathrate coating on the particles. It is also possible that

the reaction proceeded in the vapor phase with H20 evaporation and

subsequent clathrate formation on separate nucleation sites. Here

bombardment with steel balls would increase the total surface area

available for evaporation. 4) After approximately 50 percent or

more of the pure solid had converted to clathrate, the system pressure

was gradually lowered until a noticeable reverse reaction (increase

in pressure) occurred, indicating conditions favorable to ice formation.

Subsequent cycling above and below the equilibrium point, using decreasing

pressure increments, gave further accuracy in pinpointing the ice-clath-

rate equilibrium decomposition pressure for that particular reactor

temperature. To initiate the original clathrate conversion invariably

required subjecting the ice crystals to a pressure well in excess of that

required for ice-clathrate equilibrium. However, once the solid had

been seeded with clathrate crystals, the reactions proceeded readily

in accordance with the thermodynamic stability of the solid phase present.

When this apparatus and procedure were used to study the thermo-

dynamic stability of methanol clathrates, difficulties were encountered
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in forming the fine crystals of pure solid methanol. Methanol has a

very low vapor pressure at its freezing point (estimated to be 1 m Hg)

For the nucleation and growth of fine methanol crystals, the partial

pressure of the methanol must be kept below this value during the vacumn

distillation procedure. This can be accomplished by controlling the

temperature of the degassed sample of solid methanol, maintaining it at

or below its freezing point. However, the vapor pressure is then so

low that only diffusion will transport the methanol molecules into the

reaction vessel. Such a procedure would require an excessive length of

time (estimated to be zlO hours) due to the long capillary connecting

lines. This was not considered feasible with this particular apparatus

due to the non-negligible vacuum leakage which would result over such

a long time span. Also there were difficulties in keeping the reaction

vessel walls and connecting lines warm enough to avoid nucleation and

particle growth at these locations. (For best results the ice particles

should be formed on the steel balls.) In an effort to find a more

suitable technique for forming fine solid methanol particles, two other

procedures were tested. Methanol vapor was added to a helium carrier

gas and subsequently projected onto a cold collecting surface. Again, at

partial pressures above the pure solid vapor pressure, nucleation of liquid

droplets occurred with further freezing into a single solid mass. At

the very low partial pressures, heat transfer was not rapid enough (for

reasonable flow rates) to form any solid. A second, cryogrinding,

procedure was also tried. Here a mortar and pestle were used in an

attempt to grind solid methanol under liquid nitrogen. However, solid
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methanol at such temperatures is particularly hard, and it proved

impossible to break up the solid mass with any reasonable amount of

force. Although the procedure for studying clathrate-pure solid

equilibrium might still be feasible with some equipment modifications

to improve the vacuum distillation technique, the temperature control

of the various solid surfaces would still be critical. Because of such

difficulties, this technique was not pursued further. Two other

experimental studies, microscopic observation of the gelant particles

and solid phase composition analysis, were instead designed to obtain

further evidence that the gelant particles were, indeed, clathrate

crystals, and to determine further how stable such crystals were to

temperature and pressure changes.

3.3 Microscopic Observation of the Gelant Particles

The microscope study was originally designed with three objectives:

1) to determine whether the particles behaved as clathrate crystals or

pure solid crystals; 2) if the behavior proved to be consistent with

the clathrate theory, to further determine the decomposition temperature

(at atmospheric pressure) for the clathrate crystals; and 3) to deter-

mine the size and shape of the primary particles and whether there was a

change in size with a change in gelant concentration of the initial vapor

mixture (i.e. the natural gas/gelant mixture which contacts the LNG and
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through rapid cooling causes nucleation and growth of fine gelant

particles).

In the study of Falabella and Vanpee (1974), the three-phase

equilibrium temperature for methane-ice-hydrate at one atmosphere was

found to be 183 K. Thus, if a particle agglomerate of a methane/water

gel could be isolated and gradually warmed, a microscopically observ-

able transformation is likely to occur between 183 K and 273 K pro-

vided the particles are indeed clathrate crystals. Further, if a

distinct change occurs near 183 K, then such a microscopic technique

should be suitable for determining the atmospheric decomposition

point for the methane/methanol clathrate.

Experimentally, it was possible to isolate agglomerates if

dilute gels were used (See apparatus discussion). Actually, these

were dispersions, as the concentration was well below the minimum

concentration for gelation. However, the majority of the individual

particles were not distinguishable under a light microscope, indicating

that the principal dimension was less than lm. Four systems were stud-

ied: methane/water, methane/methanol, nitrogen/water, and nitrogen/metha-

nol .The dilute gels of liquid nitrogen were prepared using the same

procedure as the liquid methane gels, but liquid nitrogen was used in

place of LNG and nitrogen was used as the diluent gas in the vapor

mixture. These liquid nitrogen systems were studied primarily because

they provided a cheaper and safer system with which to develop and

perfect the microscope cold-stage technique. However, they also provide

evidence that other cryogens can be gelled in a similar manner.
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In general, the following sequence occurred as the gelant

agglomerate was warmed at atmospheric pressure (Figure 3-18).

1) As the liquid (methane or nitrogen) boiled off, the agglo-

merate became compact, eventually leaving only a thin layer of liquid

around the agglomerate. This remaining liquid vaporized as the tempera-

ture was increased, and the agglomerate appeared dry when the temperature

was zlOK above the cryogen boiling point. Although release of entrapped

liquid is likely to occur up to 30 K above this point, it was not visi-

bly detectable.

2) At a temperature well below the pure solid melting point, the

agglomerate became dark. With a further increase of 10 to 20 K, the

agglomerate sometimes took on a skeleton-like appearance (as if fusion

of the particles were occurring). During this time, new crystals appeared

on the surface of the microscope slide and continued to grow, while the

agglomerate appeared to shrink somewhat. However, in the methanol

system, new particles were only occasionally observed,as the small

temperature difference between the transformation and melting points did

not allow sufficient time for them to grow to a detectable size. Also,

it was more difficult to isolate methanol gel agglomerates, as they had

less tendency to adhere to the microscope slide. This reduced the

amount of vaporized methanol available in the immediate vicinity to form

the new crystals of pure solid.

The microscopically obervable transformation (i.e. when the

agglomerate visibly darkened)in the water/methane system occurred at

178 +5 K which is in agreement with the known decomposition temperature
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of 183 K. This indicated that the present technique was adequate for

determining decomposition temperatures, and an analysis of the other

three systems yielded the following results.

Clathrate Compound Clathrate Decomposition
Temp. at Atm. Press.

nitrogen/water 145±5 K
nitrogen/ methanol 115±5 K
methane/methanol 145±5 K

This initial transformation appears to be due to either controlled

vaporization or a popping of the clathrate crystals releasing H20 into

the vapor phase. The new ice crystals then formed at appropriate

nucleation sites on the microscope slide.

3) As the temperature was further increased (but still held below

the pure solid melting point), the agglomerate appeared to melt and

recrystallize. This indicates that at higher temperatures, the solid-

solid transformation probably occurs with a rupture of the clathrate

crystal leaving the water molecules briefly in a random subcooled

liquid form until such molecules can reorient to crystallize as a pure

solid.

4) Final melting of the remaining agglomerate and the new

crystals occurred at the known melting point within 5 K.

3.4 Solid Phase Composition Analysis

To further confirm the clathrate nature of the solid gelant parti-
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cles, an experimental technique was designed to analyze the composition

of these particles. Here a pure solid phase should be clearly distin-

guishable by its absence of natural gas. As the gelant particles are

formed by nucleation and particle growth from a vapor phase, there is

little likelihood that dissolved gas would be frozen into the pure

solid. On the other hand, if the solid is a crystalline clathrate

phase, a significant amount of natural gas should be encaged in the clath-

rate structure. For the natural gas components, methane, ethane, and

propane, their hydrate compositions have been studied previously by

a number of investigators (Roberts et al., 1940; Frost and Deaton, 1946;

Hammerschmidt, 1934). A brief discussion of the techniques used and the

results of these studies will indicate the difficulties which can occur

in such analyses as well as the accuracy of these previously reported

compositions.

Several methods have been used to analyze gas hydrate compositions,

but all except one of these have involved indirect calculations from

experimentally derived quantities, such as heats of formation. Both

methane and ethane hydrate compositions, however, have been determined

by direct experimental analysis (Frost and Deaton, 1946). The technique

used was as follows. Initially the gas hydrates were formed by bubbling

the gas through water in a pressure cell (maintained at a temperature

pressure condition favorable to the formation of the clathrate). Once

the chamber was filled with a honeycomb mass of hydrate, the excess water

was drained from the cell. The cell was then maintained at clathrate

favorable conditions for several days to insure that any residual liquid
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water would have converted to clathrate. The solid clathrate was then

allowed to warm, and the gas released during decomposition was measured

along with the amount of residual liquid. The runs were all made above

273 K, but the actual temperature and pressure conditions of hydrate

formation were not reported. The compositions for the various runs

were as follows.

Methane (99.7% pure) CH4 . 7.11 H20

CH4 . 7.04 H20

Ethane (98.3% pure) C2H6. 8.06 H20

C2H6 . 8.13 H20

C2H6 . 8.54 H20

C H . 8.33 H 0
26 2

These are all sightly enriched in water compared with the ideal structural

formulas (based on known crystal structure and assuming that each cage

is filled with a single quest molecule) of CH4 . 5.75H20 and C2H6 . 7.67

H20. This could be due to either a thermodynamic stabilization with less

than 100% of the cages filled, or also there could be an experimental

problem of not being able to convert all of the excess liquid water.

Comparison with theoritical predictions (as discussed in Chapter 2) are

not conclusive. Van der Waals and Platteeuw (1959) obtained compositions

similar to the experimental values, but Tester et al. (1972) predicted

values closer to the ideal formulas.

Two indirect calculational procedures have also been used, the

first being based on the following relation
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n= AH2 -AH1 (3-6)

AHfusion

where n = the number of water mole-

cules per molecule of guest
species

AH2 = standard heat of reaction for
the formation of hydrate from
gas and ice.

AHfusion = heat of fusion for ice
(1437 cal/gmole)

AH1 = standanrheat of reaction for
formation of hydrate from gas
(guest species) and water.

To obtain values for AH1 and AH2, decomposition pressure versus tempera-

ture data can be used along with the Clausius-Clapeyron relation.

(3-7)

dP/dT = AH/TAV

Both the ice-hydrate and water hydrate equilibrium curves generally fit

nicely to an equation of the form.

(3-8)

log(P) = A + B/T

Combining these two equations gives

(3-9)

AH = -B(AV)P
(.4343)T

To determine the composition (i.e. the value of n) reguires that both

heats of formation be at the same temperature. Thus, a composition

can only be determined for 2730K.(Although heat capacity data could be

used to extrapolate to other temperatures, the required hydrate heat
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capacity values are not available.) Frost and Deaton (1946) obtained

sufficient data to calculate the following compositions for the natural

gas hydrates: CH4 .7.18H20; C2H6.8.25H20; C3H8. 17.95H20 (ideal structural

formula C3H8 . 17H20)

Another indirect method, the "Miller-Strong" (Miller and Strong,

1945,1946) method can be used to determine compositions at different

temperatures, but is limited to the 3-phase equilibrium gas-water-hydrate.

This procedure uses a salt solution and is based on the following relations.

(3-10)

1 [aH20]n [aA]

K [aA. nH20] [aA.n H 2 0 ] salt solution
pure water

or a fp = as fs n = ln(fs/fp)/ln(ap/a s)

where f = fugacity of the guest species
at T in the pure water-hydrate
system

f = the fugacity of the guest spe-
cies at T in the NaCl agueous
solution-hydrate system

ap = the activity of water at T in
the pure water-hydrate system;
assumed to obey Raoult's law

ap = XH20 = 1 - XA,p

as = the activity of water at T in
the NaCl aqueous solution-
hydrate system; assumed to be

a as xH 2 0,s = as(l-xAs)

a = the activity of water in NaCl
aqueous solution with out any
dissolved guest species (A)
(available from literature,
Bozzo, 1967)
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A = guest species

To obtain a value for n, thus, required a knowledge of the equilibrium

fugacity (estimated from the decomposition pressure) for the hydrate

in pure water and for the hydrate in salt solution. Although this

method has not been used for the analysis of methane, ethane, and

propane hydrates, Vlahakis et al. (1972) did use this method to

study carbon dioxide hydrate and obtained a composition of CO2 . 7.3

+ .13 H20 for the temperature range 273 to 283 K. This composition

is significantly different from the value which they also calculated

using the Cluasius-Clapeyron relation (i.e., CO2 . 5.93 H20). Vlahakis

et al. further suggest that the Miller-Strong method is more accurate

for this case due to the questionable accuracy of the ice-hydrate gas

equilibrium curve near 273 K. With regard to this they say only that

such equilibrium is difficult to obtain.

Another technique for direct experimental analysis has been used

to study hydroquinone clathrates, but as yet has not been applied to

hydrates. This technique can be used when the guest compound is in liquid

form, and requires an auxiliary liquid component which is miscible

with the guest compound, and which itself will not participate as a

guest species. Initially, a dispersion of ice in the auxiliary liquid

is made. The guest species is then added gradually while the refractive

index (or some other suitable parameter) is monitored. Once a certain

amount of the guest species has been added, the refractive index will re-

main constant while the additional guest species is consumed in clathrate

formation. When all of the ice has been converted, the refractive index

will again change as more guest species is added. From the known quantity
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of ice and the known quantity of guest species consumed, the com-

position can be determined. Although this technique has not been used

to determine hydrate compositions, it could be particularly useful for

the study of the low-temperature, 3-phase equilibrium gas-hydrate-ice

which is of interest here. Also it could be used to determine

composition variation with temperature. Both of these might be of

interest in any further study of the methanol clathrate.

In the present study, the objective was to determine the

composition of the solid phase (i.e., solid gelant particles) of a

methane/water gel and a methane/methanol gel. As the composition for

the methane hydrate (at 273 K) is known with a reasonable degree of

accuracy, comparison of the solid phase composition for a methane/water

gel would indicate whether the crystalline particles are indeed

clathrates. Further if the composition for the solid-gelant particles

in a methane/methanol gel could be determined, this would provide further

evidence for the clathrate formation theory and aid in determining the

clathrate structure.

Initially, this requires the separation of the solid particles

from the liquid medium. As the liquid methane is vaporized from the gel,

the initial response will be elastic, i.e. the particle structure will

contract. Eventually the particles will become so closely packed together

that the gel will be quite rigid, behaving as a porous solid. To remove

the remaining liquid methane requires an increase in temperature and/or

a decrease in pressure. A typical adsorption/desorption isotherm for

a porous solid is shown in Figure 3-19. Here the driving force for
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desorption is the ratio p/p* where p is the pressure of the vapor

under operating conditions and p* is the liquid vapor pressure at the

temperature of the experiment. For porous solids, a hysteresis loop

is often observed in the region 0.3<p/p*<l. This may be due to bottle-

neck shaped pores which desorb based on the neck diameter but adsorb

based on the internal diameter. Below 0.3, the Laplace equation gives

an equivalent pore size of < 10 A. This low value is equivalent to

molecular dimensions and can no longer be considered capillary

condensation, i.e., at most, multilayer adsorption can occur. For

lyophobic gels which behave elastically, the capillary condensation

region may also show an irreversibility. Here the capillaries may

shrink upon desorption, but not re-expand during adsorption. In the

present case, however, we are only concerned with desorption and

the conditions necessary to desorb as much of the residual liquid

methane as possible, while not imposing severe enough conditions to

cause the clathrate to decompose to ice. For the water/methane gel,

the sample was maintained at 163 K and 0.33 bar. These conditions are

well within the clathrate stable region (See Chapter 2) and also give

a favorable p/p* of 0.015. This is much less than 0.3, and thus out-

side of the region of possible pore condensation effects. In general,

the region of 0.1 to 0.3 represents monolayer surface coverage, but

the present operating conditions are also well below this range,

thus suggesting only fractional surface coverage. To better estimate

the amount of residual adsorption, the results from a previous ice-

nitrogen adsorption study were used (Adamson et al., 1967). At a
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pressure ratio of 0.015 they found that fractional surface coverage oc-

curred, and the fraction ranged from 0.005 to 0.5 (the lower value re-

ferred to so-called annealed ice samples while the higher referred to

unannealed). The difference between these two values is considerable,

and is not clearly explained, but, no doubt, is due to their temperature-

pressure cycling into and out of the range of stability for the nitro-

gen clathrate. For the present case, however, the higher value will

be used for estimating the maximum possible error due to adsorption.

Once the gelant particles had been isolated, they were allowed

to decompose while the escaping methane vapor was collected and measured.

Therefore, it was particularly important to remove initially as much of

the residual methane as possible. If the residual amount is signifi-

cant compared to the amount enclathrated, a composition analysis will

be impossible. For the present gels, the particles are assumed to be

spherical and approximately 100 A in radius (dimensions based on

rheological data--see Chapter 4). Therefore, the number of enclath-

rated methane molecules per particle would be 2x10 while the number

of adsorbed molecules would range from 4.1x103 (fractional surface

coverage = 0.5) to 41 (coverage = 0.005). This method will thus have a

maximum possible error of 20 percent, methane being in excess. In the

present case of an elastic contracting gel structure, one might also con-

sider the possibility of completely entrapping a pocket of liquid methane.

However, the present temperature condition is within a few degrees of the

estimated superheat limit (169 K), and the numerous nucleation sites
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present would certainly insure that no residual liquid remained.

During the desorption step in this experimental procedure,

there was a decreasing rate of vapor release, and ultimately a de-

cision had to be made as to when equilibrium had been established.

In general, adsorption-desorption measurements require very little

time (a few minutes maximum) to reach equilibrium if the solid is

non-porous. Evaporation and condensation are thus quite rapid. In

a porous solid, however, the adsorption-desorption process may be

controlled by the rate of diffusion. The present experiments required

Z2 hous, but the equilibrium point appeared to be quite distinct

(pressure increase <1 mm Hg/ hr which is equivalent to a vapor genera-

tion rate of<lcc/hr (273 K, 1 bar)). To give further evidence that

pore diffusion was not a problem at this point, several calculations

were made (Appendix P). From this low rate of vapor generation, the

ratio of pore cross-sectional area divided by pore length was

calculated. Maximum pore volumes and multilayer adsorption were then

estimated using this ratio, and, in all cases the amount of methane

which could remain entrapped at this presumed equilibrium point was

negligible.

Two runs were made on water/methane gel samples yielding compo-

sitions of CH4-6.7+0.5 H20 and CH4-5.9 + 0.5H20. The accuracies

reported here are the maximum experimental errors. If a 20% error

(methane in excess) occurred due to adsorption , the composition would

then be CH4 - 7.4 H20 to CH4 - 8.4 H20. For both cases, the results are

within the expected composition range for the clathrate, and thus sub-
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stantiate the clathrate theory.

Several attempts were made to analyze the solid phase of a

methane/methanol gel. This technique, however, was not suitable as the

clathrate decomposition point was too close to the methane boiling

point. When the sample was brought up to 133K at 250 mm Hg, a cycling

effect occurred when the sample was isolated. The temperature would

rise to 141 K accompanied by a decrease in pressure of 20 mm Hg, after

which the reverse effect would occur. The explanation for this behavior

is not clear, but a decrease in pressure would indicate either a con-

version of pure solid to clathrate or a surface adsorption. It is un-

likely, however, that it represents adsorption, as this would require

the gel to have been subjected to a lower pressure prior to this point,

which was not the case. Thus it seems likely that there was some pure

solid present which may have been converting to clathrate, but was not

detectable until gas desorption almost ceased. Once the pressure had

decreased significantly, desorption and/or conversion of clathrate to

pure solid occurred. Although some pure solid may have been present

initially, it is likely that the amount was small (less than 10 percent),

as the x-ray diffraction results did not indicate that a mixture of

pure solid and clathrate was present in the gels.

Even though the methanol clathrate composition could not be deter-

mined by this technique, the previous evidence indicates that such a

compound does exist and is important in the formation of LNG/methanol

gels. For an accurate determination of its composition, the technique
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which uses an auxiliary liquid (discussed earlier in this section)

would probably be the most appropriate. The success of this study,

however, is quite evident as the solid phase composition of the methane-

water gel was in good agreement with the previously reported experi-

mental values for the methane hydrate. Along with the results of the

x-ray diffraction and the microscope studies, the evidence mutually

supports the crystalline-clathrate nature of the gelant particles.
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CHAPTER 4 - RHEOLOGY OF LNG GELS

4.1 General Rheological Behavior of Gels

The most important characteristic which distinguishes a gel

from other fluids is its ability to resist flow below some minimum

shear stress. This type of non-Newtonian behavior may be described

by fairly simple models if the behavior is time independent. Two

such models are the Bingham plastic and pseudoplastic with a yield

stress (Figure 4-1). The Bingham plastic can be completely described

by two constants, a plastic viscosity, np, and a yield stress, Ty.

T = Ty + np(dv/dx) (4-1)

where dv/dx = rate of shear

T = shear stress

For applied stresses below Ty. the rate of shear, dv/dx, equals zero.

Psudoplasticity is characterized by a shear rate which increases at

a faster rate than does the corresponding shear stress. It is often

called shear-thinning as its apparent viscosity, app = T/(dv/dx),

decreases with increasing rates of shear. If the substance also has

a yield stress, three constants are necessary to represent such be-

havior, the simplest model being a power law.

T = Ty + p(dv/dx)a (4-2)

where a = constant less than 1
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For many gels, these simple models rarely provide a sufficient

description of the rheological behavior. In almost all cases there

will be a time-dependency effect. The models, however, can be used

to represent the steady-state behavior (Figure 4-2) which is almost

always pseudoplastic at moderate to low shear rates (1 to 100 sec-1 )

and Bingham plastic at high rates (> 1000 sec-1 ).

The time-dependency effect attributed to gels is thixotropy and

is most appropriately defined as a comparatively slow isothermal

relaxation, under constant rate of shear or constant shear stress,

toward a steady-state value of apparent viscosity. In general, this

effect occurs in materials exhibiting a yield stress and/or pseudo-

plasticity. Many other definitions have been proposed for thixotropy,

the most common one being a time dependent, reversible and isothermal

decrease in viscosity under steady-shear flow. The opposite effect,

an increase in viscosity, has been referred to as "rheopectic". How-

ever, according to these common definitions, gels (as well as other

time dependent materials) cannot be singly classified as either thixo-

tropic or rheopectic due to a history dependence effect.

The time-dependent heological behavior of gels has been studied

by a number of investigators and distinctive patterns noted. If a

gel is initially at rest (and has been for a sufficient length of

time), an instantaneous application of some constant shear rate will

result in a stress versus time curve similar to those obtained by

Jachimiak et al. (1974) (Figure 4-3). Here two basic types of responses

are possible, i.e., a maximum stress does or does not appear. Both
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types of shear stress curves begin with a steep elastic-type response.

If the shear rate is low, the steep portion will be followed by a

distinct slope change into a somewhat slowly decaying exponential.

At higher shear rates the initial elastic-type response shows compar-

atively little slope change until the peak is reached. A criterion

for the onset of this peaking response will be discussed in a subse-

quent section. If the gel is not initially at rest, but at some other

steady-state condition (such as with an applied shear rate which has

reached a steady state response in shear stress), and is subjected

to an instantaneous change to another constant shear rate, the response

will be an initial rapid decay followed by a more slowly decaying por-

tion as was observed by Michaels and Bolger (1962) (Figure 4-4). In

this case no peaking occurs, and the change is always in the direction

of the new steady-state value. Thus, the previous history of the

sample determines whether the time dependency observed is a decreasing

or increasing viscosity. If a sequence of increasing shear rate is

followed by a decreasing shear rate, the resulting rheogram will have

a hysteresis loop as in Figure 4-5. (A clearly distinguishable rheo-

pectic behavior is shown in Figure 4-6). Again, a peak will occur

in the shear stress curve if the sample is initially at rest. This

behavior is typical of materials with a yield stress. Such materials

at rest, provided they have been so for a sufficient length of time,

will require an applied shear stress greater than the steady state

yield value to initiate flow. This shear stress is often referred

to as a static yield stress. Once flow has begun the system will
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approach its steady-state viscosity value. The observed peak value

has been suggested to correspond to the static yield stress, but data

obtained for varying shear rates show an increase in peak value with

an increase in shear rate. Therefore, such rheograms cannot be ex-

pected to provide reliable values for static yield. This behavior

also necessitates the definition of a rate of recovery, the time for

the gel structure to return to its original static strength after

having been subjected to flow. The present LNG gels are similar to

other lyophobic gels, such as those formed with Cab-O-Sil in non-polar

liquids, and their time for 90 percent recovery is typically about

five minutes. (Lippe, 1976)

The simplest heological model which includes a time dependency

effect is the Maxwell model (modified to include a yield stress) which

requires a single relaxation constant, = ( /G)

T + (p/G) (6T/6t) = Ty + p (dv/dx) (4-3)

where G = linear elasticity

Below the yield stress the gel will behave as a Hookean elastic solid.

T = Gy

where y = shear Al/l

A1

According to this model, application of a steady rate of shear

to a gel will give an initial elastic response until the stress builds
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to its yield value. Above the yield point the response will be an

exponential relaxing to the steady state value T = Ty + p (dv/dx).

This, of course, cannot account for the occurrence of peaks unless

a distinction is made between the yield value for elastic response

and the yield value for the steady-state behavior. If the gel is

initially above the yield value, an instantaneous application of a

constant shear rate will be an exponential. Such a change, however,

can never be instantaneous, and the stress behavior during the rate

change will be a steep elastic type response, again followed by the

slowly decaying exponential. Despite the response similarity, a

comparison with the data reported by Mercer and Weymann (1974) and

Michaels and Bolger (1962) indicate that a steep, fast relaxation

still occurs within the constant shear rate region which cannot be

accounted for by this model.

Various other experiments are possible for assessing time dep-

endency effects. Creep tests in which an instantaneous load (shear

stress) is applied to the sample yield shear versus time plots simi-

lar to that in Figure 4-7. The figure also shows creep relaxation,

the shear behavior when the stress is released, and the sample recov-

ers from the deformation. Similarly the stress relaxation of a sample

is measured by suddenly shearing the sample to a given deformation

and recording stress as a function of time. Although such measurements

can provide useful information about the sample, individually they

cannot be used to provide a complete heological description. For

example, Davis (1970) performed creep tests on several gel samples,
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and was able to fit the resulting data to a series of one or more

Kelvin units plus a Maxwell unit (see Table 4-1), thus obtaining a

spectrum of relaxation times. Such a rheological model does not

account for the yield stress, i.e. it indicates that flow will occur

at any applied stress. Its applicability to other flow circumstances

is therefore questionable. If the observed responses for creep and

creep relaxation are compared with the modified Maxwell model (i.e.

with yield stress), the slow transient from elastic to viscous behav-

ior cannot be accounted for.

A further extension of the rheological equation has been pro-

posed by Oldroyd (1959) and adds a second relaxation time. The rela-

tion is presented here with a yield stress.

T - T + X1 (dT/dt) = np[dv/dx + 2 a (dx) (4-4)
y p 2 at dx

where Xl, 2 = relaxation times

This expression seems to be the most generally applicable to gels,

but still does not account for the steep elastic transitions between

steady-state rates of shear. Possibly this is similar to a yield

type criterion and the response must be separated. At steady state

the above equation approaches that for a Bingham plastic, as does the

modified Maxwell model. Also for constant shear rate the equation

reduces to the modified Maxwell model. If the steady state behavior

is pseudoplastic, np in equations 4-3 and 4-4 will not be a constant

but a function of shear rate.
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In general, the steady-state rheological behavior of gels is

reproducible, but there are certain effects which may alter this.

The steady-state values, particularly at low shear rates are strongly

dependent on the original degree of dispersion (i.e. whether the

gelant particles are uniformly dispersed throughout the liquid or

partially compacted into aggregates which are loosely flocculated to

form a less rigid structure). If this original degree of dispersion

is altered either due to aging or by being subjected to a high shear

rate, the steady state curve may also be changed.

4.2 Structural Model of Rheological Behavior

The various heological patterns just discussed have been satis-

factorily explained based on present knowledge of the structure of

gels. Lyophobic gels, such as LNG gels, have been described (see

Chapter 2) as a network of particles linked together by van der Waals

forces, hydrogen bonding, and other forces such as electrostatic and

polymeric linkages when applicable. Types of interparticle links

are often classified as primary and secondary. Originally these two

terms referred to primary and secondary minima in the interaction

potential energy curve for two approaching particles. A secondary

minimum, if it occurs, would be a second dip in the potential energy

curve at a separation distance of 100 to 1000 A. Some colloid sci-

entists (Efremov and Us'yarov, 1976) believe that the existence of a
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secondary minimum is necessary to obtain a thixotropic gel with the

theological behavior patterns just described, their reasoning being

that only a secondary linkage would be weak enough to break down under

shear yet reversible on setting. Such secondary minima, however, occur

only in electrical double layer systems and in some cases where polymers

are adsorbed onto the particle surface. There is evidence, however,

that the linkages are generally much stronger than would be expected

for secondary minima in systems where an electrical double layer

exists. Hunter and Nicol (1968) suggested that these secondary minima

are separated from the primary minimum by such small barriers that it

is unlikely that such a barrier would be sufficient to prevent aggre-

gation at the primary minimum under high shear rate conditions. As

further evidence, Nicol and Hunter varied the electrostatic repulsion

energy (by varying the electrolyte concentration) and observed no dis-

continuity in the energy of interaction of the particles as based on

the observed yield stress value. Also, in the present case, there

is thought to be no secondary minimum. A distinction between two

types of bonds, however, can still be made, reversible and irrever-

sible. Any linkage which has an energy of attraction which is not

too large (< 100 kT) may be reversible under shearing conditions. In

many colloid systems the primary minimum is thought to occur at a

separation distance of 10 A which represents the separation by two

adsorbed liquid layers. Such linkages are likely to be reversible

unless the van der Waals attraction is unusually great. For the pre-

sent LNG gels, the rheological data indicated that the particle radius
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is about 150 A. If a 10 A liquid layer were to separate two particles,

their attractive energy would be just slightly greater than kT (i.e.

Brownian motion and free convection may be sufficient to inhibit

flocculation), which suggests that the two particles must be in con-

tact (with possible hydrogen bonding) if they are to stick together.

The calculated attractive energy for such a linkage is still less

than 100kT, and thus may constitute a reversible bond under shearing

conditions. Irreversible linkages will occur when two particles

coalesce.

A gel network is likely to consist of a distribution of both

primary and secondary linkages, and the structure may vary from a

high degree of dispersion with chains throughout, to one which has

compact particle aggregates (with primary and possibly secondary link-

ages) which are loosely linked together (Figure 4-8). When shear is

applied to the gel structure, the linkages will be stretched and even-

tually the weakest points (i.e. the weakest bonds and the fewest bonds

per unit area) will rupture. Once a sufficient number of bonds have

been broken, the structure will have been fragmented and flow will

occur. For any given shear rate (or shear stress) there is thought

to be a steady state balance between the rate of flocculation of these

aggregates and the rate of breakage of links due to shear. Floccu-

lation will occur due to Brownian motion, but will also be enhanced

by shear as the collision rate will increase. On the other hand, as

shear rate increases, the particles/aggregates will be more ener-

getic and resist sticking, and an increased hydrodynamic force will
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Figure 4-8 Compact particle aggregates

with loose chain links--represents

poor dispersion and a relatively
weak network.
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be present to break down the flocs which do form. At high shear rates

the structure will be broken down into very small fragments, either

small aggregates or individual particles; while at low shear rates

the fragments will be quite large. Experimental evidence of Reich

and Vold (1959) and Mason (1948) on the effect of agitation on aggre-

gate size support this kinetic picture.

This structural model for the heological behavior is widely

accepted, but due to its complexity, the derivation of the correspond-

ing heological relations requires a number of simplifying assumptions.

Here, the steady-state behavior at moderate and high shear rates has

been the most extensively treated, and due to the variety of assump-

tions made, a number of different relations have been proposed. How-

ever, practically all of these relations are phenomenological, des-

cribing the basic flow behavior but requiring an empirical fit to

determine the constants. A list of some of these proposed relations

is given in Table 4-2, along with the assumptions made in each deriva-

tion. It is not possible to assess whether one of these expressions

is more appropriate than another as each has been successful in fitting

data for certain colloidal suspensions.

A few attempts have been made to derive a rheological expression

using only known parameters such as particle size, energy of interac-

tion for two particles, volume concentration, etc. Most of this work

has dealt with the region of higher shear rate where the behavior

closely approximates a Bingham plastic. This region is certainly the

easiest to define as it is thought to consist of a highly fragmented
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Table 4-2 Proposed Relations for

Pseudoplastic Behavior

Model Gillespie (1960)

Assumptions

Expression*

Detailed model of
link formation
and breakage

C1S + C2 S2

C3 (C4 + S)2

Cross (1965)

Chain structure
with macro-
molecular chain-
length dependence
used for viscosity

T =nooS + (no - n)
aS1 /3

Casson (1959)

rod-like
aggregates

1/2 - 1/2+ 1/2S1/2
T Ty +fp

*where S = rate of shear

C1, C2, C3, C4,a = empirical constants

- - -

. - -
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structure, the basic flow unit being either a primary particle or a

small aggregate. The energy dissipation in the flow process is

divided into two parts; that due to the flow of fluid around the

basic flow units, plus an additional energy due to the attractive

interactions between particles, both within and between the flow

units. In spite of this simplistic picture, several models are pos-

sible, each yielding a different relation. Firth and Hunter (1976)

postulated three possible models: 1) single particle model; 2) hard

floc model; and 3) elastic floc model. The single particle model

assumes that the basic flow unit at high shear rates is the indivi-

dual particle. The particle linkages must therefore all be secondary

bonds. The hard floc model assumes that the flow unit is a spherical

aggregate of primary bonded particles. The resulting collisions and

separations are hard and inelastic with no energy dissipation within

the floc during flow process. The elastic floc assumes that the

hydrodynamic force, which ultimately causes rupture of the floc-floc

bonds, is transmitted through all of the particle-particle interac-

tions within each floc. Each successive bond is stretched to some

extent until finally the floc-floc bond breaks. The floc will then

snap back releasing energy.

Firth and Hunter derived expressions for the Bingham yield

value, TB, of the high shear region (Figure 4-2) based on each of

the three models.
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Single particle A 2 (45)

87r2 r2D

Hard floc Ar (4-6)
T = (4-6)

8Tr2 a 3 D

Elastic floc B A (4-7)

B 2r 2 r2 D

where A = Hamaker constant or Lifshitz-
Hamaker function (see Chapter 2)

r = particle radius

a = aggregate radius

D = separation distance between
particles

~F = volume fraction of flocs

p = volume fraction of the solid
particles

To obtain these relations, they considered only van der Waals attrac-

tion between the particles. When electrostatic repulsion is present,

the attraction energy will be lower. Also, when particles interact

at such a small separation distance that hydrogen bonds form, this

must also be included. (Further discussion will be given later in

this section.)

To determine which, if any, of these expressions adequately

represents observed behavior, Firth and Hunter (1976) used experi-

mental data for various coagulated suspensions, including titania,

kaolinite, latex, and oil and water emulsions. Experimentally
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measured values of particle radius and calculated values of the

Hamaker constant were used. For the single particle model, a separa-

tion distance could be calculated directly and then used to determine

the maximum force, F = Ar/(12D2), which must be overcome to separ-max

ate two particles. This maximum force was then compared to the

available hydrodynamic force as given by Goren (1971) for Couette flow.

F = 6.12rnfa2S (4-8)
H

where FH = Hydrodynamic force

a = radius of basic flow unit

S = rate of shear

qf = viscosity of surrounding liquid

This comparison showed large discrepancies, Fm being larger than FH

by a factor of 106 , suggesting that even at high shear rates, the

basic flow unit is an aggregate (floc) rather than a single particle.

To test the hard and elastic floc models, values of F and "a"

were necessary. Here Firth and Hunter assumed cubic close packing

within the aggregate to obtain the relation IF = 1.28p. For "a",

several different values, thought to be the most realistic, were used

in the calculations. When the resulting maximum interaction force was

determined and compared to the available hydrodynamic forces, large

discrepancies (Fmax was approximately three orders of magnitude

larger than FH ) also existed for the hard floc model. The elastic

model, on the other hand, gave quite realistic values for D (this

generally ranged from 1 to 10 A), and subsequent estimates of F
max
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were in agreement with hydrodynamic force estimates (these ranged

from 10- 5 to 10- 1 dynes).

The contribution to shear stress due to the viscous flow of

the medium around the colloidal flow units can be calculated from

the Einstein relation for non-interacting spheres.

fp = nf(l. + 2.5F)S (4-9)

where f = fluid viscosity

Extensions and modifications of this relation have been made (Thomas,

1965; Manley and Mason, 1954; Krieger, 1972) but the change due to

the additional terms is negligible for the volume fractions consid-

ered in this study (i.e. < 10%).

Combining the two energy dissipation processes results in a

Bingham plastic relation for shear stress.

T= B + TipS

- 2r2D + f (1. + 2.5F) (dv/dx) (4-10)

Using high shear rate data for the same colloidal suspensions men-

tioned previously, Firth and Hunter obtained values for PF/p based

on the viscous flow term. For those suspensions with the largest

particles (> lpm) and largest volume fraction (p > .1) the value of

~F/~p was approximately equal to the assumed value of 1.28. However,

the value was slightly higher (2 to 4) for those suspensions of smaller
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particles (2x10 cm to 7x10 cm) and lower p (0.035 to 0.07). If

these new values for F/p are then used in the expression for TB'

the resulting values of D, Fmax' etc. change slightly but are still

quite reasonable for almost all of the suspensions considered. Thus,

the elastic floc model seems to give a good representation of the

data presented by Firth and Hunter (1976). However, further studies

by Firth (1976) have shown that the relation is not completely cor-

rect, as variation of different parameters indicated slightly differ-

ent proportionalities. The floc volume fraction, F' was found to be

proportional to p/r. If this is true, then the elastic floc expres-

4
sion gives T l/r which differs significantly from the observed

proportionality of l/r. To determine the functionality for the inter-

action potential, Firth varied the zeta potential (defined as the

potential at the plane of shear, , by varying the electrolyte con-

centration. Here he found a linear relation between TB and ~ ,

suggesting that TB is proportional to either the total interaction

energy (i.e. l/D) or the total interactionforce ( 1/D 2 ). Based on

dimensional reasoning, an attractive force proportionality is expected.

2i 2E (4-11)B 2D r

If the data previously used by Firth and Hunter are applied to this

-3 -5
expression, the constant of proportionality ranges from 10 to 10

This relation, however, is very sensitive to changes in the particle-

particle separation distance, a parameter which cannot be measured.

Thus the wide range in the proportionality constant may be due at
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least partially to inaccuracies in D.

As mentioned previously, if hydrogen bonding between particles

occurs, this bond energy must be included in the Bingham yield stress

expression. For the present LNG gels, if the particles are less

than 200 A in radius, the hydrogen bond linkages will be the major

attractive force. Based on the proportionality given in equation 4-11,

a similar expression can be derived for the hydrogen bonding case

(Appendix Q).

n(EHy)4p (4-12)
TB 

Dr2

where n = number of hydrogen bonds formed
between two particles

EHY = hydrogen bond energy,
3.5x10-1 3 ergs

The constant of proportionality for this expression ranges from 10-2

to 10 4.

For describing flow behavior at low and moderate shear rates,

Michaels and Bolger (1962) have developed the most complete model.

They postulated that the gel structure was composed of rigid primary

flocs which were loosely clustered into aggregates. Again the total

energy dissipation was separated into parts, but three components

were used: 1) a viscous energy term, as defined by the Einstein

relation; 2) a creep energy term representing the energy used to

break network bonds; and 3) a network energy term which represents

the energy dissipated when aggregates are stretched and a floc-floc
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bond breaks allowing the aggregate to snap back into a relaxed state.

(4-13)

T - TN = A2(dF/dA) +fS(1. +2.5CAFF)

and A2 = 5rCA
8(CAF - 1)2r2D2

TN =F(S)(HF/d)(F- Fo) 3

where CAF = A/

HF = attractive force between flocs

dF = diameter of floc

dA = diameter of aggregate

F(S)= orientation function which is depen-
dent on shear rate

Fo = minimum floc volume fraction for
gelation

The first term on the right hand side of equation 4-13 repre-

sents the creep energy term. At low shear rates dF/dA is a function

of shear rate, while at high shear rates this ratio will be unity and

the term will represent the Bingham yield stress. However, this

expression was derived assuming the basic flow unit as a rigid inelastic

floc. Although this term can be corrected to include floc elasticity,

it is not certain whether it has already been accounted for in the net-

work energy term or, in fact, which of the two terms should include

this effect. The network yield strength term, T N, was not rigorously

derived, but instead was based on the following assumed proportionality:
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3 2
TN H A/dA (4-14)

where H = interaggregate bonding force

dA = mean aggregate diameter

%A = volume fraction of aggregates

Michaels and Bolger accredited this proportionality to Kaiser (1961),

indicating that it represented the crushing strength of aggregates

of colloidal particles. However, Kaiser actually proposed a slightly

different relation. Also, it is not certain whether crushing

strength is applicable to the present case of shear stress and

structure breakdown.

Michaels and Bolger further defined the steady-state yield stress

for zero shear rate as

T = Lim TN = F(O)(HF/d) F Fo (4-15)

This steady-state yield stress, however, has been studied by previous

investigators (Norton et al., 1944; Thomas, 1961) and found to be

3 2
proportional to /d . One would also expect the yield stress to bepp
a function of the interparticle bonding force (or energy), with an

increasing bond strength producing a greater yield stress. If the

yield stress is directly proportional to the interparticle attraction,

the following expression results.

T A a3/(Dr ) (4-16)
Y P

Although the bond strength could, in fact, be raised to some integer

power greater than one, the best fit, based on available data, results
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with this direct proportionality and a proportionality constant

ranging from 5 to 30. This expression can also be modified to represent

hydrogen bonding rather than van der Waals attraction.

T - n(EHy) 3/r3 (4-17)
y H p

The proportionality constant for this relation ranges from 50 to 250.

In the present study only low shear rate data were obtained for the

LNG gels. Although it would be desirable to use these data to predict

rheological behavior at moderate and high shear rates, the available

models are only adequate for obtaining order of magnitude estimates.

However, this will be satisfactory for the present application of LNG

gels.

4.3 Time Dependency

The thixotropic behavior discussed in the previous section has

been adequately characterized experimentally, yet theoretically is

much less advanced compared with the steady-state behavior. For

the case of a gel initially at rest which is instantaneously sub-

jected to a steady shear rate, the resulting transient stress behav-

ior has been discussed by Papenhuijzen (1972) and Jachimiak et al.

(1975). Papenhuijzen suggested that this transient response was

directly related to a bond breakage time effect. The medium needs

sufficient time to fill the widening gap between the particles as

a bond breaks, and vice versa to drain out if a new bond is formed.

He further derived an expression for this effect; however, it required
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a term dependent on time and shear rate, but of unknown functionality.

His data also indicated no simple functionality for the term.

Although Papenhuijzen was unable to predict theoretically the

observed transient responses, this time dependency effect does pro-

vide a qualitative explanation for the observed behavior. All of

the data reported by Papenhuijzen showed a peak in the stress re-

sponse (Figure 4-9). This could be attributed to an insufficient

amount of time for the "steady-state" number of bonds to break.

Initially the structure will be stretched until the force is suffi-

cient to break network bonds. At this point, the process of bond

breaking will begin, but the point at which bond breakage is notice-

able will not occur until some point of greater shear is reached.

This critical deformation was found to increase with increasing

rate of shear, and the corresponding time to reach this point in-

creased with decreasing rate of shear. A noteworthy effect was the

increasing peak values with increasing shear rate. Also, the shear

stress corresponding to a given shear was observed to increase with

increasing rate of shear. The data of Jachimiak and coworkers (1975)

show similar effects, but further indicate that at low enough shear

rates a peak will not occur. They give the following criterion for

the occurrence of a peak response.

S/k > 1
T -

where k = 1/X1 (Eqn. 4-4); relaxation
constant for steady shear
rate transient response
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Figure 4-9 Transient response for an applied

constant rate of shear. Experimental data

for a water/oil emulsion (Papenhuijzen, 1972).
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They further correlated their data to a combined kinetic expression

and Oldroyd's viscoelastic relation without a yield stress. Their

kinetic expression was as follows.

-d(CFT)dt = kl(T)Pi (FTC)m- k2(T) P2((1 = FT)C)n (4-19)

where FT = fraction of the network struc-
ture unchanged

C = concentration

k = rate constant

P = constant representing suscep-
tibility to stress

m,n = reaction order

Both steady-state and transient data were necessary to determine the

constants for this expression, and no further correlation was made

between these constants and known parameters such as particle size,

concentration, etc. The model, however, did provide a satisfactory

fit for their data.

Thixotropic effects also occur in constant shear rate tests

when the gel is not initially at rest. For the case in which the gel

is at some steady state value and is instantaneously subjected to

another constant shear rate, the time dependence behavior has been

shown to be an initial rapid relaxation followed by a slower relaxa-

tion. Mercer and Weymann (1974) were able to fit satisfactorily such

thixotropic data for bentonite-water suspensions to the following

double exponential. (Figure 4-10)
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Figure 4-10 Reduced viscosity (t)={n(t) -nf}/(ni-f).

The solid lines represent the best fit of Equation 4-20
to the experimental data. At t=0 the seady-state 1
shear rate is changed fom (a) 193.5 s to 64.5 s ;
(b) 39.8 s to 64.5 s . The dispersions are
bentonite in water, and concentrations are by weight
percent.
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T (t) = (1 - s)exp(-(t/X1)' ) + exp(-t/X 2) (4-20)

where n(t) = normalized viscosity
(n1app (t) - nf)/(ni - nf)

i = initial steady state value
for viscosity

nf = final steady state value
for viscosity

At present there is no theory which yields such an analytical solu-

tion. Mercer and Weymann did, however, develop a kinetic theory

model which required a computer solution to a set of simultaneous

rate expressions. In deriving these equations, several assumptions

were made. First, collisions were assumed to be dependent on shear

rate, i.e. Brownian motion was neglected. This will be true for

large aggregates. For very small individual particles, however,

Brownian motion will control the collision rate. Second, thixotropy

was assumed to be controlled by the rate of change of the number

densities, ni, and only collisions between singlets and aggregates

would take part in the adjustment of this aggregate size distribution.

Third, at steady state this aggregate size distribution was assumed

to follow Mooney's (1951) expression.

n = n, exp(2.54/(1 - A+)

im
where = iVi

i=l

im = maximum no. of particles which
can be combined in a stable
aggregate
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A = crowding parameter

ni = number density of aggregates
of size i particles

V.i = volume of an i particle aggre-
gate

= total volume fraction of aggre-
gates

In deriving the rate expressions, the rate of structure breakdown was

assumed to be first order and the rate of recovery second order

(similar to coagulation theory). This is a common assumption and

was used in the derivation of several of the steady-state expressions.

The computer solution to these equations proved to be a poor fit for

their data. In general, the theoretical initial decay was not rapid

enough.

Another type of transient response, creep relaxation, was kine-

tically modelled by Ruckenstein and Mewis, but no comparison with

experimental data was made.

Thus, from the available literature it was found that all of

the proposed models were quite complex and could only be handled using

computer techniques. Yet, in many cases the observed heological

behavior was fairly simple to describe. Most of these models have,

however, ignored the yield stress and the associated elasticity of

the aggregates. Gels, initially at rest have clearly shown an initial

elastic response prior to any network bond breakage and reformation.

The transients between steady shear rates also show an initial

elastic type response, indicating a sudden relaxation or stretching
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of the aggregates before further bond breakage and reformation can

occur. It may therefore be more reasonable to divide it into two

separate responses, an initial elastic one followed by an exponential

decay. This fits the data of Mercer and Weymann and Jachimiak (the

peakless curve) quite well.

4.4 LNG Gel Rheology

In the present study an oscillating viscometer was used to

measure the shear stress response of LNG gels under an applied rate

of shear. This particular instrument (see Chapter 6 for detailed

description) was selected primarily because of its ease of modifi-

cation to operate under cryogenic temperatures, and because it would

allow one to measure the elastic as well as the viscous properties

of the gels. The oscillatory shear rate technique also has another

advantage, as there is less chance for slip planes to occur (often

at a wall). For viscometric measurements, the cone and plate and

capillary viscometers have been the most successful in avoiding

slippage under an applied steady shear rate, but no viscometer of

either type was available which could be readily adapted to cryogenic

temperatures. (The general gel behavior and results from previous

studies which were discussed in Section 4.1 were presumably for

conditions under which no slippage occurred.) In general, this

slippage effect (i.e. the wall shear stress which will occur at any

given rate of shear) cannot be predicted, and the results from one
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particular flow situation cannot be applied directly to a different

flow situation. For the present application of LNG gels to indus-

trial scale use, the maximum (no slippage case) shear stress values

are desired, as these can then be used for future estimates of the

increased power requirements necessary for pumping the gels. To assess

the possible safety benefit due to gelation, the most important rhe-

ological parameters will be the steady-state yield stress (also ob-

tainable from the maximum shear stress vs. shear rate curve) and the

static yield stress (these were measured using another technique

which is discussed in Section 4.3.2). The present oscillating viscom-

eter was suitable for measuring the desired heological parameters.

It avoided the slippage problem by limiting the maximum shear applied

to the gel while allowing a variation in rate of shear by changing

the frequency of the oscillation. However, the maximum shear was

fairly low (0.15) and the resulting shear stress responses appeared

to be transient viscoelastic effects. Previous investigators have

interpreted such behavior in several different ways and these will

be discussed in more detail after a brief description of general

oscillatory behavior. The shear stress behavior will then be dis-

cussed on a microscopic level and a slightly different method of.

data analysis will be suggested with results presented for the present

LNG gels.
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4.4.1 Oscillatory Behavior

For a fluid sandwiched between two parallel flat plates and

subjected to a sinusoidal variation of shear (Figure 4-11), the shear

stress response will be a waveform of the same period as the input

sine wave. If the fluid behaves as one of the two ideal systems,

Newtonian liquid ( = (dv/dx)) or Hookean solid ( = Gy), the output

waveform will also be a simple sine wave with an appropriate phase

shift (Figure 4-12). For viscoelastic fluids which combine elastic

and viscous properties, sinusoidal oscillation is a particularly

useful technique, as information can be obtained about both properties.

As an example, if the rhoelogical behavior of a particular viscoe-

lastic fluid can be described by a linear combination of the two

terms, i.e. T = Gy + (dv/dx) the response to an applied sinusoidal

shear will also be a sine wave with a phase shift between zero and

7/2 radians.

T = Gyo sin(wt) + nwYo cos (t) (4-22)

= A sin(wt + )

where A = Nwyo/sin(+)

= arctan (w/G)

This model is equivalent to the Kelvin mechanical model of a spring

and dashpot in parallel (Table 4-1).

Commonly used viscoelastic models include the Kelvin model,
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Oscillating plate - oscillates horizontally

X = A sin(wt), where X represents dis-

y

Stationary Plate

v = (dX/dt) = Aw sin(wt)

top plate

bottom plate

The shear rate, dv/dx, will be constant across

the gap if the fluid is Newtonian or Bingham

plastic, i.e (dv/dx)=(l/g)Awsin(wt) = Y wsin(wt)

Figure 4-11 Oscillating Parallel Plates

I
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the Maxwell model, the Burger model (also shown in Table 4-1), and

series and parallel combinations of these. All of these models are

representations of linear viscoelastic fluids, such substances being

defined as those in which the stress-strain ratio, although a function

of time, is independent of stress. Also, the shear stress response

for any linear viscoelastic fluid subjected to sinusoidal shear will

be a sine wave with a phase shift.

If a yield stress is added to any of these models, nonlinear

viscoelasticity will result. A simple Bingham plastic would be ex-

pected to behave as shown in Figure 4-13. The addition of a time-

dependency effect as observed in actual gels, will add another

degree of complexity to the observed output and its interpretation.

In the case of the present LNG gels (and Cabosil gels which were run

as ambient temperature test cases) the behavior under sinusoidal shear

depended on the amplitude and the frequency of the oscillation.

(Figure 4-14) (Although the present viscometer was cylindrical

rather than flat plate, the dimensions were such that the approxima-

tion to parallel plates was good to within 10 percent when the

measured shear stress was 1.25 Ty, Van Wazer et al., 1963). Start-

ing with the sample at rest, if a sine oscillation at low frequency

(< .5 Hz) and low amplitude ( 0.01 shear) was applied, the behavior

was elastic, and variation of the amplitude showed a linear corre-

lation of shear stress with shear, i.e. Hookean elastic. At low

frequencies and higher amplitudes (up to y = 0.15, the maximum shear

attainable on the present instrument), a distinctive non-linear
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Figure 4-14 Shear Stress Response for LNG Gels and
Cab-O-Sil Gels Under an Applied Sinusoidal Shear'
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viscoelastic response was observed. At higher frequencies and

maximum amplitude, the response was again elastic with the same

elastic modulus as shown at the low frequencies.

The low frequency-low amplitude elastic response is represen-

tative of the static structure (assuming the sample was initially at

rest). Such behavior has been studied by a number of investigators

and has been shown to by Hookean elastic (Elliott and Ganz, 1975;

Payne and Whittaker, 1970). As the amplitude is increased, a non-

linear viscoelastic response will be observed indicating that the

yield value has been exceeded and network bonds have been broken.

Subsequent low amplitude oscillations often display non-linearity

at lower amplitudes suggesting that the structure has not been com-

pletely rebuilt to its static value. However, despite this similarity

to yield stress differences, the static yield stress (as measured

using another technique) was never reached under the present oscilla-

tory conditions. This was, no doubt, due to the type of viscometric

technique which was used, i.e. a shear rate was applied to the gel

and the shear stress response was measured. Under these conditions,

particularly at low rates of shear, bonds will break long before

the static yield stress is reached. In fact, the structure will

begin to rupture below the steady-state shear stress and approach

this value asymptotically (previously discussed in Sections 4.1 and

4.2). Non-linear viscoelastic behavior similar to that observed in

the present study has been reported by a number of previous investi-

gators, but the interpretation and method of analysis have been quite
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varied. Also, none of these studies has shown a direct correlation

of their data with steady state shear rate data.

Elliott and Ganz (1970, 1974) used a Weissenberg Rheogoniometer

(oscillating cone and plate) to study Carboxymethylcellulose gels,

ointments, and common foodstuffs including butter, margerine, cheese

spread, etc. All of these exhibited non-linear viscoelasticity with

somewhat similar shear stress response to those observed in the pres-

ent study. In some cases they reported responses approximating

square waves. For analysis, they suggested a "modified Bingham

body" model (equivalent to the Maxwell plus yield stress previously

discussed; see Figure 4-15), allowing the friction element to have

both a static and dynamic yield value associated with it. Elliott

and Green (1972) elaborated on this model, obtaining solutions for

the two separate regions--below and above the yield value.

T -Ty = Gy0 cos t ) + w22sin(t + Ke-t/ (4-23)
l+ w2 52 1 +w2B 2

where S = rn/G

s = phase shift (see Figure 4-15)

This expression defines the behavior above the yield stress. Below

the yield stress, the behavior would be Hookean elastic. Using the

boundary conditions at B ( - Ty = 0, t = 0) and C ( = c at tc),

they obtained an expression for which they solved by computer for

various conditions. Their model predicted several possible variations

including an almost sinusoidal form (Figure 4-16). This is probably
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Figure 4-15 Shear Stress Response for a Bingham Body With
Zero Relaxation Time and Single Yield Stress (i.e.
dynamic yield stress equals static yield stress).
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Figure 4-16 Shear Stress Behavior for Modified Bingham
Body. The curves were generated numerically by
computer (Elliott and Green, 1972).
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the most appropriate of the models presented in the literature as

it accounts for the yield stress, including the possibility of a

yield stress peak response by allowing for both a static and dynamic

yield stress. This model, however, neglects the transient response

due to a changing shear (the X2 (d
2y/dt2) term in Oldroyd's relation),

and under oscillatory shear this could be an important term, shifting

the sinewave maximum. Also, this model assumed that the relation for

behavior above the dynamic yield stress, Td, will define the behavior

until the shear stress again returns to Td, at which point an elastic

behavior will appear. Observed behavior in the present study as well

as in some of their own studies (Elliott and Ganz, 1970) suggest that

this is not always true. Stress responses have consistently shown

a return to elastic behavior at approximately the peak shear or

point of zero shear rate. Certainly if the cycle is long compared

to the relaxation time the stress response will have reached steady

state and would be decreasing down to Td as y approaches yo. On the

other hand, if the behavior is still transient, Td, would not be

reached until a later time in the cycle. This particular point is

not, however, critical to the analysis, as one can use only data

prior to this point to fit the model and obtain the necessary para-

meters. This behavior is interesting from a structural standpoint.

As the shear stress does not suddenly dip to Td indicates that the

network can support a larger shear stress, as is commonly known from

its larger static yield value. The almost instantaneous return to an

elastic response at this point also suggests that flocculation is
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quite rapid (momentum may enhance this rate which is usually due

to Brownian motion alone). This would also indicate that particles/

aggregates are stuck to the viscometer walls. During flow, all of

the aggregates, including the loose structure fragments, are

stretched, and at the point of zero shear, flocculation of the loose

aggregates with those stuck to the walls apparently occurs more

rapidly than stress relaxation within the aggregates. A similar

effect was noticed when a step function was used for the applied

shear. If the amplitude was low enough such that no bonds were broken,

the response was representative of the structure elasticity, i.e. it

rapidly approached a constant value equivalent to Gy. If particles

were not attached to the walls, the shear stress would represent

a viscous layer near the wall and would therefore, be expected to re-

lax to zero shear stress. Also, if a high amplitude step function

was used, structural bonds apparently broke, as the stress response

displayed a peak and relaxed to some residual shear stress. This

too indicates that the network rebuilds at a faster rate than that

of the relaxation of the stretched flocs. Although the step function

was not used in all of the present gel measurements, for those cases

which included this input function, the results indicated that the

observed residual stress was approximately equal to the steady state

yield stress (extrapolated from steady-state shear stress vs. data

which will be discussed later in this section).

Use of the modified Maxwell model (as proposed by Elliott and

Ganz) may be straightforward in cases where the response is approx-
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imately a square wave (although such response may have been due to

slip planes). However, in cases where the response is a distorted

somewhat flattened sine wave, the yield transition point is often

not well defined on the output. This makes curve fitting and para-

meter determinations more complex. Also, if one is going to fit such

data to a model which includes a transient stress response, it might

be best to include also the shear-rate transient term, i.e., use the

modified Oldroyd relation.

Payne and Whittaker (1970) obtained non-linear viscoelastic

responses for concentrated clay-water mixtures. Their results were

in the form of Lissajous figures where a sinusoidal response appears

as either a line or an ellipse. At low amplitudes the stress response

was linear, and thus elastic. At higher amplitudes, a hysteresis-

type loop developed (Figure 4-17). They defined a dynamic modulus

as the total stress amplitude divided by the total strain amplitude,

and then used a normalization technique to relate this dynamic modu-

lus to the strainwork (defined as double-stress amplitude times

double-strain amplitude). No attempt, however, was made to obtain

a value for viscosity, and no heological model was presented. Also,

as the concentrations used were quite high, a dilatancy effect could

have occurred. This effect is defined as a steady state response

in which the shear stress increases at a faster rate than does the

corresponding shear rate, i.e., shear-thickening. Such behavior is

also a particle interaction effect, but in this case is due to the

close packing of the particles. At increasing applied shear stress,
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the particles are forced together and require more time to move past

each other. In many cases, a volume expansion also occurs, as there

is not enough fluid to fill the gaps which form as the particles

move past each other. In high concentration gels and pastes, the

behavior is generally plastic or pseudoplastic at low shear rates

(as the particle attractive forces dominate) and does not become

dilatant until moderate to high shear rates. The single low fre-

quency, 0.1 Hz, used by Payne and Whittaker, was no doubt low enough

to be in the range of plastic or pseudoplastic behavior, thus account-

ing for the similarity in responses between their clay systems and

the present LNG gels. They also had problems with the occurrence

of slip planes at high amplitudes which could have been responsible

for the plateau regions.

Astbury and Moore (1970) also studied high concentration clay

systems, obtaining smilar hysteresis-type loops. They suggested

analyzing the curves as a Fourier series

T (t) = Ansin(nwt + 6n ) n=1,2,3...
n

or = T o sin(wt +6(t))

where 6(t) is no longer constant, but varies around the cycle. Here

they propose a model which contains a given number of elastic ele-

ments, ne, which obey glx = F, and viscous elements, nv, which follow

g2x = F, the sum of these two components, N, remaining constant. The

elastic elements will sustain the same force while the viscous ele-

ments will sustain the same displacement (equal to the total displace-
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ment of the elastic elements) that is

dx
F = (gl/ne)x + nvg 2 dt (4-25)

The major assumptions in their derivation are 1) as elastic strain

energy builds up, the elastic elements convert to viscous elements

and 2) the change in ne is proportional to both 6U (change in elastic

strain energy) and to ne. Their result is in the form of a phase

modulation system.

T (t) = O (Pwt)sinwt + Q(wt) cos wt) (4-26)

where P(wt) = K1/(l - Xsin2wt)

Q(wt) = K2(1 + Acosin2wt/(l - c))

The values for these constants can be easily obtained using the

stress responses at zero and peak (7/2 radians) shear. In fact,

Astbury and Moore were quite successful with this proposed relation.

For each of their Lissajous figures, the two necessary data points

were used to determine the constants for equation 4-26, and the re-

sulting theoretical curves, in all cases, were almost precisely equal

to those experimentally observed. As a heological model, however,

their relation does not seem adequate. Written in terms of shear,

shear rate, etc.,

T -[ _ g2g + l g( 2
- n -gly noU 2Tlouc) g2Y (4-27)no, 1- n°co 2noUc
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where no = CoN and C is an initial con-
centration factor

U = an intrinsic energy level which
governs the breakdown process

For steady shear rate this relation predicts an ever-increasing

shear stress with time.

Komatsu and Mitsui (1973) studied the nonlinear properties of

selected commercial cosmetic creams (semisolid emulsions) using a

Weissenberg rheogoniometer. They correlated their results using an

expression based on the general theory of continuum mechanics.

y3I ) I if13Y 3) cos Wt
(t) = (Gil y + G13 y) sinwt + (Gll + G 13 cos 

! 3 1 0

- G33 sin3wt - G33 y3 cos3wt
(4-28)

This is a Fourier series of odd harmonics. Calculations of the coef-

ficients were done by computer, and their sample result indicated

that the use of just the first and third harmonic did not provide an

adequate fit for the observed curves. They studied two undefined

commercial creams, one of which consistently gave square wave res-

ponses with a very slight (but pointed) overshoot with each change

in direction, the other which gave peaked responses at high shear am-

plitude similar to those predicted by the "modified Bingham model"

of Elliott and Ganz. At low shear amplitude, the non-linear response

was quite similar to those observed in the present study. They also

superimposed a constant shear rate on a sinusoidal shear strain and

suggested that the observed responses were indicative of a yield stress
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(which they referred to as dynamic yield stress). Further, they men-

tioned that the Casson equation would give a response

(1/2 = ko + kC 1/2) similar to several of their experiental results.

However, no correlation of their data was attempted and not enough

quantitative information was reported for any further analysis of

their results. In other studies of polymeric latex particles dispersed

in polymer solutions (Matsumoto, et al., 1973; Onogi, et al., 1970),

a slightly different type of skewed curve was obtained (Figure 4-18).

They used similar Fourier series type correlations to analyze their

results with no further explanation of the unusual behavior. Similar

curves were occassionally observed in the present study, but they were

generally assumed to be due to slip planes. In the latex studies, how-

ever, the dispersion medium was also viscoelastic and possibly their

results were due to superimposed structure and fluid viscoelasticity.

Although gels are distinctly viscoelastic, the study of their

theological properties using sinusoidal oscillation has not been

straight-forward, as indicated by the variety of past interpretations.

The non-linear behavioral pattern observed in the present study,

however, is quite similar to the transient responses for steady shear

rate. In fact, the actual shear oscillation was quite linear over

much of the region around the inflection point (Figure 4-19) and the

oscillation was therefore similar to one alternating between two

steady shear rates. Such alternating shear rate oscillation can be

precisely represented by a sawtooth function which is an available

input waveform on the present viscometer. Thus, sample tests were
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Figure 4-18 Shear stress response for disperse
systems of polystyrene solution and styrene-
divinyl benzene copolymer particles (Matsumoto
et al., 1973).
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run with this sawtooth input to ascertain whether the transient res-

ponse observed during the linear portion of the sinewave was the

same as that under an equivalent alternating steady shear rate. The

results did, indeed, show a match between the two transient responses,

suggesting the shear stress had no complex history dependence and that

the gel heological behavior could probably be defined with a rela-

tion no more complex than the modified Oldroyd expression. This

also indicated that either a sawtooth or sinewave could be used to

obtain transient shear stress data for steady shear rates. (Although

a sawtooth function might appear to be more appropriate, the elec-

tronic feedback loop in the present viscometer often distorted the

shear waveform when highly rigid gels were being measured. In this

case, the resulting linear regions for the two waveforms were approx-

imately equal, and there was no advantage to using one waveform over

the other.) In the earlier discussion on the interpretation of such

transient stress data, it was mentioned that the slowly decaying por-

tion closely approximated an exponential which asymptotically approached

the steady-state shear stress. This was also assumed to be true for

the present LNG gels, and shear stress analysis for a sinusoidal shear

at low frequencies and high amplitude (i.e. the conditions which pro-

duce a nonlinear viscoelastic response) was done as follows. Only

the linear portion of the shear oscillation was considered, and the

shear-stress response in this region always included an initial steep

elastic portion followed by a smooth transition into a more slowly

decaying response. The transition was generally quite rapid and easily
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distinguished from the desired region of slow relaxation. The slowly

decaying response was then fitted to an exponential, and the value of

this function at infinite time was assumed to be the desired steady-

state shear stress. Varying the frequency was then used to obtain the

desired steady-state shear stress versus shear rate curve. The steep

portion of the shear stress response was used to measure an elasti-

city for the gel structure. Sample tests showed that this elasticity

ratio (A shear stress / A shear)was about 25 percent lower than that

measured for the low frequency-low amplitudesine oscillations, indi-

cating that the structure did not completely rebuild at each direc-

tion change. However the value obtained using the non-linear visco-

elastic response is certainly a reasonable estimate for the structure

elasticity.

As sinusoidal oscillation allows the structure to rebuild with

each change in direction, a yield stress is continually present (but

alternates direction). As discussed in Section 4.2, when a gel,

initially at rest, is subjected to a constant shear rate, the transi-

ent response may exhibit a peak. Thus, it is possible that a peak

might occur in the present transient shear stress measurements.

However, Jachimiak, et al. (1974) have given a criterion for this

peaking, i.e. when y/kT < 1 no peak will occur. To predict whether a

peak will occur under the present conditions, one must, apriori,

know the relaxation constant, k, or assume that the conditions are

within the limit and obtain kT by fitting an exponential to the curve.

There are several qualitative reasons to believe that the present
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systems will not peak in the frequency range being considered

(< 0.5 Hz.). Examples of transient data (Papenhuijzen, 1972 and

Jackimiak, et al., 1974) show two important characteristics of those

curves which peak. First, the ascent is steep with little change in

slope until the peak is approached. Second, when transient responses

for different shear rates are compared, the observed shear stress for

a given shear increases with increasing rate (Figures 4-3 and 4-9).

Neither of these characteristics fit the present case. Also if the

structure is partially broken, the transients are less likely to peak,

as Michaels and Bolger (1962) did not observe peaks hen shifting from

one constant shear rate to another. When the slowly decaying por-

tions of the shear stress responses were fitted to exponential func-

tions, the resulting relaxation times did indeed yield y/kT ratios

less than 1, further confirming that no peak is expected.

The shear stress versus shear rate results for the LNG gels

using the proposed method of data analysis are presented in Figure

4-20. Several different parameters have been varied, including the

gelant, final gelant concentration, natural gas composition, and gel-

ant concentration in the initial vapor mixture. In all cases the

gel behaved as a Bingham plastic at these low frequencies (i.e. low

shear rates). Also, the data used in the analyses adequately fit

exponential curves, indicating that a single stress relaxation time,

as in the Maxwell model and Oldroyd's model is sufficient to describe

this slowly decaying region. This Bingham plastic behavior is not

unexpected, as shear stress/shear rate data from other investigations
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have indicated that this may occur (Michaels and Bolger, 1962;

Bantoft, 1959). These Bingham plastic curves were extrapolated to

zero shear rate to obtain the steady-state yield stress values.

These are tabulated in Table 4-2 along with the viscosity coefficient,

structure elasticity, static yield stress (the technique for measuring

this quantity is discussed in the next section), and relaxation con-

stant. The viscosity coefficient represents the slope of the shear

stress/shear rate line. The structure elasticity was determined from

the steep elastic shear stress response as mentioned previously, and

the relaxation constant was the average value for the range of shear

rates considered. In general, this relaxation time was fairly constant

(within the accuracy of its determination and reproducibility), al-

though for some of the dilute gels there was a noticeable increase

with increasing frequency. The modified Maxwell model indicates that

this time constant may be equal to G/ p. However, this was not found

to be true.

Although the oscillating viscometer could only be used to obtain

viscosities at low shear rates, the behavior at higher shear rates

can be estimated using the relations previously discussed. First,

the values for the steady-state yield stress were used to determine

the particle size, and, for all of the LNG gels, the particle radius

ranged from 100 to 200 A. The results for the methanol gels clearly

showed that changing the gelant concentration in the initial vapor

mixture (i.e. the gas mixture from which the gelant was condensed)

affected the final gel rigidity. Lower gelant concentrations in the
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Table 4-3

Elastic and Viscous Properties of LNG Gels

Yield Stress
Gel Steady-State S-

(dynes/cm 2) (dyne

15

235

1 21

2 0

tatic

es/ cm2 )

60

1050

Viscosity
coeff.

500

5000

Elasticity
(dynes/cm2)

200

2000

3 290 1425 5833 10,000 0.17

4 * 900 3600 20,000 40,000 0.21

5 800 3300 5833 20,000 0.09

6 A 230 1050 6250 3500 0.05

7 45 225 1333 1200 0.06

Symbols refer to graph on previous page.

Relax.

(l/Xl)

0.13

0.23
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vapor produced higher yield stress gels (for the same final gel

composition) suggesting that smaller particles were formed. However,

for the observed variation in yield stress with vapor gelant concen-

tration, the estimated difference in radius was only 30 percent.

Although the water gels did not show a similar variation in yield

stress, this may have been due to the small concentration range

studied. The gelant concentration in the vapor mixture was only

varied by a factor of two, whereas it was varied by a factor of 9

in the methanol gels.

To estimate TB for the various LNG gels, Equation4-12 was used

with the following conditions: proportionality constant = 101,

D = 1A, r = 100A, n = 2 to 3. The resulting values were all quite

reasonable as TB was always greater than Ty by a factor ranging from

2 to 10. The viscosity coefficient for this high shear rate Bingham

plastic range can be estimated using Equation4-9 and an assumed value

of 4 for FIp. However, this viscosity term proved to be negligible

for all of the LNG gels considered here. Thus, the shear stress will

be approximately constant for high shear rates. At moderate shear

rates, the behavior will be pseudoplastic, but not enough information

is known to adequately describe this region.

Thus, a fairly new oscillating shear technique has been used in

the present study. The resulting shear stress behavior has been dis-

cussed and interpreted in light of what is presently known about gel

theological behavior, and steady state shear stresses were obtained

for the low shear rate region. Although this technique was adequate
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for the present application of LNG gels, future application to other

gels, where very precise measurements are desired, should include vis-

cometer modifications and further confirmation of this method of

analysis using steady shear rate data. A higher maximum shear (but

not so high that slippage occurs) would be desirable as the steady-

state value could then be more closely approached; Although the maxi-

mum shear can be modified by decreasing the gap width between the cup

and the bob, there are limitations due to particle size. Thomas (1961)

observed that in capillary viscometer measurements, a tube diameter

greater than 400 times the particle diameter was necessary to avoid

wall effects. In spite of the drawbacks associated with this viscom-

eter, the oscillating shear technique provides data on both the vis-

cous and elastic properties of gels and appears to be a promising

technique for future gel rheology studies.

4.4.2 Static Yield Stress

A useful technique for estimating the static yield value is the

measurement of the height of the gel remaining on a suspended disk which

has been submerged in the gel and gradually withdrawn. This gel height

is indicative of the structure strength of the gel, i.e. the structure

is strong enough to resist the: hydrostatic forces present. To de-

termine what the actual correlation was between yield stress and gel

peak height, several Cabosil gels were made and analyzed using a Stormer
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viscometer. This instrument has a Couette (coaxial cylinder) geometry

and operates by applying a constant torque to the bob. When the torque

(i.e. applied shear stress) is less than the static yield, the bob

will not rotate (although it may move slightly due to gel elasticity).

As the torque is increased, eventually the gel structure will fragment

and flow will occur. Thus, this is a particularly useful technique

for measuring the static yield value for a gel. The results from the

study on Cabosil gels (Table 4-4) showed that the static yield stress

was equal to 0.25 to 0.35 pgh where h equals the peak height, g equals

the acceleration due to gravity, and p equals the gel density. This

functionality of TS with pgh is not unexpected as the gel structure is

opposing the hydrostatic force. The coefficient is also in close

agreement with that derived for various piling geometries. (Appendix

R) If the geometry is cylindrical, the maximum shear stress occurring

in the pile would be 1pgh. On the other hand, if the pile were hemi-

spherical, the maximum shear stress would be 0.35 pgh. The geo-

metries actually observed were slightly flattened hemispheres and

thus would be expected to lie somewhere in between these two values.

Thus, the experimental results were close to those predicted, sug-

gesting that this is a useful technique for determining an approximate

value for the static yield stress. Based on experimental results, the

best correlation is Ts = 1/3 pgh.

To determine the static yield stresses for the different LNG

gels, this gel height measurement was primarily used (Figure 4-21).

However, for further confirmation, one of the gels was also tested
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Table 4-4 Static Yield Stress for Cabosil Gel

Cab-O-Sil
Concentration Static Yield
(Vol %) (dynes/cm2)

Peak Height
(cm)

Ethylene
Dichloride

Methanol

0.8 200

Solvent

5.0

1
-pgh

97

6.5

7.0

0.24

244

1170

106

0.64

8.

282

> 2.54

8.2

1120

59

136

0.32 84

0.64 167

9. 234
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using a Brookfield viscometer. (This instrument is described in

Chapter 6.) Although difficulties due to theoccurrence of slippage

planes can arise using this technique, the results were in fair

agreement with the gel height measurements (see Table 4-5). Compar-

ison of the static and steady-state yield stress values indicated

that the static yield stress was approximately four times greater

than the steady-state yield stress for the present gels.
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Table 4-5 Static Yield Stress for Liquid

Methane-Methanol Gels

Conc.(wt %)

1.0

5.5

9.0

Static yield stress
measured using
Brookfield viscometer

250

636

1844

Static yield stress
peak height esti-
mation (1/3 pgh)

261

550

> 700
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CHAPTER 5 - VAPORIZATION OF LNG GELS ON WATER

5.1 General Boiling Behavior

The boiling of liquids on solid surfaces has been well character-

ized both qualitatively and quantitatively, and two distinct stable

boiling regimes have been shown to occur (Figure 5-1). When the

temperature difference between the hot solid surface and the bulk liquid

(AT) is small, nucleate boiling results. This is characterized by

bubble formation and growth at specific nucleation sites on the solid

surface. Thus, the surface properties of the solid play an important

role in determining the resulting behavior. As the temperature dif-

ference increases, smaller and smaller surface disparities can act

as nucleation sites. Eventually the active bubble initiation sites be-

come very closely packed together, and a thin film of vapor forms between

the boiling liquid and the solid. A simultaneous drop in heat flux

occurs, thus initiating film boiling. As the temperature difference

is further increased, the film thickness will increase slightly, but

by a factor less than that for the increase in AT. This results in

an increasing heat flux with increasing AT. In the film boiling

region, the surface properties of the solid are much less important,

the controlling factor being the vapor film limitation on heat trans-

fer. In general, there is a range of AT's which separate the nucleate

and film boiling regions, and this regime is referred to as unstable

transition boiling. Due to the transient nature of such boiling
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behavior, experimental values of heat flux versus AT for this region

have not been obtained.

In this study the liquids of interest are liquid methane and

LNG (methane plus small quantities of ethane and propane), and some

data are, in fact, available on the steady-state boiling behavior of

these cryogens. Colver and coworkers (Brown and Colver, 1968; Sciance

et al., 1967) experimentally determined the film and nucleate boiling

curves for these liquids boiling on a gold-plated cylindrical heating

element. These are shown in Figure 5-2 and will be referred to in

later discussions.

The boiling of a liquid on top of another immiscible liquid

has not been as well characterized experimentally, but a few steady-

state experiments have been performed with a liquid boiling on top of

mercury. (Navokovic and Stefanovic, 1964; Gordon et al., 1961;

Viskanta and Lottes, 1962). In general, it was found that surface

contamination and adsorbed gases had a significant effect on the

observed heat fluxes in the range appropriate for nucleate boiling.

Such contamination apparently lowered the liquid superheating required

for vapor nucleation. If the interface could be kept perfectly clean,

one might expect convective heat transfer with no bubble formation

until the liquid superheat became large enough to produce homogeneous

nucleation. Interfacial turbulence was also found to affect heat

transfer rates, an increased heat flux resulting from increased

agitation.

Several studies have been made on the transient boiling of a
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cryogen on water (Burgess et al., 1970; Boyle and Kneebone, 1973;

Nakanishi and Reid, 1971; Drake et al., 1975). In these studies,

various cryogens (liquid nitrogen, liquid methane, liquid ethane, and

LNG) were spilled onto a confined region of water. In all of these in-

vestigations except that of Boyle and Kneebone, the quantities spilled

were sufficient to give complete coverage of the water surface and

ranged in initial cryogen height of 0.8 cm to 6 cm. The vaporization

rates were measured by recording mass as a function of time. In this

type of experiment, the temperature at the water surface may change

with time and ice may form, thus the appropriate temperature difference

(AT) and surface features will be transient. It is also possible

that the vapors coming off may be substantially superheated if film

boiling occurs. Bubble formation in film boiling proceeds by a wave

motion with an influx of partially warmed vapor from the thin film

region in toward the crest of the forming bubble (Figure 5-3). This

allows the vapor in the departing bubble to be at a temperature above

the saturation temperature. In nucleate boiling, on the other hand,

little or no superheating of the vapor has been observed(van Stralen,

1966) when the boiling occurs on a solid surface. For the nucleate

boiling of a cryogen, the interface temperature must be fairly low,

thus requiring ice formation in the present case. This ice will

provide nucleation sites for bubble formation, and the resulting

nucleate boiling behavior should, therefore, be similar to that

observed using other solid heat sources, i. e. little or no vapor

superheat should be observed. Drake et al. were the first to measure
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the temperature of the escaping vapor during cryogen boil-off. In

the case of liquid nitrogen boiling on water, they found the vapor to be

substantially superheated and showed that this sensible heat effect must

be included with the mass boil-off rate to obtain the actual heat fluxes.

Liquid methane, liquid ethane, and LNG, on the other hand, showed little

or no superheating of the boil-off vapors suggesting a nucleate boiling

mechanism.

5.2 Characteristics of Liquid Methane and LNG Boiling on Water

The primary objective of this study was to determine whether gelling

LNG significantly affected the boil-off rate. Initially, confined spills

of liquid methane (>99% pure) and LNG were made to compare with the

results of previous studies. The apparatus and procedure are discussed

in Chapter 6, and the results are shown in Figure 5-4. These boil-off

curves are quite distinctive, showing an initial increase in boil-off

rate. If the initial quantity spilled was sufficiently large, the

boil-off rate would peak and then continueto decrease. The end points

for these curves represent a residual cryogen height of z.2 cm as this

is the point when surface tension causes pool breakup and thus incomplete

surface coverage. Such behavior was also observed in the previous in-

vestigations and seems to be typical for the boiling of LNG and liquid

methane on water under a wide range of conditions. The measured boil-off

rates (Figure 5-4) were higher than those reported by Drake et al., but
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were similar to those obtained by Burgess et al. Some variation,

however, is not uncommon, and Drake et al. observed that even small

amounts of heavier components (>1 percent) caused a significant

increase in the obervedboil-off rates. The higher values here may

also be representative of increased turbulence at the interface.

In this study the cryogen was spilled directly onto the water surface,

whereas Drake et al. poured the cryogen onto a distributor which

caused the liquid to flow smoothly onto the water surface. Such a

technique was inappropriate for studying gel boil-off as the gels

would tend to stick to the distributor. Also the impact and resulting

turbulence from a free spill may be more representative of what would

occur in a major accidental spill, such as from a ruptured LNG tanker.

Drake et al. reported that there was no significant effect of

initial water temperature (for the range 9.9 to 52.7 C) and quantity

spilled (range 0.33 to 1.01 gm/cm2 or 0.79 to 2.4 cm initial height)

on the resulting boil-off rates. However, Burgess et al. studied

larger quantities (1.13, 1.7, and 2.55 gm/cm2) and did observe a

variation in boil-off rate for the different quantities spilled.

In the present study, a slight effect on boil-off rate was noticed

when these factors were varied. However, the observed effects were

insignificant compared to the variation in boil-off rate which occurs

due to slight changes in composition.

The increasing boil-off rate which is characteristic of both

liquid methane and LNG vaporizing on a confined water surface is

thought to represent a transition between film boiling and nucleate
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boiling. The fact that it is gradual indicates a fractional shift

of the interface to nucleate boiling, i.e. ice patches form and grow

at certain preferential locations until there is complete surface

coverage. Such ice formation was, in fact, observed in all the

liquid methane and LNG spills. However, a disadvantage of the

confined water surface is its susceptibility to ice crust formation

and growth at the container walls. In unconfined spills, a few

residual ice patches have been noticed once the LNG has boiled away,

but no substantial ice crusts have ever been observed. In fact,

Boyle and Kneebone (1973) performed unconfined spill studies by

pumping LNG at a steady rate onto a pond and measuring the steady-

state pool diameter. In almost all of their tests, they observed a

low boil-off rate per unit area suggesting film boiling. Burgess

et al. (1970), on the other hand, performed instantaneous-type spills

(i.e., a given quantity was dumped from a barrel onto the water surface)

and found that their results indicated that a much higher heat flux

occurred, typical of the confined spills. If such high heat fluxes

do occur in unconfined spills, this suggests that numerous ice patches

actually form during the spreading and boil-off process, but which melt

quite rapidly once the cryogen is completely vaporized.

For the present confined spill tests, a comparison can be made

between the transient heat flux values and the previously reported

steady-state boiling curves for LNG and liquid methane on a solid

surface. The recorded initial heat fluxes were similar to the minimum

steady-state film boiling heat fluxes reported for liquid methane and
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LNG (Brown and Colver, 1968; Sciance et al., 1967) (See Figure 5-2).

The recorded peak values, however, were significantly lower than the

previously reported peak steady state values for nucleate boiling.

This indicates that once an ice patch forms, the surface temperature

drops fairly rapidly causing further transients in the observed boil-

off rates.

In the case of liquid methane, the initial temperature difference

(Twater-TCH4) was well within the film boiling region. The observed

shift to nucleate boiling therefore suggests that conduction and con-

vection in the water phase could not maintain the necessary heat flux

without a substantial drop in the water surface temperature, and sub-

sequent ice formation (i.e., qCH (for AT=Tice -TCH4) > qH20 (con-

duction and convection)). This limits further heat transfer to con-

duction. The steady-state boiling curves for LNG indicate a much

higher minimum temperature difference (compared with liquid methane)

for film boiling. Although this value was expected to be higher, it

is significantly higher than would be predicted from available ex-

pressions. Thus it is not certain whether the initial temperature

difference in an LNG spill is representative of film boiling or

transition boiling.

The addition of heavier components to liquid methane (thus

forming LNG) will also cause heat flux transients due to composition

variation during boil-off. In the case of LNG (a typical heavy

composition)boiling on a solid surface, Brown and Colver (1968)

(Figure 5-2) made steady-state measurements for both the film and
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nucleate boiling regimes. Here they found an expanded nucleate

boiling regime (as compared with pure liquid methane) with larger

temperature differences often required for an equivalent heat flux.

Also, the peak nucleate boiling flux was substantially increased,

the minimum temperature for film boiling was shifted to a larger

AT, and the film boiling heat fluxes were slightly lower for the

same AT. The expanded nucleate boiling region, along with the

higher peak heat flux are, no doubt, responsible for the observed

transient boil-off behavior on water, i.e. the more rapid initial

increase in boil-off rate (as compared with liquid methane) and the

overall higher heat flux values.

5.3 Boil-off Behavior of LNG Gels on Water

Although the vaporization rate of liquid methane and LNG on

water is quite transient with a combination of both film and nucleate

boiling, the boil-off rates for liquid methane- and LNG -methanol gels

were low and fairly steady, indicating steady-state film boiling

(Figures 5-5, 5-6, and 5-7; all original data for mass vs. time are

given in Appendix S). Also, the boil-off vapor was observed to be

superheated by as much as 30 to 70 K, lending further evidence to

a film boiling mechanism. A further discussion of film boiling and

the correlations available for this region will help to elucidate why

film boiling behavior might be expected for these gels.
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The vaporization behavior of LNG and liquid methane on water

suggested that the heat flux variation with AT (particularly for

AT = T. - T ) may be important in determining whether the
ice cryogen

cryogen will film boil. In the case of the methanol gels, it might

be possible for the water to come into contact with gelant particles

at the cryogen-vapor film-water interface and result in methanol

being transferred to the water phase. This could lower the tem-

perature for ice formation. However, it is not known whether such

a phenomenon actually occurs, and if so, whether the methanol

transfer is actually rapid enough to affect ice formation. Even if

this phenomenon does occur, it is still important to know what effect

viscosity and yield stress have on the film boiling curve, in par-

ticular to know that expected shifts will also be beneficial.

Berenson (1961) has theoretically derived a relation for film

boiling heat flux as a function of AT. He further derived expressions

for the minimum film boiling heat flux and the corresponding AT in

and provided supporting experimental measurements. Here he analyzed

the vapor-liquid interface with regard to a Taylor-Helmholtz hydro-

dynamic instability and, by making various assumptions, was able to

derive the dominant wavelength, i.e. the wavelength of the fastest

growing disturbance.

X = 2 {3a/(g(PL - p))} (5-1)

where a = surface tension

g = acceleration of gravity

PL = density of the boiling
liquid
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Pv = density of vapor

Within a given wavelength one would expect two bubbles to grow in

an alternating fashion, and correlation with experimental data on

bubble sizes (Berenson, 1961) did, in fact, indicate that the bubble

diameter is slightly less than half a wavelength. Berenson reported

that the best fit for the data was.

(5-2)

r = 2.35{a/[g(pL Pv) }1/2

One of the assumptions made in deriving equation 5-1 was that the

viscous effect was insignificant compared to the surface tension

effect. For more viscous fluids, Bellman and Pennington (1948) have

theoretically shown that an increase in viscosity will cause a shift

to longer wavelengths (and therefore an increased bubble size).

The expression for the film boiling heat fluxes was further

derived based on laminar flow of the vapor in the film. The flow

was assumed to be directed radially inward toward the bubble, the

pressure driving force being due to the curvature of the bubble and

the difference in liquid height from the base to the crest of the form-

ing bubble. (Figure 5-3) The vapor flux into this growing bubble

was assumed to be equal to the amount vaporizing in the thin portion

of the vapor film. The resulting expression was

1/4 (5-3)

4.625 hPvf g(PL -Pv) AT3/4
q _ 4.625
A -l~vf X
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where q/A = heat flux per unit area

k = thermal conductivity of
vf

vapor film

Pvf = density of vapor film

Ah = change in enthalpy due to
vaporization and any sensi-
ble heat effect

Pvf = vapor film viscosity

Thus for a given AT, q/A is proportional to 1/A1 /4 and a significant

increase in viscosity would be expected to cause an observable decrease

in heat flux for a given AT. The effect of a yield stress (if large

enough) would be to cause the gel to behave as a vaporizing solid.

Under such conditions, the vapor formed at the interface must flow to

the outer edge to escape,and the pressure which supports this flow is

due to the height of the gel at that point. The following expression

can be derived for this case (Appendix T).

(5-4)
6R2 4f (AT)2

q/A=
pg2 HAh

where H = maximum gel height

R = radius for heat transfer
area

To obtain values for the minimum film boiling heat flux and

the corresponding ATmin, the Taylor-Helmholtz instability analysis

was again used. Here, Berenson assumed that the minimum heat flux

corresponded to that flux necessary to sustain the growth rate for

his predetermined disturbance (i.e. the disturbance with wavelength
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as given in equation 5-1).

1- ,1/2 .01 1 ~(5-5)
g(p -p ) 1/4

(q/A) min= 09VfAh V 

PL + Pv g PL-Pv

(5-6)
~~~~]1/3 

2/3

(AT)min = .127 PvfAh

kvf

1/2 Pf 1/3
Lvf

PL -Pv

The experimental results reported by Berenson were in good agreement

with the values predicted from these expressions. However, the agree-

ment with the experimental values for liquid methane and LNG (Figure 5-2)

is much less adequate. The functionality of (AT)min with surface

tension may explain the!observed shifts with composition. LNG is known

to have a higher surface tension than its pure components, and has been

observed to be as high as 40 dynes/cm compared with liquid methane at

10 dyne/cm (Booth et al., 1974). This, however, only accounts for

a factor of 2 increase in (AT)min where as the reported shift was much

higher. The reason for this is not known, possibly the film boiling

region was not adequately measured and stable film boiling is possible

at lower AT's than reported.

The derivation of equations 5 and 6 also neglected the effect of

viscosity, and yield stress. For a Taylor-Helmholtz instability, Bell-

man and Pennington (1948) have shown that the effect of viscosity is

a shift to longer wavelengths (as mentioned previously) and a decrease
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in the growth rate of the disturbance. These two effects, however,

oppose each other ((q/A)minAb and ATmin'b() 5/4 where b = growth

rate), the greater wavelength producing a larger (q/A)min and ATmin

while the slower growth rate produces a smaller qminand ATmin. Thus

both effects, either an increase or a decrease in qmin and AT mi n , are

possible and depends on whether the growth rate term or the wave-

length term dominates. However, Bellman and Pennington's analysis does

suggest growth rate dominance when the appropriate wavelength for sur-

face tension controlled growth is large (>1 cm), and in the present

case =1.6 cm for liquid methane. For high yield stress gels, bubble

formation does not occur and the Taylor-Helmhotz instability analysis

cannot be used. In such case there is probably some minimum film

thickness necessary to avoid contact of the water with the gel.

5.4 Further Qualitative Aspects of Boiling LNG

Although LNG boils on water with a behavior similar to that of

liquid methane, there are several interesting qualitative differences.

LNG forms a substantial head of foam (>6 inches in the present study)

while liquid methane shows little or no foaming tendency. The gels

also did not foam, probably due to the wetting properties of the gelant

(methanol) particles acting to break the foam. Also, the lower boil-

off rate would reduce the head of foam observed. In the case of boiling

LNG, photographs taken of the interface (Drake et al., 1975) showed a
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mass of very small bubbles (diameter 1 to 3 mm) with a few large bub-

bles (diameter 1.3 cm). The boiling of liquid methane, on the other

hand, showed only large bubbles similar to the large bubbles observed

in LNG. These large bubbles are significantly larger than would be

predicted for either film boiling (0.7 cm) or nucleate boiling (1 mm)

of liquid methane, and thus probably represent coalesced bubbles. The

higher surface tension of LNG could, however, produce such large bubbles

if film boiling occurs. Nucleate boiling, on the other hand, is inde-

pendent of surface tension, and is undoubtedly responsible for the

formation of the very small bubbles.

The ability of a given mixture to foam is directly related to the

rapidity at which coalescence occurs. Andrew (1960) and Marrucci (1969)

have discussed the process of coalescence and suggested two possible

surface tension effects which determine the frothing ability of mix-

tures. (Pure liquids do not froth, and foam formation is, in fact,

most often associated with small concentrations of surfactants. However,

in any mixture the component with the lower surface tension will behave

essentially as a surfactant and will positively adsorb at the interface,

i.e., the interfacial concentration will be higher than in the bulk.)

As two bubbles approach each other at a relatively small distance

(t10- 3 cm) a flattening of the surfaces begins to occur. As a

consequence of this deformation (i.e. a difference in curvature of the

vapor-liquid interface), the pressure in the liquid film between the

two bubbles is greater than in the bulk. At very small film thicknesses

(<1000A) Marrucci suggests that van der Waals attraction between the two
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gas bubbles will also cause an increase in the liquid film pressure.

(5-7)

P = 2a + A
r 67Th3

where = surface tension of bulk liquid

r = radius of curvature of bubble
at point of contact with the
bulk liquid

A = Hamaker constant or Lifshitz-
Hamaker function

h = thickness of liquid film

This excess pressure causes liquid in the film to be pushed outside

the film, which in turn tends to stretch the vapor-liquid interface

increasing the radius of the planar separating film. If this rate of

thinning is controlled only by the inertia of the fluid being pushed

away from the film, the estimated time for thinning of the film down to

100 A (Marrucci, et al., 1968, suggest that this is a good estimate of

the film thickness at rupture) is 10- 4 to 10- 3 sec. In frothing mixtures,

the coalsecence times are considerably larger than this (>.1 sec), and

thus there must be some film elasticity which resists this thinning pro-

cess. Andrew (1960) discussed two possible phenomena-- a dynamic rise in

surface tension, and an equilibrium rise in surface tension. The

former effect is a transient effect which occurs whenever a vapor-liquid

interface is stretched. Bulk solution will be exposed at this newly

formed surface and will thus have a higher surface tension than the

surrounding vapor-liquid interface. This will tend to draw the film back
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together. However, diffusion of the lower surface tension component to

the new interface may be so rapid that the surface does not have time

to heal itself. In fact, Marrucci, et al. (1968) have estimated the

coalescence time based on this dynamic effect (neglecting inertial

-5
effects) and obtained values less than 10 sec. Therefore, dynamic

surface tension is not the dominant effect in such frothing mixtures.

The equilibrium surface tension effect was first proposed by Gibbs

(1928) and refers to a change in surface tension due to a mass balance

effect in the expanding liquid film. When a given mass undergoes a

change in surface area, As, the equilibrium bulk concentration, ci,

and surface concentration, i, will also change, as a different dis-

tribution of each component is attained between the surface and the

bulk. When << , this effect can be estimated as

Ac = -F.i(As/V), where V is the volume of the liquid film. Thus,

for the component with the lowest surface tension, ri will be positive

and the net effect upon expansion of the liquid film will be to lower

the concentration of this component, therefore increasing the surface

tension. Marrucci then envisages that the film will continue to

stretch until the resulting equilibrium surface tnesion balances the

pressure difference (hAP = 2Aa), where h equals the film thickness and

Au represents the difference in surface tension between the liquid

film and the bulk liquid. For this quasi-equilibrium point at which

stretching of the film ceases, Marrucci derived the following expression.

(kh ) + l/(h k) = crk /c (5-8)
and k {12ro 1/3

and k = ArA r-
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T( 2 ] Fkdal( }d 1 +(Xlvl/X2V2)

where vlv 2 = molar volume of com-
ponents 1 and 2 respective-
ly

xl,x2 = molar fractions for compo-
nents 1 and 2, respectively
in the bulk liquid

a1 = activity of compound 1

R = ideal gas law constant

T = absolute temperature

The curve for crk2/o versus kh has a minimum at crk2/ = 1.89, which

suggests a difference in behavior for mixtures whose value of crk2/

is less than 2 and those with values greater than 2. In fact, Marrucci

et al. (1968) have shown experimentally that for mixtures whose value

is <2, the coalescence process is quite rapid (i.e. the equilibrium

surface tension never becomes large enough to balance the pressure

difference).

The time necessary for thinning ofthe film down to this quasi-

equilibrium point will be controlled by the inertial resistance as

discussed previously. As this time is much smaller than observed

coalescence times in frothing mixtures, the coalescence rate is there-

fr.e.determined by the processes which cause further thinning down to

rupture. Vrij (1966) has suggested that rupture occurs as a result of

the growth of thickness fluctuations due to thermal motion. However,

Marrucci suggests that the time value estimates from this theory are

too large for the relatively rapid coalescence process (.1 to 10 sec)
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which he is considering. For such cases, Marrucci suggests that

further thinning occurs due to a diffusion process. Due to the lower

concentration of the lower surface tension component in the liquid film

as compared to the bulk, diffusion will tend to restore this liquid film

concentration to its original bulk value. This in turn will decrease the

surface tension causing further stretching of the film until rupture

occurs. Marrucci has also derived expressions describing this process

and found that the coalescence time increased with increasing crk2/a.

Although no experimental data were given, he suggests that the available

data are in good agreement with the proposed mechanism. Thus the value

of crk2/a (in particularlda/dcl) determines whether a mixture is likely

to foam or not. For an LNG mixture of 90 percent CH4 and ten percent

C2H6, the value of crk2/a is estimated to be approximately 10 (Appendix U)

indicating that frothing might be expected.

The above explanation for foam formation assumed thermal

equilibrium and the absence of mass transfer effects due to boiling.

Both of these effects, however, may be important in the present ap-

plication to a boiling cryogenic mixture,and a further discussion of

nucleate boiling will indicate the transient effects which may occur.

Van Stralen (1966,1967, and van Stralen et al., 1974) has

discussed the mechanism of nucleate boiling on a solid surface and

has shown that bubble growth and the resulting bubble sizes are in-

dependent of surface tension. Initially the liquid will be in contact

with the solid, and heat transfer will cause a thin layer of liquid

to superheat. Eventually the superheat will be sufficient to cause
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a vapor nuclei to form on some surface disparity, and in so doing,

will push away a thin superheated layer. This layer will form part

of the bubble interface being located either at the bubble dome or sides

and will provide an available source of vapor for the growing bubble.

There will also be a superheated microlayer at the base of the bubble

which, by evaporation, will induce further bubble growth. In the case

of mixtures, this growth rate may be limited by the rate of diffusion

of the more volatile component to the interface, and in such cases smal-

ler bubbles are formed at a higher frequency. Larger values of peak nu-

cleate boiling heat fluxes are also associated with this phenomena and

apparently result from an increased contact time between the liquid and

the solid. For boiling LNG (i.e. the addition of heavier components to

liquid methane) no conclusions can be made regarding bubble size, as the

initial methane bubble size is not known due to immediate coalescence.

However, the observed peak nucleate boiling heat fluxes are substantially

higher for LNG as compared with liquid methane, indicating that a mass

diffusion effect is probably occurring. If mass diffusion is restrictive,

surface tension transients may also occur. At the interface, the more

volatile component will be at a lower concentration compared to the bulk,

as it is preferentially vaporizing. This will tend to raise the surface

tension. (Although LCH4 and LC2H6 have similar surface tensions at their

respective boiling points, the surface tension of LC2H6 at the boiling

point of LCH4 is much higher, and thus causes the mixture to have a

higher surface tnesion. The addition of LC3H8 behaves similarly.) On

the other hand, the interface will also be at a slightly higher temper-
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ature than the bulk, which has the opposite effect of decreasing the

surface tension, although this decrease will be less than the increase

corresponding to the concentration variation. Once the available super-

heat layer is evaporated, the more volatile component (lower surface

tension component) can diffuse to the surface and establish the equili-

brium surface tension for the bulk composition. This is expected to

take no more than a millisecond, as surface tension transients for larger

molecules at much lower concentrations require no more than a few milli-

seconds to reach equilibrium (Netzel et al., 1964). According to van

Stralen, bubble growth at the solid surface prior to departure lasts

approximately a few milliseconds and essentially no superheated layer

remains at the bubble interface at departure. (Some slow growth due to

a slight superheating of the bulk liquid, however, will still occur after

departure.) Thus, if the bubble spacing is not too close, the bulk equil-

ibrium surface tension may be able to establish itself before two bubbles

become close enough to begin the process of coalescence. However, at

peak nucleate boiling fluxes the spacing is expected to be as close as

possible, and one should, therefore consider two bubbles growing side by

side. In this case, it is particularly important to know the exact

position and extent of the superheated microlayer which has been pushed

away from the solid surface during the vapor nuclei formation. Experi-

mental data on this is not, however, available. Therefore, the bubble

sides may or may not be superheated with transient diffusion and surface

tension effects. If transient surface tension effects do occur (i.e. a

higher surface tension or a lower surface tension due to depletion of
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the more volatile component) but vary across the interface, the areas

of lower surface tension will tend to expand and the higher tension

regions to contract. If the bubbles are close enough together such

transient effects may influence the coalescence process. In this case,

a higher surface tension at the side walls may resist expansion into

a neighboring bubble.

Hovestreijdt (1963) has proposed an alternative explanation

based on surface tension gradients. For boiling mixtures, he suggests

that the liquid microlayer at the base of the bubble and the liquid layer

separating two bubbles are depleted in the more volatile component due

to its preferential vaporization. If the more volatile component has

the lower surface tension (referred to as a positive mixture) this will

result in a greater equilibrium surface tension at these points of

depletion. The higher surface tension at the base will presumably

pinch off the bubble at a smaller diameter, while the higher surface

tension at the bubble sides will draw liquid in between the two bubbles

(i.e. resist coalescence) as they approach each other during formation

and growth. This greater surface tension at the side interfaces is also

presumed to keep the bubbles from coalescing as they rise through the

liquid, although the explanation for this is not clear.

For negative mixtures (where the more volatile component has

the higher surface tension) he suggests that these effects are reversed

and foaming does not occur, but the reported evidence is not conclusive.

For positive mixtures, the suggested higher surface tension is a transient

rather than an equilibrium effect and has been observed photographically

to decrease the area of the bubble base. However, van Stralen has
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given evidence that this effect does not control the final bubble

size but rather a mass diffusion limitation is controlling. Also

Hovestreijdt's explanation fails to explain why the bubbles do not

break through the top liquid surface. Once thermal and vapor-liquid

equilibrium have been attained, the foaming criterion of Marrucci

should be applicable. According to van Stralen such equilibrium is at-

tained before bubble departure from the wall. Thus, if the bubbles can

resist coalescence during formation the value of crk2/o for the

mixture (for bubble coalescence this should be the initial composition

in the liquid film, which may differ from the bulk; for surface

breakthrough, this should be the bulk composition) should determine

its frothing ability. If bubble coalescence occurs during formation,

the larger bubbles will, in general, produce a less stable foam (i.e.

reduce the head of foam), but will not alter its ability to form a

foam. Thus, the differences in frothing ability for Hovestreijdt's

positive and negative mixtures may have been due to a variation in the

value of Ida/dcI and/or a transient decrease in the bubble wall

surface tension resulting in coalescence during bubble growth.

5.5 Conclusions on Gel Vaporization Behavior

Data for liquid methane/methanol gels were presented, and

an analysis of the observed behavior was discussed. No reliable

boil-off rate data, however, could be obtained for liquid methane/
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water gels, as they stuck to the Dewar walls and would not readily

pour. The gelant particles seemed to have a strong affinity for all

solid surfaces, and in dilute gels, the particles would congregate and

pack together at the Dewar walls, leaving a small puddle of liquid in

the middle. Only this small portion of liquid would flow out of the

Dewar, and it boiled essentially the same as liquid methane or LNG.

If samples of the gel were spooned onto the surface, complete surface

coverage did not result and reliable values could not be obtained

for the boil-off rate per unit area. However, estimated values (i.e.

based on an estimated surface area) indicate that the boil-off rates

were similar to those found in the liquid methane/methanol gels.

In this study, the final gel compositions and the vapor mixture

compositions during gel formation (see procedure discussion in Chapter 6)

were varied to determine whether they might affect the resulting boil-

off rate. The results indicated no significant effects due to variation

of either of these parameters, and further showed no variation of

boil-off rate with yield stress. This was somewhat unexpected as the

increased viscosity would affect the film boiling heat fluxes. However,

for low yield stress gels in which the viscosity controls the bubble

size, the heat flux varies as 1/Xi. Thus a substantial increase in

wavelength (bubble size) would be necessary to alter the heat flux

noticeably. For high yield stress gels, the inertial effect will

dominate. In this case, the depth of the vaporizing gel will have a

significant effect on the observed boil-off rate. This effect was

not studied in the present investigation as only small quantities of
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the gels could be made with the present gelation apparatus. The

results of this particular study were, however, quite favorable

from an LNG safety point of view, as they indicated that even a

fairly low yield stress methanol gel will give a factor of two to

three reduction in boil-off rate.

It is also of interest to consider the possibility of a vapor

explosion. These have been linked to liquid-liquid contact causing

the cryogen to superheat until homogeneous nucleation occurs. In the

case of gels the gelant particles may serve as nucleation sites and

reduce the possibility of such large liquid superheats, thus reducing

the possibility of an explosion.
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CHAPTER 6 - EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

6.1 Gelation Apparatus

The gels were made using an apparatus similar in design to that

used in a previous study performed by Aerojet Liquid Rocket Company

(Vander Wall, 1971). The design schematic is shown in Figure 6-1 and

a photograph in Figure 6-2. Two separate lines were used. The first

line carried methane gas which was then condensed to form an initial

charge of approximately 500 cm in the preparation vessel. In the

second line, a natural gas/gelant mixture was produced and subse-

quently bubbled into the initial quantity of liquid methane to form

the gelant particles. In the design of this apparatus, a major con-

sideration was the materials of construction. Any part which would

encounter cryogenic temperatures was constructed of copper, brass,

aluminum, Pyrex, or a suitable stainless steel.

The technique for condensing the initial quantity of methane

used liquid nitrogen at atmospheric pressure and its respective boiling

point (70 K at 1 bar). Since the temperature of the liquid nitrogen

is below the freezing point of methane (90 K), a heat exchanger con-

figuration such as a coil submerged in the liquid nitrogen would freeze

the methane and eventually clog the tube. However, for producing

small quantities of liquid methane, such as used in this study,

another straightforward laboratory technique was available. An ex-

tension of 0.635 cm (") OD copper tubing provided the exit line for

the methane gas. This tube was extended down into the preparation
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beaker and clamped such that the end was approximately 1 cm from the

bottom surface of the beaker. This beaker was placed in a Dewar. After

sufficient purging of the beaker with methane gas, the Dewar was filled

with liquid nitrogen and the methane flow rate was set at approximately

9000 cm3/min. As it exited from the tube and contacted the liquid

nitrogen-cooled surface, the methane cooled and condensed. Because

the flow rate was quite high, agitation in the liquid was sufficient

to avoid freezing of the liquid methane. Due to the small amount of

surface area available for heat exchange, however, approximately 45

minutes was required to make the initial 500 cm of liquid methane.

The total flow rate for the natural gas/gelant vapor mixture

was 113 cm2/s which is considerably less than that used in the

Aerojet study (estimated from orifice size and pressure drop to be

at least 250 cm3/s). However, initial runs using the higher flow

rate indicated that sloshing was particularly severe, and that the

liquid nitrogen could not provide sufficient cooling to maintain the

gel level in the preparation vessel. To eliminate these difficulties,

the flow rate of 113 cm3/s was selected and maintained constant for

all of the gels prepared.

The selection of rotameters and valves was made to allow for

natural gas mixtures ranging from the heavy composition of 80/15/5

mole percent methane/ethane/propane to pure methane. Each gas used

had a guaranteed purity of > 99. percent. During each run, inlet gas

samples were taken and analyzed using a gas chromatograph to confirm

the natural gas composition. The selection of operating pressures
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was made to insure critical flow through each valve and thus

eliminate fluctuations in flow rate due to down-stream pressure fluc-

tuations. Two-stage regulators were also used to minimize changes

in the flow rate. This design resulted in flow rates stable to

within + 1 percent in all lines except the methanol saturator line.

At the lowest flow rate used (100 cm /min),rapid pulsing resulted

with a deviation of + 3 percent. At higher saturator-line flows,

the rates used were all stable to + 1 percent.

The addition of gelant vapor to the natural gas was accom-

plished by splitting the natural gas stream. One part was bubbled

up through a packed column of the liquid gelant. The second portion

became a bypass stream which acted to dilute the gelant when the two

streams were subsequently mixed together. Either the water saturator

or the methanol saturator line could be used, but not both at once.

The saturators and copper tubing lines comprising this section were

all submerged in a constant temperature water bath maintained con-

stant during each run to +.1 K, but from run to run ranged from

300 K to 306 K. The primary purpose of the constant temperature

bath was to avoid substantial cooling of the liquid gelant in the

saturator due to continued vaporization of the gelant. Saturator

temperatures were measured with copper-constantan thermocouple

probes (permanently situated within the liquid) and were found to

be steady to within + 0.3 K.

The natural gas/gelant vapor mixture entered the liquid methane

(or LNG) via an outlet tube (Figure 6-3) with a single exit hole of
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Figure 6-3 Outlet Tube
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0.159 cm (1/16") diameter at the bottom. To avoid condensation and/or

freezing of the gelant inside the outlet tube, the vapor stream was

preheated with a glass-tape heater, and the outlet tube itself was

insulated and heated at the exit port. The copper-constantan thermo-

couple was located approximately 1 cm from the exit hole, and during

a methanol-gel run, the measured temperature was 348 K + 2 K. During

a water-gel run it was necessary to increase this temperature to

386 K + 3 K to avoid freezing of the gelant and plugging of the out-

let tube.

The vapor mixture exited through the 0.159 cm hole, and due

to its high velocity, it appeared as a downward jet approximately

2.5 cm in length and 0.6 cm in diameter. When the liquid methane

(or LNG) was substantially subcooled, the majority of the exiting

natural gas would condense, i.e. very little of the gas would break

away from the jet and bubble up through the liquid. If the liquid,

however, was not subcooled, the bubbling was considerable. During a

run, it was desirable to maintain a constant liquid level in the pre-

paration vessel. In the case of producing a liquid methane gel,

this is equivalent to subcooling the liquid just enough to provide

sufficient heat transfer to cool the exiting gas down to 113 K but

not to condense any. In general, this cannot be accomplished--the

system is too small for a liquid nitrogen level controller--two-

phase flow which occurs when the solenoid valve opens would be sufficient

to force liquid nitrogen out of the Dewar. The levels were therefore

controlled manually. At the initiation of gelation, the dispersion
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was dilute and behaved essentially as a liquid with heat transfer

provided by both convection and conduction. At this point, the liquid

methane level cycled between increasing and receding, but was main-

3 3
tained at about the 700 cm level + 50 cm . As gelation proceeded

and the dispersion thickened, a semi-solid gel-like layer formed at

the vessel surface, limiting heat transfer to conduction and requiring

a higher liquid nitrogen level to keep the liquid methane level from

receding. Also, as the gel thickened, the bubble size increased con-

siderably. Initally the range was < 1 cm and increased to < 2 cm.

The fact that some of the exiting methane was condensing during

the gelation procedure may have affected the fraction of gelant cap-

tured by the liquid. Probably only those particles which reach the

vapor-liquid interface (by diffusion and convection) will be retained

(assuming particle wettability). To determine the actual gelant cap-

ture efficiency, mass balances were made on many of the experiments

by collecting and volumetrically measuring the liquid residue remaining

after vaporization of the natural gas and melting of the gelant crystals.

The results showed a range of 10 percent to 70 percent of the total

gelant being retained in the liquid, the water gels being particularly

low, and thus more difficult to produce.

At high gelant vapor concentrations the gas which breaks the

liquid surface appeared as a fog or smoke. A fog is defined as a

dispersion of fine liquid droplets in a gas whereas a smoke is a

dispersion of fine solid particles in a gas. It is not certain which

is actually observed, but temperature considerations would lead one to
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believe that it was a smoke. The appearance of this smoke does,

however, indicate a loss of gelant.

The preparation beaker was isolated from the atmosphere by a

snugly fitting styrofoam cover. A small outlet hole (0.6 cm dia) was

made for the methane outflow which was continuous during the gelation

process. As the gelant particle concentration increased, gel-like

buildup occurred at all available surfaces--the beaker surface, the

outlet tube surface, etc. Evidently the particle agglomerates

attached themselves to the walls and flocculation of these with free

agglomerates resulted'in an increased particle concentration near

these surface. The gelant particles formed in the water gels were

particularly tenacious and some of the gelant loss indicated in the

mass balances may have been due to the difficulty in final transfer

of the gel to the Dewar.

The vapor mixture of natural gas and gelant was run for two

to three hours depending on the gelant concentration in the mixture

and the desired thickness of the gel. The lower concentrations

required longer run times. Once the gelation procedure was complete,

the fresh gel was transferred to a Dewar and used in subsequent analyses.

6.2 Solid Phase Analysis

To analyze the composition of the crystalline particles in the

liquid methane gels, the apparatus as shown in Figure 6-4 was used.

It consisted of a test tube for the gel sample with a Cajon glass

fitting to connect it to the rest of the apparatus. A standard
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vacuum pump was used as only moderately low pressures were required.

A mercury manometer and a flask for excess expansion volume composed

the remainder of the glass section. A temperature-controlled cryo-

genic bath was necessary to maintain the sample below the clathrate

decomposition point. This consisted of a bath of isopentane sur-

rounded by a Dewar partially filled with liquid nitrogen. A temperature

controller with a platinum resistance temperature sensor was connected

to a stick heater (125 watts) and used to insure that the temperature

did not get too low. Liquid nitrogen was added occasionally to main-

tain sufficient cooling throughout the run.

The general procedure was as follows: A liquid methane gel

was made using a gelant concentration of 1 mole percent in the vapor

stream. This high concentration was used to avoid a major effect

from the contaminant frozen carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide may

also vaporize at a temperature at or above the point of clathrate

decomposition. If this quantity were substantial compared to the

gas which escaped from the decomposing clathrate crystals, erroneous

compositions would be measured. To avoid this problem, the CP grade

methane was always analyzed by gas chromatography before use in this

analysis, and only those cylinders which gave C 2 analyses of < 50 ppm

were used. This low carbon dioxide concentration plus the relatively

high gelant concentration insured that CO2 vaporization was negligible

during the composition analysis.

A sample of the "thick" gel was placed in the the test tube,

connected to the apparatus, and placed in the cryogenic temperature
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bath. For the methanol gels, the bath was kept at 132 K + 5 K and

for the water gels, 163 K + 5 K. Once the major portion of the methane

had vaporized from the sample, a slight vacuum was pulled on the

sample (0.33 bar). The sample was maintained at these temperature

and pressure conditions until the efflux of methane was < 1 cm3 /hr.

At this point it was assumed that the residual liquid methane had

been removed and, at most monolayer adsorption remained. The stop-

cock connection to the vacuum line was then closed and the temperature

bath gradually warmed. In this way, the gas, if any, which escaped

as the clathrate decomposed could be collected and measured using

the known volume of the apparatus and the initial and final temper-

ature and pressure conditions.

The volume of the apparatus was measured by filling all but

the manometer section with water and taking weight measurements before

and after. The volume of the manometer tube was estimated using

the inner diameter of the glass tube. The temperature expansion

effect due to warming of the gas inside of the test tube, was measured

separately using ice or solid methanol as a standard respectively.

Care was taken to insure that this effect was constant in all of the

runs by using the same level of submersion in the cryogenic bath,

making connecting lines of fairly small diameter, and allotting suf-

ficient time for temperature equilibration before the apparatus was

isolated and the composition measured by warming the sample. Copper-

constantan thermocouples were used to measure the temperature of the

bath, the gel sample, and the gas in the excess volume flask.
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6.3 Powder X-ray Diffraction

The crystal structure of the solid phase of the gels was analyzed

using a GE XRD4 x-ray diffractometer. The diffractometer was equipped

with a proportional counter for detecting the diffracted x-ray beam,

and the measured intensity was recorded on a strip chart recorder.

Copper K radiation (wavelength 1.542 A) was used. To obtain cryo-

genic temperature control of the sample, a cold stage was necessary.

Such a cryogenic stage had previously been designed and constructed

in the Materials Science Department at MIT (Figure 6-5). It was

constructed of copper because of its high thermal diffusivity. Liquid

nitrogen flow provided the cooling. As there was no heating element

in the design, temperature control was done manually, by initiation

and shut-off of the liquid nitrogen flow based on the measurement of

the copper-constantan thermocouple.

The general procedure for analyzing the gels was as follows.

The stage was precooled with liquid nitrogen. During this time the

glass cover was in place, and due to the small volume of air initially

enclosed, frost formation was not a problem. (Had it been, the cham-

ber could have been purged with helium.) A sample of the concentrated

(almost solid) gel was placed on the stage. A large precooled stain-

less steel spatula was used to pack the sample into place, smoothing

the top surface so that it was flush with the outer copper surface.

(The glass cover was removed for this brief period of time and

quickly set back in place after the sample was properly mounted.)

Since methane was still vaporizing from the gel, frost formation on
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the surface of the gel sample was also not a problem. The convection

away from the sample was either sufficient to insure that little

condensation from the air reached the sample surface, or the frost

which did collect was negligible and not detectable on the output.

When the sample was in this gel-like state, the output often had a

flat broad peak in the lower angle region indicating an amorphous state.

Undoubtedly this was due to the methane entrapped in the gel struc-

ture. The liquid nitrogen flow was then halted, allowing the stage

to warm, but always maintaining it below the decomposition temperature.

As methane evaporated from the sample leaving only the solid cry-

stalline particles, the diffraction angles ranging from 100 to 600

were then cycled through several times at a rate of 4 /min until

sharp peaks were obtained.

Standards such as ice and solid methanol were obtained by

cooling the stage and spraying the liquid onto the sample indentation.

The sample surface was then scraped and smoothed to make it flush

with the outer copper surface. X-ray analysis proceeded, and sharp

diffraction peaks were generally obtained indicating that this tech-

nique was satisfactory for forming small randomly oriented crystal grains.

Other clathrate compounds (nitrogen/water and crabon dioxide/

water) were formed by continuously vaporizing a quantity of either

methanol or water into an appropriate gas stream. The tube exit was

projected toward the cryogenic stage such that the exiting gas would

contact the cold surface and crystallize the gas and liquid into

clathrate crystals which would then stick to the surface. This process

was continued until a sufficiently thick layer of clathrate crystals
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had been formed. X-ray diffraction analysis then proceeded.

6.4 Microscope Analysis

A Leitz incident light microscope was used to study the gelant

particles. This microscope was equipped for bright-field, reflected-

light illumination with a vertical illuminator Leitz model 563 018

which permitted aperture and field diaphragm adjustments. A long-

working distance objective Leitz H 32x with a numerical aperture

of 0.60 was used. This particular objective was corrected for 1.8 mm

of quartz,as it was originally purchased for a different type of

experiment. The distortion due to this was, however, negligible. A

l0x Leitz periplanatic eyepiece was also used. The microscope was

equipped for 8.2 cm by 10.8 cm Polaroid photomicroscopy.

The cold stage design is shown in Figure 6-6. It was machined

out of aluminum and consisted of a sample holder with a surrounding

temperature bath. The technique used was to fill both the sample and

bath containers with a dilute dispersion of the gelant particles in

liquid methane. A cover was placed over the sample and securely

fastened with wing nut screws. This, however, was not a pressure-

tight seal--the vaporizing methane was allowed to escape, but the

seal was sufficient tolavoid the back-flow of air into the chamber.

As the liquid methane boiled away in the outer bath, the methane in

the sample chamber would also boil off leaving a collection of par-

ticle agglomerates on the small Pyrex slide. The temperature of
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these agglomerates would gradually rise at a rate of '2 K/min until

approximately 133 K was reached. At this point, the liquid methane

in the surrounding bath had completely vaporized and the temperature

rise became more rapid (5 K/min), but not so rapid that transitions

could not be detected. Another liquid could be added to the bath con-

tainer such as precooled liquid propane, which would then provide a

much lower rate of temperature increase. However, there was no

advantage to the use of this for the methanol gelant particles, as

they decomposed close to 133 K.

This procedure was initially used for the study of liquid nitro-

gen-gelant dispersions in order to develop the cold stage technique and

to become familiar with the observed transformations. When the

liquid methane/gelant dispersions were eventually analyzed, it was

necessary to use ultra-high purity methane to avoid residual liquid

ethane surrounding the agglomerates. Once developed, this technique

proved to be satisfactory for measuring the thermodynamic decomposition

points for the clathrate crystals to within + 5 K.

6.5 Boil-off Rate Apparatus

An insulated cylindrical container, which allowed for some visi-

bility, was constructed using 4 layers of 0.0127 cm thick cellulose

acetate separated with 1 mm thick styrofoam spacers. A plexiglass base

was sealed to the inner sheet with silicone rubber cement. This con-

tainer was partially filled with water and tared on a digital balance

equipped with analog output. To record the weight versus time data
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during a spill, a Nova 840 computer with a multirange real-time

peripheral was used. Data points were recorded every second, 30

analog readings being averaged for each data point. The response time

for the balance was less than a second, and the accuracy of the

readings was within 1 percent.

To determine whether the escaping vapor was superheated, a

0.254 mm copper-constantan thermocouple was mounted on a frame which

could be lowered into the container once the spill had been made.

The multirange peripheral had millivolt ranges which were suitable

for thermocouples. Thus temperature measurements could be recorded

by the computer simultaneously with the weight measurements.

The circular cross-sectional area of the container was assumed

to be the area of heat transfer. Certainly the presence of waves

would increase this area, but similar wave formation is likely to

occur whether a spill is confined or not, and the heat transfer rate

obtained in these experiments would therefore still be applicable to

a large unconfined spill.

The multilayered container was designed to avoid convection

and frost formation on the container walls. However, it was still

very difficult to observe the boiling behavior of the cryogen due to

the condensation and cloud formation above the boiling liquid.

The only major observation which could be made was that LNG (i.e.

mixtures) tended to foam while liquid methane and all of the gels

(including LNG gels) did not.

This apparatus was used to measure the boil-off rates for
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both LNG and LNG gels. As the rates were very sensitive to slight

composition changes, each gel was compared with liquid methane or

LNG of the same composition. Even when the C.P. grade of methane

( > 99 percent pure) was gelled, liquid methane condensed from the

same cylinder was used for comparison.

The sample was poured from a Dewar whenever possible. However,

some of the gels were so thick that it was necessary to spoon them

onto the water surface. This method of spilling splashes LNG (or

gel) onto the container walls. Thus it was important to minimize

the heat transfer resulting from contact with the container. For

the thin liner of cellulose acetate, this effect was negligible.

6.6 Viscometer

An oscillating coaxial cylinder viscometer designed by P. J.

Gilinson and C. R. Dauwalter of Draper Laboratory was used to study

the rheological properties of the LNG gels. It consisted of an inner

cylinder (bob) which was fixed to the viscometer frame, and an outer

cylinder (cup) which was mounted on an essentially frictionless ver-

tical shaft in a pressurized air bearing. The cup was caused to

rotate in a slow oscillating motion by the injection of a controlled

periodic signal into a torque balance feedback loop (Figure 6-7).

The feedback control current necessary to bring about this oscil-

lating motion was a direct measure of the fluid shear stress at the

cup wall. This viscometer was capable of measuring torques ranging

from 0.01 to 30,000 dyne-cm with an uncertainty of 0.001 dyne/cm.
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Four different waveforms could be generated with this input oscil-

lator--sinusoid, sawtooth ( N ), step ( J ), and ramp

(/I4 l ), at frequencies ranging from 0.01 Hz to > 10 Hz. However,

at frequencies > 2 Hz, the torque current in the feedback loop was

no longer linear with respect to the viscous torque, and thus accurate

measurements could not be obtained. The maximum possible deflection

was + 15 milliradians, which, for the present cup and bob dimensions,

corresponded to a maximum shear of + 0.15.

As the original viscometer was designed for operation at or

near room temperature, several modifications were necessary to

allow for operation and temperature control at cryogenic temperatures.

A double cup (Figure 6-8) was made with a balsa wood base to insulate

it from the air bearing and electronic parts. The inner cup contained

the gel whose rheological properties were to be studied. The outer

annular space was also filled with gel plus a small amount of liquid

nitrogen to keep the inner cup wall at a temperature slightly below

the gel boiling point. Although this temperature could not be con-

tinuously recorded during each run (a thermocouple could not be

attached to the cup without affecting the torque measurements), an

initial temperature study showed that a volume ratio of approximately

10 to 1, gel to liquid nitrogen, resulted in an outer surface (of the

inner cup) temperature between 100 K and 110 K. The actual temperature

was not critical as long as it was below the boiling point and above

the freezing point of the LNG. The primary temperature control was

maintained by the hollow bob. Cold nitrogen gas was produced by
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appropriate heating of a stream of liquid nitrogen, and this was con-

tinuously circulated through the bob. A thin foil thermocouple was

situated on the top outer surface of the bob, and its temperature

reading was recorded continuously during each run. Although it would

have been desirable to have the heating unit within the bob, the

small bob dimensions precluded this possibility. Thus, the heating

unit had to be placed along the nitrogen inlet line, which resulted

in a lag time between heater voltage changes and bob temperature

changes. In general, the temperature could not be maintained con-

stant for any length of time, but could be recorded and kept within

the desired temperature range. Fortunately, the observed viscosity

change with temperature was negligible for the methanol gels. For

the dilute water gels, however, there was a noticeable change, but

the effect was no more than + 20 percent difference in torque for

the entire temperature range.

Due to the small gap width, it was not possible to place a

thermocouple on the portion of the bob surface where the torque was

actually being produced. However, a separate temperature study was

made in which thermocouples were placed on the inner cup wall and

the outer bob surface (in the small gap portion) as well as at the

top of the bob. Both thermocouples on the bob surface continuously

measured the same temperature within + 2 K, and the wall temperature

was generally a few degrees warmer than the bob but always within 5 K.

To avoid frost formation, the viscometer parts were enclosed in

a plexiglass chamber which was continuously purged with helium (Figure 6-9).
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As all of the viscometer parts had to be precooled before the gel

was added, provisions were made for raising and lowering the bob

while being maintained at cryogenic temperatures. The cup was pre-

cooled by initially filling it with liquid nitrogen which subsequently

boiled away as the cup cooled. Prior to the addition of the gel,

the outer annular space was filled approximately 1/10 full with liquid

nitrogen. The gel was then added using a long-handled dipper through

a door in the Plexiglass chamber. (It would have been desirable to

add the gel by means of a funnel; however, the gels were generally

too thick to flow through such a small diameter tube.) The short

amount of time that this doorway was open during the addition of the

gel did not cause any problems with frost formation.

Once the cup had been filled with gel, the bob (having already

been cooled to the desired temperature with circulating nitrogen

gas) was lowered into place. As this process sheared the gel, its

structure may have been partially destroyed, and a short resting

period (1 to 2 minutes) was thus allowed for the structure to re-

build. This seemed to be adequate as the torque (shear stress)

showed no noticeable increase with time when the cup was first caused

to oscillate. As the liquid nitrogen/gel mixture in the outer annular

space of the cup would boil off with time, there was a time limitation

of approximately 10 minutes for any given run. However, a sufficient

number of frequencies could be tested in this period of time, and for

each run, both cup angle and torque were recorded as a function of

time. Due to the non-linear viscoelasticity of the gels, the angle
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oscillation did not always precisely follow the input function.

However, at the very low frequencies, 0.02 to 0.1 Hz., the agreement

was generally good. Thus it was important to record the cup angle

oscillation as well as the torque. A few experiments were run with

the sawtooth, ramp, and step function inputs, but, primarily the

sinusoid was used with a frequency ranging from 0.02 to 2 Hz. However,

at frequencies > 0.5 Hz, the torque response was completely elastic

and viscosities could not be measured. This is discussed in detail

in Chapter 4.

Initial experiments on the general rheological behavior of gels

under oscillating conditions were made using Cab-O-Sil gels. These

gels were produced by mixing powdered Cab-O-Sil with a non-polar

liquid. This formed a lyophobic gel similar to LNG gel, but which

could be produced and studied at room temperature. Silicone oil/

Cab-O-Sil gels were used for the study of gel oscillatory behavior,

but other liquids, diethylene chloride and methanol, were also

gelled with Cab-0-Sil for an experimental study on static yield

stress. Here it was desired to correlate the gel peak height

(i.e. the maximum height that the gel structure could support) with

static yield stress. As the yield stress was expected to be pro-

portional to pgh, the density of the liquid dispersion medium was

varied as well as the gel rigidity. Yield stresses were measured

using a Stormer viscometer. This viscometer was also a couette-

type (coaxial cylinder) device, but operated by applying a constant

torque to the bob and measuring the resulting speed of rotation. A
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cup (radius = 1.6 cm and height = 5. cm) and bob (radius = 1.5 cm,

length = 3.0 cm) were machined out of copper to be used with this

viscometer.

Another instrument, a Brookfield Synchro-Lectric viscometer,

was used to measure the static yield stress of some of the LNG gels.

This device consisted of a spindle at the end of which was a small

disk (1 cm in radius and 0.5 cm in height). This disk was submerged

in the liquid to be studied. Although this instrument was constructed

to allow the spindle to rotate at a constant speed while the torque

was being measured by a calibrated spring, the yield stress measure-

ment did not require this feature. The LNG gel yield stresses were

measured as follows. Initially the spindle was precooled by sub-

merging it in liquid nitrogen. The spindle was then submerged in

the gel to be measured (a small Dewar was used to hold the gel),

and the Dewar was slowly rotated coaxially about the spindle. Under

such conditions the bob will rotate with the gel, and the measured

spring torque will increase until the static yield value is reached.

The gel will then begin to flow around the spindle, the torque

decreasing to its steady state value. The peak value is, therefore,

a measure of the static yield stress. However, difficulties can

occur with this technique, as submersion of the spindle in the gel

may leave a hole and create planes susceptible to slippage. In such

cases the measured peak value will be lower than the static yield,

and repeated experiments may be necessary to obtain the static yield

stress.
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6.7 Gel Concentration Measurements

To determine the gelant concentration of the gels used in both

the viscosity and boil-off rate studies, a small styrofoam cup (cap-

acity 25 cm with 2.5 cm thick walls) was used. Weight measurements

were made as follows. Initially a dry weight was measured. A sample

of the gel was then added to the container, and a light cover of

aluminum foil was placed over the container (this was included in the

dry weight). Another weight measurement was made to determine the

weight of the added gel. Subsequent measurements followed the weight

decrease as the LNG vaporized from the gel. Eventually only the dry

gelant particles remained, which, upon warming, melted and remained

in the container. Although evaporation of the gelant may occur

during this time, the rate is very slow (0.001 gm/min) and is easily

distinguished from the fast rate of natural gas vaporization. Thus,

the final weight measurement represents the dry weight plus the

gelant, and can be used to determine the gelant concentration. A

small amount of frost formation usually occurred on the aluminum

cover during vaporization of the LNG. This was removed before the

final weight measurement.
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CHAPTER 7 - INDUSTRIAL SCALE APPLICATION OF LNG GELS

The primary incentive for this study was the possible use of

gelled LNG as a safer form in which to transport natural gas. For

oceanic transport, natural gas is presently converted to its liquid

form (boiling pint-110 K, 1 bar). This has a volumetric advantage

over shipment in the gas form as the liquid density is 0.42 g/cm3

while the gas is 0.02 g/cm3 at 30 atms. Economic considerations have,

therefore, shown that liquid transport in large insulated tankers is

preferred to gas transport in thick-walled vessels. A concern associat-

ed with such cryogenic transport is the possibility of a tanker ac-

cident resulting in an LNG spill. With its low viscosity (.12 cp)

and high volatility, LNG will readily flow out of a ruptured tank,

spread and vaporize. As the cold, newly vaporized natural gas

mixes with air, a vapor cloud forms above the spreading pool of LNG.

This vapor cloud may travel considerable distance before there has

been sufficient dilution to reduce the natural gas concentration below

its lower flammability limit (5 mole % in air).

The possible magnitude of this safety hazard can be assessed by

considering the extent of present and projected LNG transport along

with the number and capacity of the tankers. Although the United States

presently imports less than .1 percent of its natural gas (the U.S. is

actually a net exporter of LNG as Alaskan exports to Japan exceed the

Algerian imports to Massachusetts), the overall international trade is

considerable. Japan imports about 80 percent of its natural gas and
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Western Europe 5 percent. These annual imports total 450,000 cubic

meters which is equivalent to approximately 12 shiploads according to

current tanker capacities.

The magnitude of U.S. LNG importation is also likely to increase

in the future as domestic production has been declining rapidly since it

reached a peak in 1973. This sharp decline is likely to continue unless

new sources are found and developed. Although there has been a new

emphasis on U.S. energy autonomy in the last few years, a great deal

of further research is necessary before feasible alternative sources

of energy are available. In the case of natural gas, which is a

particularly desirable fuel due to its cleanburning and ease of dis-

tribution, such alternatives as coal or oil gasification are presently

being investigated, but they are not yet economically feasible. Thus,

LNG importation remains the most viable alternative for supplementing

domestic supplies.

The magnitude of the hazard associated with any major LNG spill

is directly related to the quantity spilled and thus dependent on

tanker capacities. Thirty-five natural gas tankers with an average

capacity of 46,000 cubic meters are now in operation. Fourty-one other

tankers, with a mean capacity of 124,000 cubic meters, are either under

construction or in the design stage. Plans are also being laid for

vessels which will carry 165,000 cubic meters. These tankers generally

consist of five or six separate storage tanks each with a capacity of

15,000 to 20,000 cubic meters. Although there are different basic

designs (freestanding, membrane, and spherical) for inner tanks, the
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primary container is made of welded metal and the tanks are separated

from the ship's hull by greater than a meter thickness of insulation.

Thus a collision must be quite severe (greater than that expected from

either ramming or grounding) to result in a loss of cargo. Never-

theless, there is still much concern due to the large quantities being

transported. It has been estimated that the spill from a single inner

storage tank could result in flammable gas mixtures several miles from

the spill site. Thus it is still desirable to reduce this hazard

should a feasible means be available. In order to obtain such a safety

benefit, one would like to significantly reduce any or all of the

following rates: the spill rate, the spreading rate, and the rate of

boil-off per unit area. The first two rates are affected primarily

by the heological properties of the fluid, and a gel would have two

such desireable properties - a yield stress and a high viscosity. The

high viscosity should reduce the rate of spreading while the yield

stress will halt the spreading altogether once its height can be

supported by the gel structure. Thus the investigation of the gel

rheological properties was a particularly important part of this study.

The results are discussed in detail in Chapter 4 and will be used

in this chapter to assess the possible safety benefit.

The third factor, the rate of boil-off per unit area, was also

investigated (Chapter 5) and, in confined spills, the LNG cgels were

found to boil at a rate which was 1/3 to 1/2 that of LNG.

To further determine the feasibility of industrial scale use of

such LNG gels, other factors relating to the gel structure and stability
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were also studied. Based on these results, possible industrial scale

gelation procedures, as well as suspected problem areas associated

with the use of such gels, will be discussed in the last section of

this chapter.

7.1 Assessment of Safety Benefit

Estimating the maximum distance at which a flammable gas mixture

can result after a major spill requires a detailed model of the spill.

This includes the type of spill--whether it is instantaneous or

continuous, how fast it spreads and the corresponding rate of heat

transfer and vaporization per unit of contact area. Further, one must

model the vapor cloud formation and dispersion with time. In general,

the important quantity, the maximum traveldistance for a flammable

mixture can be related to the overal rate of vapor generation using

the dispersion equation for a continuous line source.

(7-1)

c [ U] erf [2+-y

where c = lower flammability limit, mass/volume

i = rate of vapor generation, mass/time

L = length of vapor source

U = wind velocity ( a commonly used average
value is 4.5 m/s, for a neutral weather
condition)
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oz, a = variance of Gaussian concentration
profile resulting from vertical and
lateral diffusion respectively
(generalized correlation given in
Appendix V).

Although the vaporizing pool could be better approximated by a con-

tinuous area source, a closed analytical solution cannot be obtained

for such a case. A reasonable approximation, however, can be made

by using the relation for a line source with the characteristic

length being the pool diameter. It is evident that the maximum distance

is directly related to the maximum rate of vapor generation, and this, in

turn is generally estimated using the maximum pool diameter and an appro-

priate average boil-off rate. In confined spill tests, the boil-off

rate for LNG showed an initial increase with time characteristic of a

shift from film to nucleate boiling. For large spills (large initial

cryogen heights) the boil-off rate peaked and then continued to

decrease until complete evaporation. These boil-off rates were also

very sensitive to composition. Such transient effects have not been

precisely characterized for unconfined spills, and the most appropriate

solution has, therefore, been to use a constant average boil-off rate.

The most important parameter will, therefore, be the maximum

pool size which, in turn, is dependent on the rate of spread. The

spreading behavior of one fluid on another has been considered by

several investigators. In all cases the spill is assumed to be in-

stantaneous and the flow behavior to be as shown in Figure 7-1. The

rate of spread varies with time and spill size, but in general, the

spreading behavior can be spearated into three distinct regimes. The
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initial regime is gravity-inertia spreading where the hydrostatic

head is balanced with the acceleration of the fluid mass. Not

accounting for any loss of fluid by boil-off, the relation for a

radially spreading pool of liquid on water is (Fannelop and Waldman,

1972).

(7-2)

r = 1.14 (GV) 1/4 t1/2

where r = pool radius

G = effective gravity g(l-pL/Pw)

V = spill volume

t = time

PL ~ density of spreading liquid

Pw = density of water

g = acceleration due to gravity

Raj and Kalelkar (1973) have included a constant boil-off rate and

arrived at the following expression. (7-3)

1/2

r = l/3 1.3 ( G t + .442 q t3
Vl/3 I/2 X PLVl/6G1 /2

where q = heat flux to the boiling liquid

X = heat of vaporization of the liquid
at its normal boiling point

The second flow regime is referred to as gravity-viscous. Here

the viscous effects are assumed to be much greater than the inertial

resistance. The flow behavior expression for this regime is dependent
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on the viscosity of the spreading volatile liquid. For the case of

(PL/Pw)<<l, as in LNG, and neglecting boil-off, the following expres-

sion has been derived (Raj and Kalelkar, 1973).

1/8

r = .8412 GV3 tl/8)

where L = kinematic viscosity of the
spreading liquid

The critical time for changeover from the gravity-inertial to the

gravity-viscous regime is given as

tc = .4446 V (7-5)

For (L/)w)<<l, and also neglecting boil-off, the expression is

2 4' 1/12

r = 098 G2V4 t1 /4 (7-6)

where vw = kinematic viscosity of water

1/3
tc = .546 {V (7-7)

Raj and Kalelkar also derived an expression for the gravity-viscous

spread of LNG on water which includes boil-off.
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r = rc(T/Tc)l/4

and r = 1.3 
= V13G/

t + .442 q t3
c XGPLV1/ 3 c

T =
c

T1/2= r
C w

(1. - 2.04T2 A + .347T4A2)C C

(1.3T + .442T3A)c ~~C
where A = q

XPL (V1 /3/G)/2

t
T 

vl/3G
(VG)

r =
w w

w

These relations suggest that there is no advantage to having a fluid

more viscous than water. However, intuitively, one would expect

otherwise, and the problem with these expressions may be in the assump-

tions used in deriving them. In the case of a high viscosity fluid,

it was assumed that the vertical velocity gradient was extremely small

(i.e. the fluid moves as a homogeneous slab), and thus the viscosity

term for the spreading fluid could be neglected in the Navier-Stokes

equation. The viscous boundary layer in the water phase, therefore,

provided the viscous retarding force in the gravity-viscous regime.

An order of magnitude analysis (see Appendix W) indicates that this

assumption is correct as long as

AU << .001 V1 /2

U (7-10)

U = the velocity of the leading edge

AU = the vertical change in velocity
across the fluid slab

(7-8)

(7-9)

t (V 1/3 ) 1/2
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Although an experimental study of spreading oil slicks was done by

Hoult and Suchon, 1970, no measure of velocity gradients was made,

and the overall viscosity variation was not significant enough to

adequately determine whether these expressions were correct.

For the case of a low viscosity fluid, the fluid was assumed

to spread on a solid or no-slip surface as w >> 1L. This would be

appropriate in the case where LNG is in direct contact with the water

and thus in nucleate boiling. However, LNG may begin in film boiling

(see Chapter 5) and a more conservative model might be a free-slip

boundary condition with LNG spreading on a thin film of vapor.

Another consideration is the water inertia effect. For large spills

such an inertia effect might be important, and the spreading behavior

might better be thought of as the liquid or gel spreading on itself

(at water level) rather than on a thin gas film. In this case, the

spread of LNG could be approximated using a free-slip boundary while

the gel would be closer to a no-slip boundary condition.

Previous experiments on instantaneous LNG spills have been

limited to small quantities. Boyle and Kneebone spilled 21, 42, and

84 lb quantities and reported average spread rates (increase in

diameter) of 4 to 4.5 ft/s (1.2 to 1.4 m/s) for the two smallest

spills and 2.5 ft/sec for the 84 lb spill. These spreading rates are

similar to those predicted using Equation 7-3. Burgess et al. (1970)

also studied the spreading and boil-off behavior of LNG but used a

slightly larger quantity, 50 gal. They reported an approximately

linear rate of spread of 2.5 ft/s. Although the predicted rate is
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not constant, the predicted average rate is approximately equal to

that observed.

In spite of the fair agreement between these small-scale spills

and the analytical model, no large-scale instantaneous spills have

been made, and thus it is not certain whether the expressions will

predict accurate spreading rates under these conditions. Also, the

present equations do not seem adequate for predicting the spreading

behavior of LNG gel due to the questionable assumptions made. To

determine whether gelation would significantly affect the spreading

rate, a numerical technique was used. This particular numerical

method was developed by Amsden and Harlow (1970) and is referred to

as the SMAC method. A brief discription of the numerical procedure

is given in Appendix X. Except for modifications associated with

computer compatibility (an IBM 370 was used in this study), the com-

puter program used here was the same as that written by Amsden and

Harlow. Although this program was not designed to handle two differ-

ent fluids simultaneously, nor to allow for any loss of fluid by

boil-off, the effect of gelation could still be adequately demonstrated

using the simple case of a breaking dam. As the Navier-Stokes equa-

tions pertain only to Newtonian fluids, the gel was modeled as

a highly viscous Newtonian fluid. The maximum shear rate observed

in the LNG spill case (see Figure 7-2) was approximately 1 sec- 1.

If a gel with a steady-state yield stress of 500 dynes/cm2 were

sheared at this rate, it would have an apparent viscosity of > 500

poise. Thus a value of 500 poise was selected to represent the gels.

Several cases were considered for the breaking dam model. Both
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a free-slip (shear stress equals zero) and a no-slip (velocity equals

zero) surface were used, and both LNG and LNG gel were analyzed.

The results for these different numerical cases are shown in Figures

7-2, 7-3, 7-4, and 7-5. The leading edge distances are tabulated

versus time and compared with the analytically predicted values in

Table 7-1. For LNG, the spreading rate was considerably faster than

that predicted. This is no doubt due to actual fluid mass behavior.

Much of the fluid remains as if suspended at its initial height while

a small portion of the fluid is accelerated outward at the base. This

is quite different from the assumed physical model. The spreading

behavior of the LNG gel for the free-slip boundary condition showed

a decreased rate of spread, approximately 2/3 that of LNG (both free-

slip and no-slip were similar for LNG). On the other hand, the

spreading rate of the gel under a no-slip boundary condition was con-

siderably less (approximately 1/8 that of LNG),and was in good agreement

with that predicted from the analytical expression for one-dimensional

spreading in rectangular coordinates (Table 7-2). The spreading be-

havior of LNG gel in an actual spill on water is likely to be some-

where in between these two rates. Thus it is difficult to accurately

assess the safety benefit. If LNG is assumed to spread at a constant

rate of 0.8 m/s and LNG gel is assumed to spread at 0.3 m/s, the

behavior for a spill of 107 kg would be as shown in Figure 7-6. If

the gel did not possess a yield stress it would spread to a maximum

pool radius of 375 m (as compared with 410 m. for LNG). However,

the fact that it has a yield stress indicates that for pool heights
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Spread Distances for Breaking Dam

LNG LNG Gel
No-Slip No-Slip

(m)

0.6

2.6

4.9

7.2

9.4

11.7

>14.

(m)

0.2

0.9

1.5

2.0

2.1

2.3

2.4

2.6

2.6

2.6

LNG* LNG Gel**
Analytical Analytical

(m) (m)

1.4

2.1

2.8

3.4

4.0

4.4

4.9

5.4

5.9

6.3

1.4

1.9

2.0

2.2

2.3

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.5

2.6

2.72.7

* The analytical expression for rectangular coordinates and one-
dimensional spreading is x = 1.39 (GA)1/3 t2/3 where x equals lead-
ing edge distance from initial dam edge and A equals half of the
spill cross-sectional area (i.e. one-half of the spill volume per
unit width of channel).

**The analytical expression for one-dimensional gravity-viscous
spreading with a no-slip boundary condition is = 3j1/5 1/5

x 1.132GA 1 t

Table 7-1

Time

(sec)

0.8

1.2

1.6

2.0

2.4

2.8

LNG
Free-Slip

(m)

0.6

2.6

4.9

7.2

9.4

11.7

>14.

LNG Gel
Free-Slip

(m)

0.5

2.0

3.7

5.2

6.9

8.4

10.1

3.2

3.6

11.6

13.1

4.0

4.4
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less than some critical value, the gel will no longer spread (i.e.

the gelant particle interactions are strong enough to oppose the

hydrostatic head). This has been discussed in Chapter 4 with respect

to gel buildup on a suspended disk and has been correlated with

static yield stress. In a flow situation the steady-state yield

stress is probably more appropriate and this is approximately 1/4 of

the static yield value. The corresponding height is h 3Ty/pg.

For a gel with an initial steady-state yield value of 500 dynes/cm2

(this corresponds to 5 wt % H20 or 7.5 to 10 wt % CH30H for the

gels produced in this study), h 3.5 cm. This height would corres-

pond to that above the water level, i.e. due to water buoyancy, the

equivalent height would be 5 cm. During boil-off, the concentration

will change and the yield stress will increase. When 20 percent of

the methane has vaporized the yield stress will have doubled, and

when 40 percent of the methane has boiled off the yield stress will

be approximately five times its original value, as yield stress is

approximately proportional to the concentration cubed. If this is

taken into account, the gel spreading will cease when the pool radius

reaches 230 m. This results in a reduction in maximum vapor gener-

ation rate by a factor of 5,as compared to LNG. This, in turn, re-

sults, in a reduced maximum distance for flammable mixtures by a

factor of approximately 5. If equations 7-3 and 7-8 are used with

the viscosities of LNG and LNG gel, the spreading and boil-off rates

for the gels (as compared to LNG) is even more reduced (a factor of

10 for the maximum distance). However, this has assumed a no-slip
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boundary condition for the gel and probably over-estimates the gel

viscosity effect. However, the numerical results clearly show that

there will be a reduced spreading rate due to gelation (i.e. the

transition to a gravity-viscous regime occurs very rapidly before a

significant amount of spreading has occurred and the subsequent gravity-

viscous flow is controlled by the viscosity of the gel), and a real-

istic estimate suggests that the maximum distance can be reduced by

a factor of 5 if LNG is appropriately gelled to give a steady-state

2
yield stress of 500 dynes/cm .

7.2 Spill Behavior

Although the analytical spreading models discussed in the pre-

vious section were all based on instantaneous spillage, a major spill

may closer approximate a continuous spill. In fact, if the rupture

is small enough in diameter, the spill rate will be the controlling

factor (i.e. the maximum boil-off rate will be equivalent to the spill

rate). The size of a single inner transport tank is quite large and

any rupture is likely to be small in comparison. In such a case, flow

from the tank can be described using the relation for orifice flow.

v = V/A = C 2gH

where v = discharge velocity
V = volumetric discharge rate
A = cross-sectional area of

orifice
g = acceleration due to gravity
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H = head of liquid above orifice

C = coefficient of discharge (1)

According to this expression, viscosity does not affect the flow

rate. However, it was expected that if the fluid possessed a high

enough viscosity that the flow rate would actually be reduced. An

attempt was made to model the draining of LNG gel from a storage

tank using the previously-mentioned numerical technique. However,

a satisfactory solution could not be obtained due to numerical in-

stabilities and excessive computer time requirements.

7.3 The Gelation Process

The gelation procedure used in this study has been thought of

as a laboratory process only. It is clearly not energy efficient, as

it requires preheating the gas to keep the gelant vaporized prior to

contact with the LNG. Once in contact with the LNG, the heat trans-

fer necessary for cooling the mixture and freezing the gelant causes

vaporization and loss of natural gas. For every 500 cm3 of gel pro-

duced, 1500 cm3 of LNG was boiled away. Thus an alternative gela-

tin process is needed for industrial scale use.

One possible industrial scale procedure is vapor phase addition

of the gelant to the natural gas prior to its liquefaction. Formation

of the gelant particles would then occur on stream. However, this
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process has several drawbacks. In base-load liquefaction cycles,

the inlet natural gas is at a pressure of approximately 150 psi.

(In peak-shaving plants, a much higher pressure, 750 psi, is used.)

At 150 psi the ideal gas law indicates that no more than 0.2 percent

H20 or 1.4 percent CH30H vapor could be introduced into this stream.

Gas nonidealities would increase this value but not appreciably.

Subsequent liquefaction involves cooling and condensing the natural

gas in a heat exchanger (the coolant side being part of a suitable

refrigeration cycle). If a gel is to be produced under these condi-

tions, the cooling rate will be a critical factor in determining the

final particle size. Typical liquefaction conditions cool the natural

gas at a rate of 50 to 100 K/s, which may be too slow to achieve small

enough particles. In the present laboratory process the cooling rate

was much more rapid, > 100 K in 10- 4 sec, and the resulting particle

radius was estimated (from the rheological data) to be 150 A. How-

ever, the vapor phase residency time and/or a low probability of

coalescence may have actually controlled the final size, as nuclea-

tion and particle growth calculations suggested that larger particles

were possible. Whatever the controlling factor may have been, an

important consideration is the fact that even under these laboratory

conditions a moderately thick gel required a gelant concentration (in

the final gel) greater than the concentration used in the vapor mix-

ture from which the gelant particles were formed. Thus, if one were

to start with a 1 mole % gelant vapor mixture and condense it in such

a way as to produce 100 A radius particles, one would obtain a dilute
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gel ( < 50 dynes/cm2). If a more concentrated, thicker gel were

desired, either methane would have to be vaporized from the gel or

an alternative method of producing and adding the dry gelant parti-

cles would be necessary. On the other hand, if one could condense

this 1 percent gelant vapor mixture in such a way as to produce

< 50 A radius particles, the gel could, theoretically, be produced

directly. This might be feasible with a supersonic jet, as Stein

and Wegener (1967) obtained H20 particles in this size range when

air containing < 1.5 mole percent of H20 was rapidly expanded using

a supersonic jet. However, this requires that the particles be well-

dispersed, and that they not coalesce. Brownian motion of such small

particles is sufficient to overcome ordinary van der Waals forces for

particle separations > 4 A (the diameter of a methane molecule). Thus,

if two such particles stick together, they are undoubtedly in contact

with hydrogen bond linkages. Once such linkages have formed, coalescence

may be possible, the rate of which will be dependent on the particle

size and the gelant solubility in the surrounding phase. The smaller

the particles are, the greater will be the rate of coalescence, but

estimates for the magnitude of this rate are not available.

The crystal structure analysis, composition analysis, and micro-

scopic observation of the gelant particles indicated that the particles

were crystalline clathrates. Therefore, an alternative approach might

be to form the desired clathrates as large crystals and subsequently

grind them to obtain fine particles. The dry particles (or alter-

natively a highly-concentrated gel) could then be added to the LNG

using some suitable mixing procedure. Grinding techniques,
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however, cannot produce particles less than lpm in size. This size

would require a concentration of 80 wt. percent (63 volume percent)

to obtain a yield stress of 500 dynes/cm2

If a suitable industrial scale gelation procedure were found,

there are still possible problem areas which would require further

study. In particular, the process of revaporization should be con-

sidered. As methane vaporizes from the gel, the gel in turn becomes

thicker, increasing in yield stress and apparent viscosity. Flow be-

havior is very difficult to predict for such conditions of changing

composition. Although the yield stress is increasing, slip planes

may occur and the actual wall shear stresses may be lower than expected.

The fact that natural gas is a mixture rather than pure methane may

offer an advantage here. In the case of liquid methane gel, the

methane vaporizes from the gel (its temperature remaining constant at

the methane boiling point) leaving a packed dry solid. Only after a

further temperature rise does the solid clathrate decompose. On

the other hand, as methane vaporizes from an LNG gel, the gel becomes

more concentrated in the heavier components, resulting in an increase

in boiling point. Eventually the temperature of the gel will reach

the clathrate decomposition point, and the gel structure will break

down. In such cases, the particles have been observed to settle out,

thus forming a slurry which would be much easier to pump. This effect

could also increase the spread rate in a major spill, thus reducing

the safety benefit. However, the decomposition rates are likely to

be slow enough that this problem will not occur.
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For storage and transport of the gels, the stability of the gels

will be important. In the present study, no attempt was made to study

the aging properties of the gels. However, Vander Wall (1971) had

previously found that liquid methane (both H20 and CH30H) gels were

stable, with no appreciable decrease in structure, for 114 hours.

Here there are two factors which will affect the structure stability,

one being the susceptibility to particle coalescence, the other being

particle settling. The former is directly related to the solubility

of the gelant in the liquid. However, neither the solubilities nor

the rate of coalescence are known, and further study would therefore

be necessary to determine the associated rate of gel destabilization.

This would be a particularly important consideration for long-term

storage. From observations in the present study, particle settling was

only noticeable in dilute gels (< 300 dynes/cm2). Some mixing would

help to reestablish such a gel provided that particle settling and

packing had not been too severe.

Thus, although the gelation of LNG could significantly reduce

the hazard associated with LNG transport, there are still a number

of possible problems related to large-scale use. These require fur-

ther study before an overall feasibility assessment can be made.
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CHAPTER 8 - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the present study, LNG has been gelled using two different

gelants, water and methanol, and these gels have been analyzed as

to their structural and heological properties. The gel structure

was found to consist of the attractive interactions of small (150 A)

crystalline particles. Analysis of these particles by x-ray dif-

fraction, composition determination, and microscopic observation

provided substantial evidence that the particles were crystalline

clathrate solids rather than pure solids. A crystal structure was

also proposed for the previously unknown methanol clathrate based

on the x-ray diffraction data.

The heological properties of the gels were determined using

an oscillating shear technique. The results indicated non-linear

viscoelasticity, and analysis of this response at various frequencies

gave an apparent Bingham plasticity at the low shear rates studied.

Both static and steady state yield stresses were also determined

for the gels.

A study on the vaporization rates of LNG gels on water was

performed, and these results along with those from the heological

study were used to assess the possible safety benefit of transporting

natural gas in a gelled form. Based on confined spill tests, the

gels were found to vaporize at a rate which was one-half to one-third

that of LNG. To determine the effect of gelation on the spread rate,

a simple dam-breaking model was used, and the fluid dynamics was
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analyzed using a numerical technique. The results indicated that

the gels would spread at a lower rate than LNG, estimated to be

approximately 60 percent lower. The combination of reduced spread

and boil-off rates give an estimated 80 percent reduction in the

maximum distance for flammable gas mixtures for a gel of yield

stress 500 dynes/cm2

Although an extensive study has been completed on LNG gels,

there are a number of areas which require further study before

such gels could be considered feasible for industrial-scale use.

In particular, a satisfactory gelation procedure must be developed,

and the aging and revaporization properties determined.

From an academic standpoint there are also further gel and

clathrate studies which might be of interest. The size of the

gelant particles could be determined experimentally, possibly using

electron microscopy, and compared with the value estimated in this

study. Single crystal x-ray diffraction could be used to clarify the

crystal structure of the methanol clathrate and techniques, other

than that used in the present study, might be used to determine its

composition. It is also not certain whether the guest species for

methanol clathrates is limited to very small molecules such as

methane. If larger molecules can be enclathrated, the structure

may also differ from that proposed for methane.
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APPENDIX A - LONDON'S ATTRACTIVE FORCE

Eisenschitz and London (1930) derived the following expression

for the London dispersion dispersion force between two complex atoms

or molecules.

3he4 f f

~B -3he4 li 2j (A-l)12 4 2
32rrm v V m( +

e li 2jli 2j )

where f = oscillator strength corresponding
to transition frequency v for
molecule 1

f2 = oscillator strength corresponding
to transition frequency v2j for
molecule 2

h = Planck's constant
e = charge of electron
m = mass of electron
e

The summations are taken over all such transitions. These oscillator

strengths are related to the polarizability of the molecule at frequency

v.
2 f

e i li

The polarizability is, in turn, related to the molar refraction, R1,

by the Lorentz-Lorenz equation.

n2 _ 1 M2

nl +2 P1

where nl = refractive index of material 1
at frequency v

M1 = molecular weight

P = density
N = Avogadro's number0
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Combining Equations A-2 and A-3 gives

2 _ 1 M

nl - e __ _ fl=_____ - 2 (A-4)
nl + 2 P1 3me X ml -v
n1 +2 p1 e I 1

This dispersion equation relates the variation of refractive index with

frequency. Dispersion refers to electronic oscillations which are

responsible for the dispersion of light. Gregory (1969) points out

that this expression does not apply at frequencies close to strong

absorption bands. In these regions an imaginary damping term must be

introduced yielding complex values for the refractive index.

Gregory further suggests that for many materials, the variation

of refractive index with frequency can be represented by a dispersion

equation with a single term.

2 2
n2 1 M eN s

-- =l° 2 2 (A-5)
n + 2 p 37rm v -v

e v

where s = f = "effective number of dispersion
electrons"

vv = characteristic frequency

The figure shown on the following page shows the good linear correlation

for water and polystyrene (from Gregory, 1969). Materials such as the

liquid alkanes, all forms of silica and many inorganic crystals are

reported as giving similar straight lines,and some values of s and vV

are given in the subsequent table. The frequency range shown in the

figure includes visible to low ultraviolet frequencies. Although

not explicitly stated, this same frequency range was, no doubt, used
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to determine the characteristic frequencies listed in the table.

Based on a one-term dispersion relation, the resulting London

constant for two different molecules having similar characteristic fre-

quencies is

3he4 s s

B = 12 (A-6)
12 42

327rm vv (lv +v
e lv2v lV 2v

and for identical molecules

4 2
3he s

B = 42 3 (A-7)
64w m v

e v

If the characteristic energy hv is equal to the ionization potential,

as suggested by London (1937), then B12 becomes

I 1I2
(A-8)

B12 = (3/2)a1a 2 I +I (A-8)

Based on the frequencies listed in the preceding table, the charac-

teristic energies are actually quite close to the values for the ion-

ization potentials, thus substantiating London's assumption.

Incorporating the Maxwell relation between refractive index and

dielectric constant, = n , gives

£ - 1 M e2N s

-2 (A-9)

£ + 2 p 3'rrm V
o e V

Here must be taken as the square of the limiting refractive index

in the visible wavelength region. The dispersion equation discussed
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can be used by setting v equal to zero. Gregory points out that the

static dielectric constant (measured with zero frequency of applied

field) must not be used in Hamaker constant calculations as it may

include dipole reorientation which does not contribute significantly

to dispersion forces. Lifshitz, however, in his macroscopic approach

for determining particle-particle interactions, has emphasized that

the entire spectrum must be considered, and that dipole reorientation

may even be dominant in some cases.
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APPENDIX B - CALCULATION USING HAMAKER's EXPRESSION

All
2 2

- TqB

= (27/64)hv1

For ice n =

E1 =
I =

1

11

£1 - 1 2
1E:1+ 2i

1.31*

1.72

12.6 eV*

where q = pNo/M 1

where 1 = n (n = index of
refraction)

hv = I1 (ionization
potential)

*from Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics

(27/64) (12.6eVxl.6xl0 1 2 ergs/eV) (.72/3.72)2

= 3.19x10 ergs

For liquid methane 2 = 1.63**
I2 = 12.6 eV*
2

A22

**(Pan et al., 1975)

= (27/64) (12.6 eV x 1.6x10 ergs/eV) (.63/3.63)2

= 2.56x10 1 3 ergs

= ((A ) - (A22)2)2
11 22

-15= 3.46x10

For methanol
2

= n = 1. 7***

I = 10.8 eV*
3

***The value for the refractive
index of liquid CH OH, n=1.3*,
was used here, as he value
for solid methanol was not
known. However, it is quite
likely that the refractive in-
dex is actually greater than
this, as the methanol gelant
particles appeared white, while
those of H20 were barely vis-
ible. An estimated value for
n3 might be that of Cabosil,
1.5, which also appears white
in liquid methane.

A 12 1
ergs
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A = (27/64)(10.8 eV x 1.6x1033
-13

= 2.6x10 ergs

-17and A = 1.6x10 ergs323

ergs/eV) (.7/3.7)2

If the higher value for the refractive index is used, the result is

-13 -14A = 6.3x10 ergs and A = 8.3x10 ergs33 323
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APPENDIX C - APPROXIMATION FOR DIELECTRIC SUSCEPTIBILITY

The approximations, selection of coefficients, etc. used in

these calculations follow systematically the procedure used by Ninham

and Parsegian (1970b). The following expression for dielectric

susceptibility was used for ice.

C
mw

+ +

1 + /mwn mw

C1
(C-l)

1 + (n/W1l)

C 2

1 + ( n/w2)

where C = 197.9
mw

C = 1.4
1

C n - 1 = 0.7
2

W = 6.0x10 rad/s
mw

14
I , = 3.0x10 rad/s

16= 1.9x10 rad/s

This is the difference between the
static dielectric constant, 200
(Johari and Whalley, 1973), and the
dielectric constant after Debye
relaxation, 3.1 (Franks, 1972).

This is the difference between the
dielectric constant at the beginning
and end of the infrared region, 3.1
and 1.7 respectively. At the end of
the infrared region, te dielectric
constant is equal to n where n=1.3
(refractive index) from Handbook of
Chemistry and Physics.

This represents an average Debye
relaxation frequency (Ruepp, 1973).

This is an average for the three
absorption peaks in the infrared
region (Franks, 1972).

Here w = 2v and v= I/h, where I is
the ionization potential, 12.6 eV.

C (i n ) = 1

+
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For liquid methane, only the ultraviolet is significant (Ninham and

Parsegian, 1970b).

E(i n) = 1 +

where C = n - 1 = 0.63

w2= 1.9x1016

C 2

1 + ( n/W2)
2

n = = 1.6 (Pan et al., 1975)

Based on ionization potential.

For solid methanol, the complete expression (Equation C-1) was used

with the following values.

C = 60.5
mw

w = 103 rad/s
mw

2
C1 = 3.5 - n = 1.8

w1 = 2.6x10 rad/s

C2 = 0.7

2 = 1.6x10 rad/s

The static dielectric constant for
CH OH at 160 K, 64.(Handbook of Chem-
istry and Physics), was used to deter-
min C . The relaxation frequency and
dielecric susceptibility after relax-
ation (3.5) were estimated from data
reported by Smyth and McNeight (1936).

Based on the liquid refractive index.
If the higher suggested refractive
index (Appendix B) is used, then
C1 will be equal to 1.25. The
associated frequency is an average of
the three strongest infrared absorption
bands (Herzberg, 1964).

If the higher value for refractive
index is used, C will be equal to 1.25.
This ultraviolet frequency is based on
the ionization potential.

(C-2)
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APPENDIX D - CALCULATIONS BASED ON THE LIFSHITZ EXPRESSION

-A (D, T)-A(DT) and A(D,T) = 1.5kT I
12wD2

= n2 f~(n (1 - K2exp (2PnDS2))

+ ln (1 - 2exp ( n2 )) dp

_ s2 - PE1A =
S 2 + Psl

and s = (p2 _ 1 + 1/2) 

A s - pA = + ps +p

Zero frequency term:

As n+0, f( )dp + O. At small p, the function to be integrated

is finite and small. The integral approaches only as p + -. Thus

it is desired to determine the value of I as n +0 and p + - by letting

in=6 (a very small value).

_ 1 2 P PAs p A + 0
ex 2p

exp 0 (or 1 for 6 + 0)
c

The second "ln" term reduces to ln(l + 0) = 0. This leaves

2 D 2

c

2D( 2 2
Let u =

c

62f u ln(l
1

p n (1 - 2exp -2Pn dp

2D £2

p du = - dp
c

-2
- exp(-u6)) du

G(D,T) =

I(n ,D)

(n' ,D)
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-2
Let k = A

Expanding ln(l - ke ) = -ke -u 6 - (1/2)k2e-2U6

- (1/4)k4e- 4 u 6 . . .

- (1/3)k e

The integral becomes

-62f u(ke- u 6 + (1/2)k2e- 2 u 6 + (1/3)k e 3 u 6 . .)du
1

-u6 -2u6
2 ke 2 eu

-= 6 2 (-6u - 1) + (1/2)k 2 (-26u - 1)
6 46

-3u6
+ (1/3)k3 e2 . . .

96 1

- -(ke-6(6 + 1) + (1/8)k 2e26 (26 + 1) + (1/27)k 3e 36. .

As 6 -+0, this becomes

-(k + k/23 + k3/33 + k4/43 ..)
This result is also obtained for the zero frequency term in

Equation 2-18. Also note that this expression is independent of

separation distance.

For the liquid methane/ice system, £1 = 200 and £2 = 1.6

(see Appendix C).

1- (200./1.6) 2
k = = .9685

1 + (200./1.6)
23 3 3 4 3

k + k /2 + k /3 + k /4 = .9685 + .11725 + .03365 +
.01375 + .00682 + .00382 +
.00233 + .00151 + .00103 +
.00073 + .00053 + .00039 +
.00030 + .00023 + .00018

= 1.151

This zero energy term must then be multiplied by one-half.

-14
A(D,T) = 1.2x10 ergs + 1.5kT I(n, D)

Calculation of I for the remaining frequencies was done by computer

using the expression for A(0,T).

-14
A(0,T) = 2.lx10 ergs
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For the interaction of solid methanol particles, the results

were as follows

-14
A(0,100 K) = 2.lxlO10 ergs (for refractive index equal to 1.3)

-13
A(0,100 K) = 1.1x10 ergs (for refractive index equal to 1.5)
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APPENDIX E - SURFACE POTENTIAL OF ICE IN LIQUID METHANE

The ion concentration in liquid methane can be determined from

its electrical conductivity (Adamczewski, 1969).

X = ·(F/No )vini.zi
i

where v. = mobility of ion i
1
z. = charge of i
1

ni = number of ions i per unit
volume

N = Avagadro's number
F = Faraday constant

The ions are assumed to by CH4 and CH4, and the ionic mobility is

assumed to be similar to that of liquid argon ( 10 cm /volt-s)

(Adamczewski, 1969). The conductivity is taken as 10 - 1cm -1

(White, 1975).

-3 2
-18 -1 -1 2 x 96,493 coul/equiv. 10 cm10 2 cm = n

6.02x1023 ionx/equiv. volt s

n = 3.12x103 ions/cm3

The ionic concentration in an ice particle was estimated using

this same expression. Here, the conductivity was estimated from the

data of Maeno (1973) to be 10- cm at 110 K. The mobility was

-5 2
assumed to be 10 cm /volt-s (Onsager, 1973). This yields a calculated

value of 10 ions/cm3. To estimate the possible surface charge on an

ice particle in liquid methane, it was assumed that 10 percent of the

ions present in a 150 A radius ice sphere did not have counterbalancing

ions.

= (4/3)r3(104)
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= 1.4x10 ions

-131.4xlO 10 ions
4rr2

= 5x10 3 ions/cm 2

The surface potential can be calculated from the electrical double

layer relation
2 2

2z F c
O = EK< K =

0KO 0 £ RT
0

where T = absolute temperature
F = Faraday's constant
z = charge of ion
£ = dielectric constant of the

liquid
co = permittivity of a vacuum

coul cal 3 3
2(96,493 ole ) (23,062 ) (3.12x10 ions/cm3)mole volt mole
1(1-12 coul cal ions
1.6(.1x10O (1v987t mole K) (100 K) (6.02x102 3 ionvolt cm mole K mole

-1
K = .26 cm

a (1.7x10 - 2 ions/cm 2 ) (1.6x10-1 9 coul/ion)

o 1.6(1.lxlO- 1 2 coul/volt-cm) (.26 cm 1

-9
= 5.9x10 volt
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APPENDIX F - ENERGY OF REPULSION FOR ICE DOUBLE LAYERS

For the interaction of two spherical particles with a small

surface potential, 0 , and a small Kr, the repulsive energy is

VR = 41rE r2 a
a ~ ~~ 40~

exp(-KD)
2r + D

where

For r = 5x10-6 cm and D = 107

negligible compared to van der

widths.

r = radius of sphere
D = smallest distance between the

two spherical surfaces
K = .26 cm
4o = surface potential (volts)

£ = permittivity of a vacuum
= dielectric constant for the

liquid
VR = energy of repulsion

cm, V R = 2x10 joule which is

Waals attractive energy at all gap
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APPENDIX G: EQUILIBRIUM CRITERION BASED ON

VARIATION OF NUCLEUS RADIUS AND ITS

EFFECT ON AVAILABILITY

The variation of availability with nucleus radius is:

f (AA)

r I NJ
= NS [ar ir 3 JB

JN 3 3r

+ (P -P) (47r2 ) + 8Orr
0

L r r

which leaves

r NA)
NB

= (P0 - P) (4wr2) + 8or

For equilibrium

a(hA)
DrI NB

= 0

i.e. r = /(pBO p )
o

But = 4/3 r3
Pr JSDr ,0
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APPENDIX H - ESTIMATION OF SUPERSATURATIONS

If the vapor is assumed to supersaturate until it reaches -1600 C.

-160
the maximum supersaturation is therefore P/P . Vapor pressureseq

for ice and solid methanol are not known at such low temperatures.

Ice, however, is known down to -98C and extrapolation using a general

vapor pressure relation based on the Clausius-Clapeyron expression gives

p -160 = 5.0 x 10-1 4 mm Hg. [6.7 x 10-1 1dynes/cm2
eq

at T = -90°C (183.2 K) P = 9.2 x 10-8 atm. (9.33 x 10-2 2~~~~afmeq (. dynes/cm2)

T = -98 0C (175.2 K) P = 1.97 x 10-8atm. (2.0 x 10-2

dynes/cm )

The resulting equation is

log1 0 P = (-2710.2/T) + 7.7619

where T = absolute temp (K)

P = pressure (atm.)

P 7x0 1 5
S - 7 x 10 +

P -160

eq
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APPENDIX I - NUCLEATION RATES DURING COOLING OF VAPOR MIXTURE

The following table shows the initial time-temperature history

of a natural gas vapor with 1 mole percent methanol ( 3 x 1017 mole-

cules/cm3). Nucleation rates, J, were calculated using the Becker-

Doring expression with surface tension equal to 23 dynes/cm (Handbook

of Chemistry and Physics).

Time
(sec)

0

5 x 10- 6

-5
10

1.25 x 10-

1.5 x 10' 5

Temp

(K)

253

246

239

235

232

P

(dynes/cm2 )

1.01 x 104

6.14 x 103

3.60 x 103

2.61 x 103

2.00 x 103

Super- J
sat. nuclei/
(P/Peq ) ( cm3 sec)

No. of
nuclei
formed

1

1.65

2.81

3.9

5.1*

3.97

5.09 x 1018

8.84 x 1020

2.5 x 1013

2.2 x 1015

*over maximum supersaturation

radius
of
nuclei (A)

8

6
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APPENDIX J - PARTICLE GROWTH HISTORY BASED ON

CONDENSATION AND COALESCENCE

The rate of change of the total particle concentration, N, is

dN i j Zij N i NjIJ:1 

where Ni = number conc.for particles
containing i molecules

Z.i = collision rate for par-
ticles i and j

Assuming a monodisperse particle size distribution gives

dN 1 ZN2

t- = 2

Time
(sec)

10-8

5 x 10-8

2 x 10- 7

10-6

5 x 10- 6

2 x 10- 5

7 x 10- 5

-4

2 x 10 - 3

1.2 x 10 2

.1

N
(part./cm3)

3 x 1017

8 x 1016

1.6 x 1016

2.5 x 1015

2.6 x 1014

5.6 x 1013

1.6 x 1013

1.4 x 1012

2.4 x 1011

3 x 1010

3 x 109

2.1 x 109

dN/dt

2.2 x 1025

1.6 x 1024

9. x 1022

2.8 x 1021

5.1 x 1019

2.7 x 1018

2.9 x 1017

2.7 x 1015

1.4 x 1014

2.7 x 1012

9 x 109

part. radius
(A)

4

7

12

26

44

67

150

271

540

1166

1313
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APPENDIX K - SCATTERING OF X-RAYS

X-ray scattering occurs when the incident radiation is absorbed

by a scattering center and subsequently reemitted. Although the inci-

dent radiation may be in the form of a parallel beam, the reemitted

radiation is scattered in all directions, and the amplitude of this

scattered radiation is a function of the scattering angle. For inci-

dent radiation falling on a single scattering center, O, the scattering

process can be described as follows. If the incident radiation is in

the form of a simple monochromatic wave then the displacement, y, of

the incident wave varies with time as

y = B cos(2rVt)

where V = frequency of radiation
B = amplitude

At some point of interest, P, a distance D from the scattering center,

the scattered wave will have a displacement, ys, which is a function of

the distance D, the scattering process, and the scattering angle.

s = f2 ( B) cos{27V(t - D/c) a }

where c = velocity of propagation of the radiation
D = distance between P and 0

as = phase shift due to scattering process
f20 = scattering length - a proportionality constant

with dimension of length; it is a function of
the scattering angle
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For mathematical convenience, this equation is generally written in

complex form.

The amplitude of t

Y = Y exp(27vi(t - x/c))

= Y cos(2fV(t - x/c)) + iYosin(27V(t - x/c))

s = f20 () exp(2Vi(t - D/c) - ia )

:he disturbance at P is

_ rB
as f28 D )

and the phase lag is Op = 2ffVD/c + as

The intensity in power per unit solid angle is

2 2 2 2
I = KA xD = f KB
20 s 20

For a pari of identical point scatterers, the radiation arriving

at a point P at some very large distance (with respect to 0102) from

radiation

radiation
01 will have been scattered from both 01 and 02 through effectively

the same angle 2. Since the scatterers are identical, the scattering

phase shift a will be the same for each. Thus the phase difference

of radiation scattered at 02 with respect to 01 is

0,0_ - X (CO2 + 02D)
0,0 = X 2 2Z

If S and S are unit vectors in the direction of the incident and the
o

scattered radiation respectively, and r is the vector connecting 01

and 02+ + + +
2 
U2C = r.SO

02C + 02D =

OU2D = -r. 

+ (S - S )
2 r. o

%
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(S- S)
If s is defined as then a 2r.s

B

s = f2D ) (exp(27i(t- D/c) - i )

+ exp(27vi(t - D/c) - ia + 2ir.s))
S

= f 2(D-) {1 + exp(2Tir.s)}exp{27ri(t -D/c)-ia }
BD/~~ S

A = +
A2s f-() {1 + exp(2ir.s)}
2s f2e

As compared with a single unit, this equals

A2s = A {1 + exp(2Tir.s)}

For a general distribution of identical point scatterers

n
A = A 2 exp(2irj..s)
ns s 

For non-identical scatterers

n

A = A s exp(2Tir..s)

1 n 

n

D n (f 2 )j exp(27ir..s)

This summation can be illustrated by a phase-vector diagram.

2~r .s

Real axis
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Electrons are the primary scattering units for x-rays. In

crystals, however, these electrons are always bound in an atom and

thus cannot be treated separately. The scattering must be described

by the electron density in the atom. For this reason an atomic scat-

tering factor, f , has been defined as the ratio of the amplitude

of the coherent radiation from an atom to that from a single electron

situated at the atomic center. This scattering factor is the sum of

the contributions from all of the electrons in the atom and conse-

quently, the greater the number of electrons in the atom, the greater

the amplitude of the scattered radiation. For an array of identical

atoms, the amplitude of the scattered radiation with respect to a

point electron at the origin is
n

A = f exp(2Tir..s)
n a 1
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APPENDIX L - DIFFRACTION FROM A FINITE ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY

A single row of n identical atoms forms a centrosymmetric arrange-

ment of scatterers if the center of symmetry is taken as the origin.

For a centrosymmetric arrangement, the amplitude of the scattered rad-

iation reduces to merely the real component, the sum of the complex

components being zero. If n is odd, and the center atom is taken as

the origin %(n-l)

A Z f cos(27qa.s)
n a

q=- (n-l)

where a = vector distance between atoms

This expression can be simplified as follows

fa ++ ++
n 2sin(r-.) 2 cos(27qa.s) sin(7a.s)

fa
a 2 +.(e {sin(Trna.s) - sin(Tr(n-2)a.s)

2sin(Tra.s)

+ sin(T(n-2)a.s) - sin(F(n-4)a.s)

+...+sin(7r(2-n)a.s) - sin(1T(-n)a.s)}

All the terms on the right cancel except for the first and last

which gives

A f (sin(7na.s)A = f
n a sin (ra.S)

This equation will also hold for n even, provided the center of sym-

metry is taken as the origin. The intensity of the scattering is

2 ) -
(A2 = f2 sin (nrTa.s) = 2 2

(A f (K ) f
n a sin2 (rq.s) n a
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+ + 2 + + 2 + -
When a.s = h, where h is an integer, both sin (na.s) and sin (a.s)

are zero. The limit, however, can be taken as a.s approaches zero

lim sin2 (nx) (nx) 2
lim 2 n
x+O sin (x) x

The figures below show the two functions sin (na.s) and sin (Ta.s)

for n = 5.

2 
sin (5ffa.s)

+>4

2 -+ 0.5 1.0 1.5
sin (a.s)

A X \ + +
a.s

0.5 1.0 1.5

The ratio of these two functions will be periodic, and the following

general statements can be made with regard to (K )2
n

(1) The main maxima of (K ) occur whenever a.s equals an
n

integer

(2) Between the main maxima there are n - 1 minima, where

(K ) is zero, and n - 2 subsidiary maxima.
n

(3) The width of a main maximum is 2/n and the maxima there-

fore get narrower as n increases.

(4) The main peak is twice as wide as the subsidiary ones.

(5) The ratio of the heights of the main to subsidiary maxima

increases as n increases.
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iU

C4

0
m

O
0 a.s 1

U

0 a.s 1

50

cN

r-

0

0 a.s 1

The maxima of (K)2 lie close to the maxima of sin (na.s) becoming

closer the larger the value of n. As n tends to infinity, the positions

of the maxima are therefore

-++ 2m+ 1
a.s 2n m = 1 to n-2

The height of the first subsidiary peak equals

(K 2 sin2 (n((3/2n)) 2

3/2n sin2 (r3/2n) 9

I �
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The ratio of this height to the main peak is

(K )2
3 /2 n 4 0.045

(K ) 9T
n 

For n-o there is no significant diffracted intensity except under

the condition that a.s = h (an integer). This is equivalent to the

physical argument that reinforcement of scattered radiation from

neighboring atoms occurs when the path difference is a multiple of

the wavelength.

1 -+ 4 - + -+
(r.S - r.S) = h or r.s = hO
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APPENDIX M - SCATTERING FROM A 3-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY

In a 3-dimensional array of identical atoms, three non-parallel

vectors, a, b, and c, can be used to define the interatomic spacings.

For scattered radiation to produce constructive interference, three

separate equations must therefore be satisfied simultaneously. These

equations are known as the Laue equations.

a.s = h

- _
b. = kc.s = 1

where h,k,l are integers

Radiation scattered hv two-dimensinnal
array of atoms. Add 3rd dimension to
get c vector.

If three new vectors are defined as follows

a.a* = 1 a*.b = a*.c = 0

b.b* = 1 b*.a = b*.c = 0

c.c* = 1 c*.a = c*.b = 0

These three vectors will define a space lattice which is given the

name reciprocal lattice. A reciprocal lattice point can be defined

by the vector ha* + kb* + lc* where h, k, and 1 are three integers

(Miller indices). From the above definitions, the following relations

must be true.

(ha* + kb* + lc*).a = h

(ha* + kb* + lc*).b = k
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(ha* + kb* + lc*).c = 1

Comparing these relations to the Laue equations indicates that

ha* + kb* + lc* is a possible value of s satisfying the Laue equations

for the indices (hkl).

The past discussion has considered only arrays of identical

atoms. In a 3-dimensional crystal structure there may be several

different atoms per unit cell, and the crystal can be pictured as

a close-packed 3-dimensional array of these unit cells. The scat-

tering of any atom A with respect to an electron at the origin of

the cell it occupies is fAexp(2TirA.s), and this same ratio will

hold for all atoms A with respect to electrons at the respective

origins. The total scattered amplitude from the crystal will thus

be that from an array of electrons, one at each unit cell origin,

multiplied by a factor.

fAexp(27ir A.s ) + f Bexp(2irB .s) + f (2ivir .s) etc.

where A, B, C are atoms in the unit cell.

This leads to the definition of the structure factor Fhkl
N

Fhkl = fj exp(27irj .s)

where N = number of atoms in the unit cell

The unit cell edges have been previously defined by vectors a, b, and

c, and the vector position of an atom in the unit cell can therefore

be given as r = xa + yb + zc

Using this equation plus the previous equation for s results in

N

hkl = j exp(2Trirj .s)
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N
= f exp(2Tri(x.a + yb + z ) . (h k* + * + c*) )w1 rd m

which reduces to

Fhkl

N
= f exp (2Ti(hx + ky + lz ))

1 J
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APPENDIX N - ABBERATIONS IN PEAK POSITION DUE TO ABSORPTION AND
FLAT SPECIMEN

For a crystalline material with known molecular composition

and unit cell, the total absorption coefficient, Ij, is given as

V Y
c

where V = volume of unit cell (cm 3 )
c

n = number of molecules in unit cell

a = atomic absorption coefficient (these are
tabulated in International Tables for X-ray
Crystallography, Vol. III)

-23 2 -23 2
For carbon, pC = 9.17x10 cm ; oxygen, 0 = 30.5x10 cm ; and

-23 2
hydrogen, H = 0.073x10 cm. (n/Vc) is nearly equal for both the

pure solid and the clathrate, thus the calculations will be made for

22 -3
the pure solids where (n/Vc )H = 3.1x10 cm and (n/V ) =

22 -3
l.9x10 cm . This results in YHO = 9.5 and 1 CH OH = 7.6.

To determine the shift in the peak position due to absorption

and flat specimen aberrations, Wilson (1950) gives the following

solution. The shift of the peak to smaller 2 expressed in radians

is given by the smallest value of the three expressions.

L2 sin(20/4R )2 ) L = 2aR/sinO

A20 0.428 sin (20/pR)

= 2t cos(O/R)

where A20 = shift in position of peak maximum in radians
= total absorption coefficient as calculated above

R = distance from specimen to radiation detector
(15 cm for the diffractometer in this study)
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2a = (radians) full angle aperture of the primery
beam in the plane of Bragg focusing (3 =
0.0524 rad. for this study)

t = thickness of specimen (0.1 cm)

For both ice and solid methanol, the second expression is dominant.

The range of A2e for ice is 0.060 @ 2 = 20 and 0.13 @ 2 = 50 ,

for solid methanol is 0.070 @ 2 = 200 and 0.19 @ 2 = 600.
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APPENDIX 0 - X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA FOR LNG GELS

The following pages contain the x-ray diffraction patterns

obtained for liquid methane/water and liquid methane/methanol gels.

Also included are the patterns obtained for the carbon dioxide/

water clathrate and air/water clathrate. The value associated with

each peak is its reflection angle, 28.
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APPENDIX P - ESTIMATION OF DIFFUSION EFFECTS

Flux = AD (dc/dx) < 1 cm3/hr (273 K, latm.) = 8.2 x 1018 molecules/hr

= 2.3 x 1015 molecules/sec

Near equilibrium the concentration difference within the pore is likely

to be the same order of magnitude as the concentration outside of the

pore.

Ac = (250/760) atm 6.02 x 1023 molecules/mole
(82 atm cm3/mole K) (163 K)

= 1.48 x 1019 molescules/cm3

Flux = 23 x 10 15molecules/sec = (A)cm D(cm 2/sec) (1.48
L

x 1019 molescules/cm 3)

The diffusion coefficient, D, was estimated using the following ex-

pression.

PD .82.75 x 10 2c

(P2/3 (T)5/6(2 1/2 = 2.75 x 10- 4 (T) 1 8 2

(Bird, Steward, and Lightfoot,

1960)

For P = .333 atm. and T = 163 K

D = .22 cm3/sec

2.3 x 1015 = A(.2 2)(1.48 x 1019)
L

A = 7.06 x 10-4
L
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A maximum pore length of 1 cm is assumed resulting in

A = 7.06 x 10- 4 cm2 (total pore cross-sectional
area)

Total pore volume = AL = 7.06 x 10-4cm3

For an average pore concentration of 1.5 (1.48 x 1019)

1.5(7.06 x 10-4)(1.48 x 1019) = 1.57 x 1016 molecules
withheld in
pores

The total number of enclathrated molecules for a .1 gm. sample of

H20 is

.1 gm (6.02 x 10 23molescules/mole)

(18 gm/g mole)(7 moles H20/mole CH4)
= 4.8 x 1020 molecules in

sample

Thus possible pore entrapment is negligible.

To estimate possible multilayer adsorption within pores,a cylindrical

pore is assumed. Also a small pore radius is likely, and is assumed

o

to be 20 A.

# of pores 7.06 x 10-4cm2 9
7r(2.0x 10- 7cm) = 5.62 x 10 pores

total pore surface area = (5.6 x 109) 2(1.5 x 10- 7 cm) (1 cm)

= 7.0 x 103 cm3

If an extra layer is adsorbed on this area because diffusion has

hindered the emptying of the pores, the number of extra adsorbed

molecules would be

7.0 x 10
7.0 x 10 cm2 = 4.4 x 1018 molecules
1.6 x 10-15cm2 /CH4 molecule
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APPENDIX Q - BINGHAM YIELD STRESS FUNCTIONALITY

WHEN HYDROGEN BONDING IS THE PRIMARY ATTRACTIVE INTERACTION

The proportionality for TB based on van der Waals attraction was

given as

T B D2

D2r

Van der Waals attractive energy (Chapter 2) was given as

-Ar
v 12 D

Van der Waals attractive force can be obtained by taking the derivative

of Vv with respect to D.

F = Ar
v 12D 2

Therefore,

Fv 2

r2
Vv
r D

If hydrogen bonding dominates, then Vv can be replaced by a multiple

of the hydrogen bond energy

T n(EHY) X
TB cc 2HY T

r2D

where n = number of hydrogen bonds formed
between two particles
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APPENDIX R - MAXIMUM SHEAR FORCE MEASURED BY BUILDUP ON A DISK

Gel buildup on a disk will be similar to a pile of sand except

for one basic difference. For a gel peak, both the radial stress and

the angular stress are expected to be negligible in comparison to

the vertical component, pgH, were H is the hydrostatic head above

the differential element. Although such angular forces may be

transmitted through interparticle contacts, it is likely to be

quite small due to the small particle volume fraction in the gel.

In two-dimensional geometry, the shear for an arbitrary plane is

given as follows

- a1 + 3 a1 3a - + cos2a
2 2

1 3- 3
a 2 sin2a
a. 2

The shear planes of interest will be those accessible to rupture or

sliding flow. For any point within the gel peak, the maximum angle

plane will be defined by the line connecting this point and the

edge, i.e. the plane angle must be < .

The maximum shear at any given depth will correspond to a 45© angle.

I-
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For the simplest geometry, a cylinder of gel, the maximum hydrostatic

head will be pgH, and the maximum shear will then be 0.49 pgH. For

a geometry other than a cylinder, the maximum shear stress will be

less than this. If the geometry is spherical the maximum shear stress

will be -0.36 pgH. The actual geometries observed were in between

these two, and thus the expected maximum shear stress was 0.36 gH < T

< 0.49 pgH.
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APPENDIX S - BOIL-OFF DATA FOR LNG GELS

The succeeding pages contain the original mass versus time

data for liquid methane, LNG, and LNG gels spilled on water.

Notation: PT = percent
YS = yield stress (static)
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APPENDIX T - LNG GEL MODELED AS A VAPORIZING SOLID

- -

vapor ilm (thickness = a)

Assumption: Vapor film thickness, a, is constant over entire con-

tact area.

The total heat flux is q = TR1 ka AT

where R1 represents the length of the vapor film in the radial

direction. This will be slightly greater (10 to 20 percent)

than the radius of the gel.

The total vapor generated must equal the outflow.

q = 2RV Ah20

where R2 is the radius of the gel, and Ah is the heat of vapor-

ization plus any sensible
The flow in the vapor film is heat effect

dP 12fV pgH
dr 2 R1ga 1

At the outer edge, a good approximation is

pgH 12pfVo

1 ga

For the present purposes R1 and R2 will be assumed equal.

1 o7R2ka AT = 2R V Ah

12pf



6R k Tf
a =

2pg H Ah4 k2 AT21
Pg H Ah

q q
A 2

TFR1

6R k (AT)

2
pg H Ah
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APPENDIX U - ESTIMATION OF FROTHING CAPABILITY

Marruci (1969) has suggested that the value of (crk2/a) determines

whether a mixture will froth. The following calculation estimates the

value of this ratio for a 90 percent CH4 and 10 percent C2H6 LNG mix-

ture.

C = 2alc2al da1do d 1 i
RT da dc 1 + vl/x 2v 2

2Cl d 1

RT jjclj |1 + Xlv1 /x2v2

CH4 is component 1

x = 0.9

v1 = 0.02625 moles/cm3

c = 0.02363 moles/cm 3

C2H 6 is component 2

x 2 = 0.1

V2 = 0.01667 moles/cm3

c2 = 0.00167 moles/cm 3

The surface tension for the mixture was estimated using a mole frac-

tion average.

Gm = Xa + x2 a2
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At 112 K, 1 = 13.3 dynes/cm

2 = 28.2 dynes/cm

(Yaws, 1976)

Gm = 14.8 dynes/cm

For an LNG mixture which is 80 percent CH4/20 percent C2H6, the surface

tension will be 16.2 dyne/cm.

[dc-l (0.1) (.00167)

and C = 1.15 x 10- 7

Estimation of k:

12 1/3k =-%] 1/r

= 8383.

r = 10-1rlO0 cm

A = 10 3 ergs (this may be a little high for gas
bubbles but a lower value will increase
the ratio (crk2/a).

Thus, k = 3.66 x 105 and rk 11.8

Assumptions:
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APPENDIX V - VAPOR DISPERSION

The general dispersion equation for a continuous ground line

source is:

C(x,y,z) =m Z* Y*
LU

and Z* = 2 expz 2

42 z 2(5zI

Y = 1/2 erf KL/2- Y+ erf fL/2 +y 1
where z = vertical distance from vapor source

where z = vertical distance from vapor source

y = lateral distance from vapor source

To estimate the maximum distance, x, for flammable mixtures, y and

z are set equal to zero. Both oz and cy will be a function of atmos-

pheric conditions as well as distance from the vapor source. Gener-

alized curves for these values have been obtained, using a Gifford-

Pasquill Correlation, and the figures are shown on the two pages

following.
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APPENDIX W - ANALYSIS OF PLUG FLOW ASSUMPTION

The length of the viscous boundary layer can be approximated as

Vvt. The shear stress due to the water surface velocity can there-

fore be estimated as U. The shear stress due to the viscosity

of the spreading liquid is pLAU where h is the pool height. To

approximate h, the relation for gravity-inertia spreading.can be used.

h= V =
7r 2 (1.14) 2 (GV)1/ 2 t

V1/2

- 97 t

If the liquid viscosity effect is to be insignificant, then

L AU (97) t = .1 
'L v1 2 << U .1

AU << .001V1 /2

U PLt 3/ 2

where L [= ] poise

t [=] sec

V [=] cm3
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APPENDIX X - NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE USED TO ASSESS THE

SPREADING BEHAVIOR OF LNG GELS

The SMAC (Simplified Marker-and-Cell) method developed by

Amsden and Harlow (1970) was used in the present study. Here the

fluid behavior is determined by the complete two-dimensional Navier-

Stokes equations, and the fluid itself is represented by a system of

particles (massless markers) whose motions describe the trajectories

of the fluid elements. The purpose of these particles is two-fold.

First, they indicate which cells are surface cells, i.e. where the

surface boundary conditions should be applied. Second, they show

the fluid motion within the entire computing region. The actual

dynamics of the fluid, however, is determined by a numerical repre-

sentation of the Navier-Stokes equations using a rectangular grid

of cells with the field variable layout as shown below.

v.

u. i
1--%,

u = horizontal velocity
v = vertical velocity

", 

= potential function

The numerical expressions are given in the previously-mentioned

reference along with a detailed discussion of the solution sequence.

Briefly, however, the sequence was as follows. A tentative field of

advanced time velocities was calculated using an arbitrary pressure
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field within the fluid except for the pressure boundary condition

at the free surface which precisely satisfied the normal stress

condition. By using correct velocity boundary conditions, they have

assured that this tentative velocity field contains the correct

vorticity at all interior points in the fluid. However, the con-

tinuity equation has not been satisfied. Final modification of these

tentative velocities is done in such a way as to preserve the vor-

ticity at every point while further satisfying the continuity ex-

pression for an incompressible fluid. Once the dynamics of the fluid

have been solved, the particles are then moved according to a weighted

average of the nearest velocities. The results shown in Chapter 7

are the particle marker locations after the specified time lapse.
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